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Abstract

Optical Antenna-Enhanced Light-Emitting Diodes and Inverse Electromagnetic Design

by

Sean Hooten

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering – Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Eli Yablonovitch, Chair

After its invention in ����, the laser caused a paradigm shift in long-haul telecommunications, delivering
unparalleled communications bandwidth at high power. However, next-generation integrated on-chip
optical data communications require di�erent speci�cations, favoring e�cient nanoscale transmitters op-
erating at low-power and high direct-electrical modulation speed. This dissertation argues that a novel
device called the optical antenna-enhanced light-emitting diode (antenna-LED) can meet these require-
ments, as an alternative to conventional semiconductor lasers.

A detailed comparison between LEDs and lasers for on-chip optical links is provided in the �rst part
of the dissertation. We demonstrate novel methods to quantify the stimulated emission carrier lifetime
(⌧st) and spontaneous emission carrier lifetime (⌧sp) in lasers and LEDs respectively, ultimately �nding
⌧st = 6ps for a laser at saturation and ⌧sp = 1ns for a heavily-doped LED. While exploring the limits
of ⌧sp, we reject the standard BNP model of the LED recombination rate. We go on to show that opti-
cal antennas can enhance the rate of spontaneous emission from LEDs by several orders of magnitude.
The resulting antenna-LED can reach the needed carrier lifetime due to (enhanced) spontaneous emis-
sion of �ps, rivaling the corresponding lifetime in lasers. This allows us to quantify the direct-electrical
modulation rate of antenna-LEDs versus lasers. In doing so, we reject the standard small-signal modula-
tion approximation in favor of the large-signal digital modulation that would be required in low-power
on-chip interconnects. We �nd that antenna-LEDs and lasers are both limited by their respective carrier
lifetimes in this modulation format – indicating that antenna-LEDs can be as fast as lasers. Finally, we
show that antenna-LEDs are capable of achieving practical internal quantum e�ciency, provided that
surface treatment processes for III-V semiconductors are improved. Putting it all together, our analysis
demonstrates that an antenna-LED with �ps carrier lifetime, 104cm/s surface recombination velocity,
and ��% overall e�ciency can reach a direct-electrical modulation speed exceeding ��Gbit/s while emit-
ting ��� photons/bit. We argue that this is su�cient signal for next-generation receivers.

Tangentially, we demonstrate novel ways that the antenna-LED radiation e�ciency and waveguide cou-
pling e�ciency can bemaximized. For example, by utilizing dielectric nanostructures in the antenna gap,
a known tradeo� between antenna enhancement and antenna e�ciency can be overcome. Furthermore,
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we present the design and simulation of an optical antenna-LEDwith ��% coupling e�ciency to a single-
mode waveguide, potentially enabling e�cient integrated optical interconnects.

In the �nal part of the dissertation, we discuss inverse electromagnetic design – computational tools and
methods that can be used to e�ciently optimize electromagnetic devices consisting of arbitrary num-
bers of geometric parameters. We provide two inverse design tutorials: (�) inverse design via the ad-
jointmethod for electromagnetic devices that satisfyMaxwell’s equations, and (�) a novel semi-analytical
transfer-matrix method for the design of �D interference �lters. We then apply these techniques to con-
ventionally di�cult electromagnetic designproblems. Using (�)wedesign��nm-CMOS-compatible per-
fectly vertical grating couplers with an industry competitive simulated insertion loss of -�.��dB. Using
(�) we demonstrate distributed Bragg re�ectors (DBRs) with>��% re�ectivity over an extremely broad
spectrum. We conclude with a brief look at emerging inverse design methods that are aided by neural
networks.
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Chapter �

Introduction

Whether by �re, telegraph, radio, or optical �ber, there are few technologies that are as historically perva-
sive and disruptive as telecommunications by electromagnetic waves. For example, after the invention of
the laser in the ����s, optical �ber became the dominant telecommunications medium to foster the scale
and ubiquity of the Internet – a technology that is now integral in our day-to-day lives and to the func-
tion of civilization as a whole. Incidentally, the proliferation of web-connected devices require powerful
computing systems on the opposing end to satiate the endless hunger for more data and information.
This hunger has changed the incentives for the innovation of new communication technologies. Namely,
telecommunications of the past sought to increase the distance and speed of communications (for which
optical �ber technologies were revolutionary). By contrast, data communications of the present seek to
decrease the viable distance for optical communications, with the hope of improving data bandwidth and
energy e�ciency. This has led to the replacement of electrical wireswith optics and photonicswithin data
centers, facilitating ultra-fast and e�cient data communications for high-performance computing tasks.
As the continued down-scaling of optical communications ensues, the big question is howmuch shorter
of a scale is optics viable, continually replacing electronics along the way? More speci�cally, can optical
communications be brought on-chip, facilitating intercommunications between silicon logic?

In the last three decades, the computational design of electromagnetic devices has been enabled by
improved simulation techniques and high-performance computers. This has facilitated the physical in-
vestigation ofmicro- andnano-scale electromagnetic devices by direct solutions toMaxwell’s Equations –
oftentimesproviding remarkable agreementwith experiment. Recently, investigators have sought to engi-
neer devices that perform at the absolute limits by leveraging computational design. Unfortunately, com-
plex designs can require thousands to millions of simulations to exhaustively explore a design space, and
exhaustive searches on this scale remain computationally precluded (even with the impressive speed of
modern machines). Notwithstanding, recent revelations in computer science and mathematics (such as
machine learning) have enabled optimization techniques with unprecedented computational e�ciency.
Can these techniques be applied to electromagnetic design?
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�.� Thesis outline
This dissertation seeks to answer the rhetorical questions posed above in two parts. In Chapter �, we
will argue that on-chip optical communications are feasible, but will require several integrated photonic
devices. In particular, the central topic of this thesis is a comparison between lasers and light-emitting
diodes (LEDs) – the two most viable sources for on-chip optical communications. This will require a
detailed discussion of the fundamental physics of LEDs and lasers, discussed in Chapter �. We will �nd
that regular LEDs are not as fast lasers because of the intrinsically slow speed of spontaneous emission
compared to stimulated emission. However, Chapter � shows that the speed of LEDs can be boosted by
several orders of magnitude using optical antennas. Therefore, we argue that optical-antenna enhanced
spontaneous emission can be as fast as stimulated emission. Wewill concludeChapter �with a discussion
of direct electrical modulation and e�ciency in optical sources. Chapter � presents two supplementary
topics relating to the ultimate e�ciency of optical-antenna enhanced light-emitting diodes: waveguide
coupling and metal-dielectric antennas. In Chapter � we switch topics and discuss inverse electromag-
netic design via the adjoint method – a technique that can be used to dramatically reduce simulation
requirements in the design of complex electromagnetic structures. We go on to apply the adjointmethod
to CMOS-compatible grating couplers. Finally, in Chapter � we brie�y discuss novel topics in inverse
design, including a new semi-analytical transfer-matrix method for the design of thin-�lm interference
�lters such as distributed Bragg re�ectors. We conclude Chapter � with a brief look at emerging inverse
design methods that leverage machine learning.

To maintain brevity in the main body of this thesis, several mathematically-heavy topics have been
relegated to the appendices. More detailed discussion of many topics, especially from Chapters �-� can
be found there.
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Chapter �

On-Chip Optical Data Communications:
Incentives, Requirements, and Our Proposal

Global internet tra�c has risen exponentially in the last decade, with ���Tb/s of information commu-
nicated on average in ���� [��], or about � zettabyte/year (1021 bytes/year). Data centers and high-
performance computing (HPC) systems make up the backbone of internet tra�c and backend compu-
tation, with as much as 106 bits communicated locally per bit communicated externally [�]. Indeed the
global data center IP tra�c� has increased from � zettabye/year in ���� to �� zettabytes/year in ����, with
anticipated continued exponential growth for at least the next decade [�, ��]. Consequently, data centers
consumed about ���TWh (200⇥ 109kWH) of electricity in ����, or about �% of total electricity pro-
duced globally [��, ��]. Frightening projections from ���� indicated that the total data center electricity
consumption could rise to as much as �,���TWh (>��% of anticipated global electricity production)
by ���� [�]. However, continuous improvements to data center energy e�ciency as well as the adoption
of “hyperscale” infrastructure for massively distributed tasks such as social media and cloud computa-
tion have appeared to curb such projections and maintain only a small rise in total energy consumption
despite massive growth in usage, according to a recent report [��].

Optical interconnects have historically and continue to enable highly e�cient data communications
and computation. Within the last few decades, optical �bers have replaced long-range electrical wires
on the scale of meters to kilometers connecting server racks in data centers. Optical data communica-
tion provides several major bene�ts over conventional wires including smaller attenuation, smaller dis-
persion, and higher data bandwidth [��]. For instance, Luxtera’s transceiver in ���� could transmit as
much as ��� Gb/s over �km without repeaters at about �W [��], a metric unmatched by coaxial cables
or ethernet cables with ranges on the order of ���m and ���x smaller bandwidth and similar power re-
quirements. More recently, silicon photonics – an integrated microscale optical circuitry platform that
is compatible with conventional CMOS silicon-on-insulator (SOI) fabrication technology – is bringing
optical communication to the server- and chip-level scale in order tomeet ever expanding data bandwidth
requirements while reducing power consumption [��, ���]. For example, Beausoleil et al’s [��] proposed

�This metric accounts for communications between data centers and external users, as well as intercommunications be-
tween data center compute nodes. Communications within the nodes themselves are unaccounted in this metric, and would
increase this �gure by several orders of magnitude.
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Figure �.�: Nearest-neighbor on-chip electrical wires.

architecture for data centers and high-performance computing (HPC) clusters would employ photonic
interfaces between individual compute nodes and memory with optical communication bandwidths ex-
ceeding ��Tb/s enabled by dense wavelength divisionmultiplexing (DWDM) at energy requirements on
the order of ���fJ/bit [��]. Seok et al [���] proposed a low-loss, integrated photonic switch with band-
width and port density that are unmatched by conventional electronic gigabit switches. Tangentially,
photonic platforms have recently been explored as analog accelerators for deep learning and other com-
putationally di�cult tasks [���, ���, ���]. These disruptive innovations in optics and photonics leave
only one optical interconnect length scale unexplored: on the silicon chip itself with communication dis-
tances of the order of a few centimeters or less between clusters of transistors or other physical electronic
devices.

�.� Losses of conventional electrical interconnects
Currently, the on-chip data communications are facilitated by micro-scale electrical wires. Every bit of
information communicated requires an electrical wire to be charged, which incurs energy per bit (en-
ergy/bit) losses. Consider the simple depiction of on-chip electrical wires in Fig. �.�. A single wire may
have width,w, and height, h, with some pitch (de�ned lithographically) between adjacent wires. Missing
from this picture are many vertical layers of such wires for a typical chip (in order to facilitate intercon-
nections between potentially billions of transistors) as well as vias between vertical layers. For simplicity,
we may assume that the wires �oat between in�nite ground planes above and below. To send a bit of
information across the wire, the wire must be charged. The total energy to send a single bit requires one
charge and one discharge of the wire capacitance resulting in a total energy requirement of,

✓
E
bit

◆

capacitive losses
= CV

2 (�.�)
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whereC is the wire self- and mutual- capacitances, and V is the supply voltage. According to the ITRS,
modern ICs operate with approximately �.�V supply voltage. If we take the wires to have square cross-
sections with edge width of w = h = 1

2pitch, and assume that the distance between the wire faces and
ground planes is also 1

2pitch, then the wire mutual capacitance is given by,

Cmutual,wire ⇡ 4⇥ "
A

d
= 4⇥ "

L · 1
2pitch

1
2pitch

= 4"L (�.�)

Assuming that the cladding medium is SiO2 with " = 3.9"o, then we �nd an approximate mutual ca-
pacitance per unit length of C/L ⇡ 1.4pF/cm. This capacitance per unit length is independent of the
wire pitch and cross-sectional dimension, indicating that it is fundamental and cannot be eliminated
by scaling [��]. Thus by Eq. �.� we �nd an energy/bit/length requirement exceeding 500 fJ

bit·cm . This is
demonstrably an underestimate however, as we did not include self-capacitance, fringing capacitance,
nor mutual-capacitance between further neighboring wires �. Moreover, we did not include losses asso-
ciated with on-chip repeaters to boost the transmitted signal. Indeed, it is estimated that over>��% of
transistor gates serve as repeaters [��], incurring an outstanding portion of overall on-chip losses. Thus
we see that for on-chip distances approaching �cm, we already greatly exceed ���fJ/bit just in charging
the wires, with an unavoidable scaling of energy/bit with communication distance�.

�.� Bene�ts of optical interconnects
By contrast, optical interconnects are essentially lossless compared to their electrical counterparts, espe-
cially on the length scale of a chip. Indeed the best known absorption coe�cient of silica is on the order of
⇡�dB/km at wavelengths in the L- and C-bands, essentially nullifying any potential distance based losses
on-chip (though this does not include potential losses in integrate photonics such as waveguide bends
or surface roughness, but these issues are minor). Furthermore, the data bandwidth that can be carried
by optical interconnects is extremely high, owing to a lack of RC time delay and large optical frequen-
cies of nearly ���THz. Indeed, the speed of optical interconnects is limited only by the transmitters and
receivers.

Ideally, the only losses expended in optical interconnects are in the transmission and reception of
photons, as well as the necessary electronics to convert between electrical and optical signals (including
ampli�ers). If we ignore the latter considerations, a perfect shot-noise limited receiver requires about ��

�This simple calculation of the capacitive losses may appear somewhat deceiving, because electrical interconnects acting
as ideal transmission lines (instead of DC wires) should not su�er from such reactive losses nor require frequent repeaters
along the length of a chip. The details are nuanced, but at the dimensions and frequencies involved in on-chip interconnects,
RC-limited behavior of electrical interconnects cannot be avoided [��, ��]. One may attempt to tread the line by optimizing
the wire dimensions and transmission frequency, but then one must also deal with impedance matching, fabrication sensi-
tivities, cross-talk, and higher chip footprint requirements – problems that are not nearly as severe when adopting optical
interconnects.

�There has been some discussion of low-swing repeaters that can operate at lower supply voltage, and therefore lower the
overall energy/bit of the wires. However, even if voltage can be scaled down, the capacitance scaling with length in Eq. �.�
remains.
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Figure �.�: Proposed photonic link consists of an ultra-fast source (Antenna-LED), a single-modewaveg-
uide, and a high-speed receiver (Photodiode+Preampli�er).

photons/bit (discussed in Chapter �). All non-idealities ignored, the energy/bit required to emit �� pho-
tonswithphoton energy of �eV is only�aJ/bit (6⇥10�18 J/bit) – representing over�orders ofmagnitude
potential improvement over the⇡��� fJ/bit currently required to communicate across chip electrically.
Notwithstanding, achieving this advantage implied by the use of on-chip optics remains a technologically
challenging endeavour. From a cost-motivated perspective, ideal optical sources and detectors would re-
quire the heterogeneous integration of optically-active materials (such as III-V group semiconductors or
�Dmonolayer materials) with silicon. While there have been recent strides in these technologies [��, �,
��, ���], high-volume production remains distant. Furthermore, from a fundamental engineering per-
spective, there are many obstacles towards the demonstration of a high-speed, ultra-e�cient all-photonic
integrated circuit with su�cient advantage over conventional CMOS.

�.� Current conception of the photonic link, and its
requirements

The nano-photonics group in the Center for Energy E�cient Electronics Science (E�S) at UC Berkeley
has proposed a full optical link, depicted in Fig. �.�. The link consists of three critical elements: (�) a
nanoscale, e�cient, fast, electrically-injected optical source; (�) a single-mode waveguide; and (�) a low-
capacitance, high-speed receiver.

Many nanoscale optical sources have been proposed recently [���, ��, ���, ��, ��, ��, ��, ��]. The
semiconductor laser is the conventional choice for an optical transmitter in a photonic link. However,
we will advocate for an ultra-fast light-emitting diode called the optical antenna-enhanced light-emitting
diode (antenna-LED). We will argue that antenna-LEDs can be as fast lasers while maintaining practical
quantum e�ciency. The antenna-LED in Fig. �.� consists of a narrow III-V LED ridge (⇡ 20nm), sur-
rounded by a metallic antenna. Electron-injection to the LED ridge is facilitated by the antenna, while
holes are injected through the waveguide (which is assumed to be electrically isolated from the antenna)
[�].

The optical source transmits light through a single-mode waveguide interconnect. Targeted inter-
connect lengths are of the order �mmor larger, i.e. signi�cant distances across chip. Communications on
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shorter length scales would remain relegated to electrical wires since the capacitive losses are not as severe,
and denser information density is possiblewithmultiplemetallization layers. The single-modewaveguide
dimensions will be on the order width ⇥ height = 500nm ⇥ 200nm. This supports the fundamental
TE mode and allows for high-e�ciency operation of both the source and receiver.

The receiver is depicted as a high-performance bipolar phototransistor with separate photodiode and
ampli�cation regions, originally proposed by Lalau-Keraly [��]. Alternative proposals consist of low-
capacitance photodiodes connected to CMOS trans-impedance ampli�er circuits [���, �]. Nevertheless,
critically, the absorption and gain regions of the receiver must be separate for both high-speed and low
energy/bit detection. The targeted capacitance of the photodiode for a strong photo-signal is of the order
���aF or less, which can potentially be achieved with next-generation germanium devices. One recent
report claims⇡���aF with a �.��m photodiode and high responsivity [���, ���].

The optical source is themain subject of this thesis (discussed in Chapters �-�). Our objective will be
to show that the optical antenna-LED is not only a capable optical source, butwill fundamentally rival the
speed and e�ciency of conventional semiconductor lasers. Ultimately wewill �nd that the antenna-LED
is capable of >�� Gbit/s direct modulation. Furthermore, with improved and scalable surface passiva-
tion, practical quantum e�ciency can be achieved. The last remaining bottleneck will be optical power,
where we argue that ��� photons/bit transmitted to the receiver is possible. This is below the current sig-
nal requirements of high-speed optical receivers, but next-generation receivers could potentially operate
at very low power. Consequently, next-generation sub-femtojoule energy/bit on-chip optical communi-
cations is possible.
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Fundamentals of Semiconductor Light
Emission: Lasers vs. LEDs

In the prior chapter we have advocated several reasons to implement on-chip optical interconnects, ar-
guing primarily that optical data communications can provide increased data bandwidth and energy ef-
�ciency even on the length scale of a single chip (<�cm). Nevertheless, several optical components will
need to be engineered before such a technology can be realized. Most critically, e�cient and fast nanoscale
light emitters and photoreceivers must be designed and properly integrated on-chip. As will be shown,
these are not trivial concerns. In this thesis we are primarily interested in uncovering the best optical
source in the interconnect.

Practically speaking, III-V InP/GaAs-based semiconductors, such as ternary and quaternary com-
pounds like InGaAs and InGaAsP, are the most viable optical materials for on-chip optical communi-
cations because of their low defect density, well-known and repeatable lithographic fabrication, bright
direct bandgap light emission in the low-loss telecommunications bands, high mobility, compatibility
with electrical injection, and ease of epitaxial growth of lattice-matched heterostructures for good elec-
trical con�nement and mechanical properties. The downside of using III-V semiconductors is that they
must be heterogeneously or monolithically integrated with silicon to facilitate communications between
silicon logic. This thesis will consider heterogeneous integration out-of-scope. We are primarily inter-
ested in performing a fundamental exploration of on-chip optical sources, and whether they can ful�ll
the requirements of on-chip data communications. For this purpose alone, III-V semiconductors are the
best choice.

Moreover, in this thesis we will advocate for the use of nanoscale light-emitting diodes (LEDs) for
light emission instead of conventional semiconductor lasers. This analysis will depend heavily on the
physics of semiconductor light emission. In this chapter we will introduce the fundamentals of semi-
conductor spontaneous and stimulated emission, and then derive a quantity related to both LED and
laser speed (carrier lifetime) from experimental observations. Wewill �nd that LEDs are (unsurprisingly)
optimized for modulation speed when they are heavily-doped, but the conventional knowledge and de-
scription of these physics are insu�cient. By contrast, we will show a novel way to calculate laser speed
from simple experimental observations. These �ndings will serve as a basis for comparison of the laser
with the optical antenna-enhanced light-emitting diode, which will be discussed in the next chapter.
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�.� Basic concepts of semiconductor LEDs and lasers
In many ways, light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and lasers are very similar. A typical LED or laser might
consist of a P-I-N diode heterostructure, where electrons are injected on the N-doped side and holes are
injected on the P-doped side, with light emission occurring in the central intrinsic “active” region. For
optical communications the most common active material is indium gallium arsenide (In0.53Ga0.47As)
owing to its high mobility, low intrinsic defect density, and bandgap ofEg = 0.75eV for telecommuni-
cations in the C-band. InP is commonly chosen for the N- and P- doped heterostructure barrier regions
because its lattice match to InGaAs will not cause defects and because its large bandgapEg ⇡ 1.3eV pre-
vents parasitic absorption. The most substantial di�erence between LEDs and lasers is the microscopic
mechanism of light emission: spontaneous emission and stimulated emission, respectively.

A simple depiction of an (a) LED and a (b) laser is shown in Fig. �.�. In this case, the semiconductor
active regions are electrically-injected via a current source (mimicking a p-i-n diode), though in principle
an external light sourcemaybeused to inject carriers. As canbe seenhere, the only fundamental structural
di�erence between the LED and laser is the presence of an optical cavity (in otherwords, the twomirrors)
for the laser. Some light remains trapped in the optical cavity and interactswith the active semiconducting
material, while some light escapes the mirrors. The active material in the laser provides ampli�cation
(or gain) of the trapped light via a process called stimulated emission. The LED, on the other hand,
simply emits light without any optical feedback in a process called spontaneous emission. The zoom-in
insets depict the microscopic processes of spontaneous emission and stimulated emission in (a) and (b)
respectively. In the case of spontaneous emission, excited electrons in the upper energy state (conduction
band) spontaneously recombine with holes in the lower energy state (valence band), causing a photon
emission event. In the case of stimulated emission, incident light from the left induces a recombination
event of the electrons andholes, thereby emitting a photon in addition to the stimulating photon. Inboth
cases, the output photon energy is equal to the energy of the transition, i.e. the bandgap energy (~! =
Eg). Amathematical description of themicroscopic origin of spontaneous and stimulated emissionmay
be found in Appendix A.

The device characteristics of LEDs and Lasers, on the other hand, can be vastly di�erent, as quali-
tatively depicted in Figure. �.�. The L-I curve in (a) provides the optical power versus current for LEDs
and lasers. LEDs begin emitting light as soon as current is injected, while lasers only emit light when the
optical gain exceeds the intrinsic losses in the material and optical cavity. This is manifested in the so-
called threshold current, Ith, that must be overcome before e�cient light emission begins. The speed of
LEDs and lasers may be represented by the small-signal modulation bandwidth curves in (b). The speed
of LEDs is roughly constant for any given current, but it is much smaller than what can be achieved by
lasers at high current �. This is a consequence of the intrinsically slow speed of spontaneous emission ver-
sus stimulated emission. But what if spontaneous emission could be enhanced, so that e�cient and fast
light emission could be achieved without a threshold DC bias? This question will be the central topic of
this chapter and the next two chapters, where we will be discussing the speed of lasers and LEDs in great
detail. We will begin with a high-level overview of laser and LED dynamics.

�Note that these details, especially with regard to modulation bandwidth, are major simpli�cations. We will end up
rejecting the notion of small-signal modulation in the next chapter.
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Figure �.�: Semiconductor light-emitting diodes (a) and lasers (b) are structurally similar devices. Funda-
mentally, the major di�erence lies in the microscopic process responsible for light emission, spontaneous
emission and stimulated emission for LEDs and lasers respectively (depicted in insets).

Figure�.�: Qualitative depictions ofLEDand laserL-I curves (a) and small-signalmodulationbandwidth
(b). LEDs can emit e�ciently without overcoming a threshold DC bias (Ith), in contrast with lasers.
However, LEDs are intrinsically slowcompared to lasers at large bias. Note thatwehave ignoredquantum
e�ciency in (a).
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�.� A brief introduction to semiconductor carrier dynamics
In this section we will derive the carrier lifetime of LEDs and lasers, which we will argue determines
the overall speed of lasers and LEDs for on-chip optical interconnects. Let the carrier concentrations
of electrons and holes in a semiconductor active region be denoted byN and P respectively, both with
units of carriers/cm3. When a light-emitting diode or laser is forward-biased, electrons and holes are
injected into the active region at a generation rate given by G / I/qV where I is the current and V

is the semiconductor volume. Note that the generation rate is in units 1/(cm3 · s). By contrast, there
are several mechanisms that deplete carriers in processes collectively referred to as recombination (where
excited electrons and holes recombine, and are subsequently annihilated). The total recombination rate
(also in units of 1/(cm3 · s)) is dominated by three co-existing processes: non-radiative recombination,
spontaneous emission, and stimulated emission.

Non-radiative recombination,Rnr, produces heat in the semiconductor and has several contributing
mechanisms such as Shockley-Read-Hall recombination, surface recombination, and Auger recombina-
tion. Radiative recombination, Rsp, produces light by the mechanism of spontaneous emission, and is
the main light emission mechanism in LEDs. Finally, stimulated recombination, Rst, produces light by
the mechanism of stimulated emission, and is the main light emissionmechanism in lasers. Each of these
recombinationmechanisms have their own dependencies on the total carrier concentrations in the device
as well as photon concentration in the case of stimulated emission. These dependencies will be discussed
in the next few sections.

When both generation and recombination are occurring simultaneously, there is a net creation or
reduction of carriers. This is re�ected in the minority carrier rate equation:

�Carrier Concentration
�Time

= Generation Rate� Recombination Rate (�.�)

@N

@t
= G� (Rnr +Rsp +Rst) (�.�)

where in this case @N refers to the change in the excess carrier concentration, which is usually taken to
be the minority carrier in the device (electrons), but in fact applies to both electrons and holes by charge
conservation.

Consider the case when the generation rate is zero (Generation Rate=�), e.g. the device has been
pumped to some carrier concentrationNo and then the current is turned o�. Further, let’s assume that
the carrier concentration decays exponentially asN(t) = No exp{�t/⌧} with ⌧ a characteristic carrier
lifetime of decay. Plugging these assumptions into Eq. �.�, we may solve for ⌧ :

1

⌧
⇡ 1

N
(Rnr +Rsp +Rst) (�.�)

Which demonstrates that the rate of decay is related to quantities R/N where R is the total recombi-
nation rate. However, note that the assumption that carriers decay exponentially with time is generally
incorrect. Conventionally, the carrier lifetime is de�ned as,

1

⌧
=

@R

@N
(�.�)
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a di�erential quantity that is contingent upon carrier concentration. Nevertheless, the LED speed and
laser speed will be strongly related to the recombination ratesRsp andRst respectively. In Section �.�we
will discuss the laser recombination rate and carrier lifetime, then in Section �.�we will discuss the LED
recombination rate and carrier lifetime. In the next chapter we will show how carrier lifetime relates to
the device modulation bandwidth, or speed.

�.� Laser speed, from observations
InAppendix A, we quantummechanically derive the fundamental stimulated and spontaneous lifetimes
for two-level systems in the presence of monochromatic light. While these lifetimes apply generally to
atomic systems and reveal the fundamental relationship between stimulated and spontaneous emission,
semiconductors require a slightly more nuanced treatment. This is because we must account for the
continuum of states above and below the conduction and valence bands for electrons, the occupation
probability of those states, and conservation of momentum and other selection rules for transitions. A
full derivation is out of the scope of this thesis, but a careful accounting of all these e�ects produces the
following net stimulated emission recombination rate:

Rst ⇡ Group Velocity · Gain · Photon Density ⌘ vggS (�.�)

where vg, g, and S correspond to group velocity of the incident wave in the optical cavity, optical gain
(ampli�cation), and photon density respectively. Eq. �.� has a simple interpretation: photons stimulate
electronic transitions, just as was indicated in Fig. �.�(b) from the previous section. In general, the mag-
nitude of the recombination rate depends on both a measure of how excited the material is (optical gain)
as well as the density of photons available to stimulate transitions.

Using Eq. �.�we may estimate the carrier lifetime due to stimulated emission as,

1

⌧st
⌘ @Rst

@N
= vg

@g

@N
S (�.�)

where ⌧st is the carrier decay lifetime, and @g/@N is known as the di�erential gain. In the remaining sub-
sections, we will show how to obtain the stimulated lifetime by estimating these three quantities (group
velocity, di�erential gain, and photon density) from experimental observations.

Experimental laser gain
As carefully noted inEq. �.�,Rst corresponds to thenet stimulated emission,meaning that it is competing
with the process of absorption. As famously discovered by Einstein, absorption and stimulated emission
have equivalent cross sections. Therefore, when a �ux of photons is incident on a semiconductor, both
stimulated emission and absorption occur. However, on average there will be net stimulated emission or
absorption based on the degree of population inversion in the semiconductor. This fact is re�ected in the
gain coe�cient, g in units of �/cm, in Eq. �.�. This term contains information about the material matrix
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element, density of states, and occupation probability of those states. For a bulk semiconductor, it may
be written:

g = go(fc � fv) (�.�)

where go is a gain coe�cient that depends only on the material matrix element and density of states, and
fc, fv are the Fermi-Dirac distributions for the electron occupation probabilities in the conduction and
valence bands respectively with quasi-Fermi levelsFc andFv. Importantly, the gain is positive when fc >
fv, known as population inversion. The condition when fc = fv is known as the Bernard-Dura�org or
transparency condition, and famously occurs when�V = Fc � Fv = Eg where�V is the potential
seen by the active material andEg is the material energy bandgap.

It is important to note that the gain in Eq. �.� is actually a spectrum (parameterized by the photon
energy ~!), and stimulated emission occurs at the overlap of the gain spectrum with an optical mode
in the laser cavity (i.e. the least lossy mode that meets constructive interference conditions). The optical
mode is represented as the photon density term (in units of photons/cm3) and is usually assumed to
be monochromatic, de�ned over a small energy interval �. For most single-mode lasers that we will be
concerned with, the photon energy in the device can be assumed to overlap with the peak spectral gain,
which is close to the bandgap energy of the activematerial. There are several empirical models of the peak
gain, such as the logarithmic model:

gpeak = g1 ln

✓
N

Ntr

◆
(�.�)

where g1 is a logarithmic peak gain coe�cient,N is theminority carrier concentration, andNtr is de�ned
as the minority carrier concentration where the transparency condition occurs (typicallyNtr ⇡ Nc, the
conduction band density of states, though it depends on a number of device parameters like doping and
strain). Thus we see that when N = Ntr, the gain is zero and the gain increases with increasing carrier
concentrationN above transparency.

Using Eq �.�, the di�erential gain is given by,

@g

@N
=

g1

N
(�.�)

where we evaluate the di�erential gain at the threshold gain condition, gth, with corresponding threshold
carrier concentration (Nth). The gain threshold occurs when the gain equals the optical losses in the
laser cavity. These losses include desirable loss through the mirrors as well as parasitic “intrinsic” loss
such as free-carrier absorption. A typical threshold experimental threshold gain is gth = 500cm�1 for a
semiconductor laser. This value can be ascertained by a simple estimate using the mirror loss in a typical
Fabry-Perot laser cavity with cleaved facets, discussed below.

The di�erential gain depends on the lasing material and quantum con�nement. Namely, quantum
well lasers tend to have larger di�erential gain than bulk lasers because of a sharper density of states� and

�In fact, the net stimulated emission recombination rate fromEq. �.� should also be viewed as de�ned over a small energy
interval, whereas the spontaneous emission recombination rate is explicitly integrated over a large distribution of energies.
This is discussed further in Appendix B.

�This is true theoretically speaking, but in practice the absorption edge of bulk GaAs-based materials is very sharp.
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Figure �.�: Strained semiconductors have symmetric conduction and valence bands, allowing for an over-
all lower carrier concentration at transparency.

strain, which can lower the transparency carrier concentration by a factor �. The latter e�ect can be
visualized in Fig. �.�, where we depict the E-k diagrams of an (a) bulk and (b) strained quantum well
material. Note that for illustration purposes, the materials have the same bandgap energy, but in practice
a quantum well will have an e�ectively larger bandgap energy because of particle-in-a-box-like quantum
con�nement e�ects. As shown in Fig. �.�(a), the bulk semiconductor has a large asymmetry between the
conduction band and valence band because of a larger e�ective mass for heavy holes (since the heavy-hole
band dominates the band edge in bulk InGaAs). Thus, at the transparency condition, Fc � Fv = Eg,
the quasi-Fermi level for electrons is highly degenerate in order to preserve charge conservation. This is
contrast to the strained quantumwell in Fig. �.�(b), which has symmetric conduction and valence bands.
Strain occurs when crystals with di�erent lattice constants are bonded or grown adjacently. Under strain,
the hole e�ectivemass in the valence band canbe reduced, resembling the e�ectivemass in the conduction
band [���]. Thus, the quasi-Fermi level in the conduction band is pulled down very close to the band
edge, indicating a smaller minority carrier concentration needed for transparency.

In order for the semiconductor to lase, it must be biased above transparency at the threshold condi-
tion. The carrier density at threshold depends not only on the threshold gain but also parasitic recom-
binationmechanisms such as Shockley-Read-Hall and Auger recombination. For brevity and generality,
we will make two assumptions: (�) we will take g1 = gth = 500cm�1, and (�) we will take the threshold
carrier concentration to beNth ⇡ 1018cm�3. These are reasonable values based on typical laser parame-
ters. Thus, we have,

@g

@N

���
threshold

⇡ 500cm�1

1018cm�3
= 5⇥ 10�16 cm2 (�.��)

we will use this experimental di�erential gain value in our estimate of the laser speed.
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Figure �.�: Illustration of a high-performance single-mode InGaAs multi-quantum well edge-emitting
laser with one uncoated facet. We assume the other facet is perfectly re�ective.

Laser photon density, from observations
Returning to the carrier lifetime due to stimulated emission from Eq. �.�, we have two remaining un-
knowns: the group velocity, vg, and the photon density, S. The group velocity refers to the propagation
velocity of the laser mode, and is typically de�ned as vg = c/ng where ng is the group refractive index
that depends on the waveguidematerials and dimensions. Wewill adopt a typical value for a single-mode
edge-emitting semiconductor laser, ng = 3.

The photon density in a laser requires a more technical approximation. In the remainder of this
subsection we will provide three methods to estimate the photon density under the assumptions that the
laser is a single-mode InGaAs multi-QW edge-emitting laser with an uncoated facet. An illustration of
this laser is provided inFig. �.�. The laser consists of a���mwaveguidewith a1�m⇥0.5�m(modal) area.
We assume that the con�nement factor is � = 0.2 corresponding to to a total thickness of the InGaAs
quantumwells of 0.1�m. The heterostructure barrier regionsmight consist of InP or some other ternary
or quaternary alloy to induce strain. We assume a reasonable (but large) output power for a single-mode
laser of this geometry of ���mW [��, ���]. Without loss of generality we will take only one facet to be
cleaved and the other is perfectly re�ective. If both facets are cleaved, one may obtain an equivalent case
for these calculations by simply doubling the length and the total output optical power (���mWthrough
each facet).

Mirror re�ectivity connects external to internal photon density

The photon density may be estimated using the re�ectivity of the laser and the output laser power. Con-
sider the illustration of the internal versus external light intensity at the laser facet in Fig. �.�, which cor-
responds to the emitting end of the laser from Fig, �.�. Here we assume a cleaved facet, thus providing a
re�ectivity of,

R ⇡
����
3.4� 1

3.4 + 1

����
2

= 0.3 (�.��)
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Figure �.�: The internal laser photon density may be obtained from the facet re�ectivity and the output
laser intensity. See AppendixD for a detailed explanation of this calculation.

where the laser refractive index is taken to ben = 3.4 emitting into airn = 1. The incident internal laser
light can either be re�ected or transmitted through the facet. The transmitted light is what we observe as
laser light, corresponding to ���mWof optical power. Re�ected light adds to the total internal intensity,
which can be converted to photon density. In AppendixD, we show that the the average internal photon
density may be related to the output optical power by:

Photon Density =
E�ective Refractive Index

2

Optical Power
Photon Energy · Group Velocity · Area (�.��)

S =
ng

2

Popt

~!vgA
(�.��)

S =
3

2
· 150mW
0.8eV · 1010cm/s · (1�m⇥ 0.5�m)

(�.��)

S = 3.5⇥ 1016
photons
cm3

(�.��)

where theng/2 factor accounts for the incident and re�ected laser intensity on the laser facet at the thresh-
old gain condition, averaged over the laser cavity length. We assumed a photon energy ~! = 0.8eV in
this case, since the lasing wavelength tends to occur above the bandgap energyEg = 0.75eV

Matching input current with stimulated emission recombination rate

We may derive the photon density a di�erent way by looking back at Eq. �.�, where we described the
minority carrier rate equation. Under the steady state condition, e.g. @N/@t ! 0, there is no net in-
crease or decrease of the carrier density in the active material. In other words, generation exactly matches
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recombination:

Generation Rate = Recombination Rate (�.��)

⌘i
I

qV
= Rnr +Rsp +Rst (�.��)

where I is the current, V is the active region volume, and ⌘i is the “injection e�ciency” which describes
how much current injected into the device participates in generation and recombination processes. For
our purposes we may take ⌘i = 1, assuming that the heterostructure is well-engineered. The recom-
bination rates Rnr, Rsp, and Rst describe non-radiative recombination, radiative recombination due to
spontaneous emission, and stimulated emission respectively. For lasers, Rnr and Rsp are considered par-
asitic and must be overcome for lasing to occur. They can be collected into a threshold current term Ith
so that Eq. �.��may be written,

I � Ith

qV
= Rst (�.��)

The stimulated emission recombination rate may then be replaced by Eq. �.�, Rst = vggS. Rewriting
Eq. �.�� in favor of the photon density, S,

S =
I � Ith

qV

1

vgg
(�.��)

Previously we took the gain to be g = 500cm�1, and from Fig. �.� we have the laser (active) volume
V = (1�m ⇥ 0.1�m ⇥ 60�m). The only remaining unknown is the current. Following the logic that
each electron-hole pair recombining above threshold corresponds to one output photon, then we must
have that the current above threshold corresponds to ~!(I�Ith)/q = Popt wherePopt is the optical laser
power and ~! is the photon energy. With ~! ⇡ 0.8eV and Popt =���mW, then I � Ith ⇡ 187.5mA.
Plugging into Eq. �.��,

S =
187.5mA

q · (1�m⇥ 0.1�m⇥ 60�m)

1

1010cm/s · 500cm�1
(�.��)

S = 3.9⇥ 1016
photons
cm3

(�.��)

which agrees with our previous estimate in Eq. �.��.

Using the empirical gain saturation coe�cient

Since the recombination rate for stimulated emission is proportional to S, one might expect the fastest
lasers to have the largest possibleS. This is partially true, but really onewants the largest gain-photonden-
sity product. The gain and photon density tend to be intimately related because higher gain implies larger
loss which, in turn, implies lower photon density. There is no obvious way to optimize this trade-o�, but
the fastest lasers experimentally tend to have threshold gain similar to what we have assumed in this work.
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Figure �.�: As the photon density in a laser increases, the gain-photon density product saturates. This
provides us with an e�ective saturation photon density.

The most straightforward way to increase the gain-photon density product is just to pump the laser very
hard. Unfortunately, there are limits to this approach, both fundamental and non-fundamental. Non-
fundamentally, the laser may heat up or the injection e�ciency may su�er �. Ostensibly, these issues may
be relieved by using a high thermal conductivity substrate or by improved heterostructure engineering,
so we will assume that they will one day be resolved. Fundamentally, lasers su�er from gain saturation
at high photon density. The most important mechanism for gain saturation is somewhat elusive, and is
most likely a combination ofmany e�ects, such as spectral hole burning and quantum capture time [���,
��]. Nevertheless, an empirical model for gain saturation is given by,

Rst = vggS ! vg
gnominal

1 + "S
S (�.��)

where the left hand side of the arrow is the regular expression for the stimulated emission recombination
rate, while the right hand side describes the behavior at large S. We see that the gain term becomes a
function of the photon density, parameterized by a “gain compression coe�cient” " which is given in
units of volume. The nominal gain, gnominal describes the threshold gain at low pumping. In Fig. �.� we
plot the right hand side of Eq. �.�� versus S. (excluding vg and gnominal because they are just constants).

Weobserve that at large photondensity, the gain-photondensity product saturates, this can be viewed
another way by taking the limit of Eq. �.��:

lim
S!1

Rstim ! vg
gnominal

"
(�.��)

�Laser self-heating is still considered one of the primary limiters of laser speed. In fact, a recent paper fromNTT demon-
strated the fastest small-signal modulation bandwidth to date by bonding the laser to a silicon carbide substrate, which has a
high thermal conductivity [���]
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By comparisonwith the original stimulated emission recombination rate, wemay interpret the gain com-
pression coe�cient as a saturation photon density with Ssat = 1/". A typical experimental value of the
gain compression coe�cient is " = 3.16⇥ 10�17cm3 [��]. The saturation photon density (for ��% gain
saturation) is then equal to

Ssat = 3.2⇥ 1016
photons
cm3

(�.��)

once again agreeing well with our previous estimates �.

Stimulated emission carrier lifetime
In the previous subsection we estimated the group velocity, di�erential gain, and photon density of a
saturated strained quantumwell InGaAs laser. We are now prepared to predict the carrier lifetime due to
stimulated emission. The equation for the stimulated emission carrier lifetime is reproduced here:

1

⌧st
= vg

@g

@N
S (�.��)

We take, vg = 1010cm/s, @g/@N = 5⇥ 10�16cm2, and S = 3.5⇥ 1016�/cm3. Plugging in:

1

⌧st
=

✓
1010

1

cm

◆
·
�
5⇥ 10�16cm2

�
·
�
3.5⇥ 1016cm�3

�
(�.��)

To which we �nd,

⌧st ⇡ 6ps (�.��)

a very fast lifetime. We will discuss how ⌧st relates to modulation speed in the next chapter.
To summarize, in this section we derived the carrier lifetime due to stimulated emission directly from

observations. Each observation provided an independent con�rmation of our �nal carrier lifetime of
⌧st = 6ps for a conventional edge-emitting InGaAs quantum well laser. In the next section we will
discuss the carrier lifetime due to spontaneous emission in LEDs.

�.� LED speed, from observations
In this sectionwe discuss the LED carrier lifetime, startingwith thewell-known empirical recombination
rate due to spontaneous emission:

Rsp ⇡ Bo(NP � n
2
i ) (�.��)

where Bo is known as the radiative recombination coe�cient in units of cm3/s, N is the electron con-
centration, P is the hole concentration, and ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration. Bo depends on the

�Note that more or less gain saturation than ��%may be tolerable, so the number chosen here is �exible.
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matrix element of the material, whereas N and P take into account the electron and hole occupations
as well as material doping. Note that a consequence of Eq. �.�� is that spontaneous emission occurs in
semiconductors even at small forward bias (causing a small separation in the quasi-Fermi levels, Fc and
Fv, and slight excess carrier concentrations), in contrast to the population inversion condition required
for lasing. This will become important in our analysis of LEDs compared to lasers later on.

Suppose we were to p-dope our LED with an acceptor concentration NA such that Po ⇡ NA �
ni. Then Eq. �.�� suggests that the spontaneous emission recombination rate becomes Rsp ⇡ BoNPo
(under the assumption that N ⌧ Po). In other words, the spontaneous emission recombination rate
increases with doping. If we were to believe this model, the spontaneous emission carrier lifetime would
be given by,

Empirical BNPmodel:
1

⌧sp
=

@Rsp

@N
= BoPo (�.��)

which suggests that the spontaneous emission carrier lifetime can be improved arbitrarily with doping
concentration. While this behavior is true at nondegenerate doping concentrations NA ⌧ Nv where
Nv is the e�ective density of states in the valence band, we will show that Eq. �.�� fails at heavy doping
concentrations. We will ultimately �nd that at high doping density the spontaneous emission carrier
lifetime in semiconductors saturates to the fundamental two-level system spontaneous emission lifetime.

Intricate model of carrier lifetime due to spontaneous emission
Following Chuang [��], Appendix B provides a method to carefully calculate the spontaneous emission
from III-V semiconductors under arbitrary doping and biasing conditions. Using this model, we solve
for the radiative lifetime (i.e. the spontaneous emission carrier lifetime) of bulk InGaAs as a function of
p-doping concentration in Fig. �.�. At each doping concentration, the minority carrier concentration
of electrons is taken to be constantN = 1016cm�3, corresponding to a reasonable biasing condition �.
As indicated in Fig �.�(a)-(c) there are three characteristic regimes of the spontaneous emission carrier
lifetime depending on the magnitude of doping, which we discuss below.

Region I: NA ⌧ N

This region corresponds to Fig. �.�(a) where the doping concentration, NA, is smaller than the device
minority carrier concentration (in this caseN = 1016cm�3 due to the device bias). As a consequence of
charge conservation, P ⇡ N . Thus, using Eq. �.��,Rsp ⇡ BoN

2. Consequently,

1

⌧sp
=

@(BoN
2)

@N
= 2BoN (�.��)

In other words, we �nd that the spontaneous emission carrier lifetime is independent of doping concen-
tration in this regime, manifesting as a nearly slopeless line in Fig. �.�(a).

�Note that under large minority carrier concentration both the BNP model and the model that is discussed in this
section will break down (discussed in Appendix C). We will not consider this additional case as it would likely require a more
complicated model of the semiconductor bandstructure, and is undesirable for quantum e�ciency considerations.
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Figure �.�: The carrier lifetime due to spontaneous emission in semiconductors saturates to a constant
value at heavy doping. There are three characteristic regimes of interest: (a) the doping concentration
is smaller than the minority carrier concentration, (b) the doping concentration is larger than the mi-
nority carrier concentration but nondegenerate, (c) the doping concentration is highly degenerate. (a)
and (b) follow the conventional BNP model of spontaneous emission, while (c) requires a more careful
consideration of the physics at play.

Region II: NA � N and NA ⌧ Nv

This region corresponds to Fig. �.�(b) where the doping concentration is nondegenerate (i.e. smaller
than the e�ective valence band density of statesNv), but also exceeds the minority carrier concentration
N = 1016cm�3. These conditions correspond to the empiricalBoNP model in Eq. �.��, where we can
now replace P ⇡ Po = NA since the doping density greatly exceeds the excess carriers. Consequently,

1

⌧sp
=

@(BoNPo)

@N
= BoPo (�.��)

to which we �nd that the carrier lifetime due to spontaneous emission is inversely proportional to the
doping concentration with a -� decade/decade slope in the log-log plot of Fig. �.�(b).

Region III: NA � N and NA � Nv

This region corresponds to Fig �.�(c)where the doping concentration is degenerate (i.e. much larger than
the e�ective valence band density of statesNv). A major contribution in this thesis is the insight that the
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BoNP model from Eq. �.�� fails in this regime of heavy doping concentration. Indeed, it is shown in
Appendix C that at highP-doping concentration, the spontaneous emission recombination rate saturates
to the following,

Novel heavy-doping model: Rsp =
N

⌧o
(�.��)

whereN is the minority carrier concentration, and ⌧o is the well-known spontaneous emission lifetime
of a two-level system, provided here:

1

⌧o
=

|qx21|2!3
n

3~"oc3
(�.��)

where n is the material refractive index, ! corresponds to the frequency of emission near bandgap, and
|qx21| is called the dipole matrix element. |x21| represents a dipole moment in units of length, and is spe-
ci�c to a given material. Eq. �.�� is derived in AppendixC. Amazingly, Eq �.�� implies that the sponta-
neous emission carrier lifetime in semiconductors is limited by the fundamental two-level system lifetime
of spontaneous emission:

1

⌧sp
=

@(N/⌧o)

@N
=

1

⌧o
(�.��)

This limiting behavior can be seen by the saturation of the carrier lifetime due to spontaneous emission
with heavy doping concentration NA > 1019cm�3 in Fig. �.�(c) to a value of approximately �ns. This
behavior occurs because the extreme doping concentration depletes all electrons on the valence band
edge. Indeed the electron occupation probability is approximately �% at the valence band edge for a
doping concentration ofNA > 1019cm�3. Paired with the nondegenerate electron concentration in the
conduction band, the semiconductor appears like a two-level system for photons emitting at bandgap.

Eq �.�� e�ectively serves as a speed limit for the LED. One may ask whether it is possible to reach
this limit in a practical LED. While possible to degenerately dope a III-V semiconductor to this level, it
is usually not done in practice for several reasons, the most fundamental being parasitic Auger recom-
bination which limits the device e�ciency. We will discuss this more in the context of LED quantum
e�ciency in the next chapter. moreover, this behavior will be crucial for our discussion of a new device,
the antenna-enhanced light-emitting diode in the next chapter.

Fig. �.�(c) indicates that the spontaneous emission carrier lifetime in InGaAs LEDs saturates to �ns.
In the subsections below, we will show how this value of �ns may be ascertained from experimental ob-
servations.

Dipole transition matrix element, from observations
To estimate the doping-limited carrier lifetime due to spontaneous emission in semiconductors,

1

⌧sp
=

1

⌧o
=

|qx21|2!3
n

3~"oc3
(�.��)

we note that the only unknown is the dipole matrix element |qx21|. We will now show three ways to �nd
the matrix element in InGaAs.
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Figure �.�: Absorption coe�cient of InGaAs (a) and calculated dipole matrix element |x21| assuming
a parabolic joint density of states (b). Note that in (a) we plot both the InGaAs absorption data from
Adachi [�], along with absorption coe�cient curves generated under the assumption of a parabolic joint
density of states.

Using the experimental absorption coe�cient

The absorption coe�cient for a bulk semiconductor is given by [��],

↵o =
⇡!|qx21|2

3"ocn
⇢r(~! � Eg) (�.��)

where ⇢r(~! � Eg) is known as the parabolic joint density of states for electrons and holes:

⇢r(~! � Eg) =
1

2⇡2

✓
2m⇤

r

~2

◆3/2p
~! � Eg (�.��)

The only parameters needed to de�ne the joint density of states are the bandgap Eg = 0.74eV and
the reduced e�ective massm⇤

r . The reduced e�ective mass can be estimated from the electron e�ective
mass in the conduction band,m⇤

e = 0.041mo, and the (heavy-hole) e�ective mass in the valence band
m

⇤
h = 0.5mo, such that:

1

m⇤
r

=
1

m⇤
e

+
1

m
⇤
h

(�.��)

m
⇤
r|InGaAs = 0.038mo (�.��)

Using Eq. �.��, we may obtain the dipole matrix element by inverting the equation in favor of |x21|:

|x21| =
r
↵o

3"ocn

⇡!q2
⇢�1
r (~! � Eg) (�.��)
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where we note that the only unknown is the experimental absorption coe�cient. In Fig. �.� we plot
the absorption coe�cient for InGaAs (from Adachi [�]). In addition, we plot curves generated from
Eq. �.�� assuming a parabolic joint density of states and various candidate values of the dipole moment
matrix element, |x21| = {1.1nm, 1.3nm, 1.5nm}. Clearly, the parabolic joint density of states model
is insu�ciently expressive to capture all of the features in the experimental data. Most pertinently, the
absorption coe�cient along the band-edge is very sharp. Sometimes this feature is modeled with a non-
parabolicity parameter, but in this casewewill simply use the dipolematrix element that best captures the
absorption coe�cient at slightly larger photon energy where the joint density of states is approximately
parabolic. This can be seen in Fig. �.�(b) where we plot Eq. �.�� after substituting the experimental data
for ↵o. In the photon energy range of ~! ⇡ 1eV to ~! ⇡ 1.25eV, the calculated dipole matrix element
is approximately constant with a value of:

|x21| = 1.2nm (�.��)

Though we note that the argument for a larger dipole moment could easily be made based on the large
absorption near the band-edge.

Using k · p perturbation theory and the experimental e�ective mass

Thedipolematrix elementmay alsobe estimatedusing second-orderperturbation theory. It canbe shown
that |x21| is related to the momentummatrix element |p21| by [��],

|x21| =
|p21|
mo!

(�.��)

where mo is the electron mass. When light is incident upon a semiconductor crystal, free particles are
accelerated by the electric �eld, This induces a perturbation energy given by,

E
0 =

|V 0
21|2

E2 � E1
=

~2k2|p21|2/m2
o

~! (�.��)

where V = �j
~2k
mo

d
dx = ~k

mo
p is the perturbation potential. The right hand side of Eq. �.�� is commonly

interpreted as an e�ective mass,me�, by comparison with the particle’s kinetic energy:

~2k2

2me�
⌘ ~2k2|p21|2/m2

o

~! (�.��)

where we may solve forme�,

me� =
m

2
o~!

|p21|2
(�.��)

We may now solve Eq. �.�� for |p21| and combine it with Eq. �.�� to �nd |x21|:

|x21| =
r

~
2me�!

(�.��)
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In this case we will take the e�ective mass to be the reduced e�ective mass of InGaAs from Eq. �.��,
m

⇤
r = 0.038mo. Plugging this into Eq. �.�� and taking the photon energy to be ~! ⇡ 0.77eV (slightly

above bandgap), we have,

|x21| = 1.1nm (�.��)

Agreeing reasonably with our previous estimate of �.�nm in Eq. �.��.

Using the experimental Ep parameter

The momentum matrix element is commonly given in terms of an Ep energy parameter by the relation
[��],

|p21|2 =
mo

2
Ep (�.��)

wheremo is the electron mass. Using |x21| = |p21|/mo! from Eq. �.�� we once again may convert this
to the dipole matrix element, to which we �nd,

|x21| =
r

Ep

2mo!
2

(�.��)

Note that this is almost exactly equivalent to Eq. �.�� except we have substituted the e�ective mass with
an experimentalEp parameter. SubstitutingEp = 25.7eV for InGaAs [��] we �nd,

|x21| = 1.3nm (�.��)

which agrees remarkably well with our previous estimates.

Carrier lifetime due to spontaneous emission
Returning to Eq. �.��, we may now evaluate the carrier lifetime due to spontaneous emission under
heavily-doped conditions. Using |x21| = 1.3nm, n = 3.4, and ~! = 0.77eV we �nd,

1

⌧sp
=

|qx21|2!3
n

3"o⇡~c3
(�.��)

⌧sp = 1ns (�.��)

which represents the fastest radiative lifetime of a bulk InGaAs LED.Note that this value corresponds to
the saturation lifetime at heavy doping seen in the full model of LED carrier lifetime in Fig. �.�.

�.� Outlook and needed spontaneous emission rate
enhancement

Up to this point we have demonstrated the following:
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�. We have derived the recombination rate and carrier lifetime due to stimulated emission in a single-
mode InGaAs quantum well edge-emitting laser using experimental observations.

�. For a laser operating at saturation, we arrived at a carrier lifetime due to stimulated emission of
⌧st = 6ps.

�. We have shown a novel way to calculate the recombination rate and carrier lifetime due to spon-
taneous emission in bulk InGaAs LEDs. In doing so, we rejected the conventional BNPmodel of
spontaneous emission in heavily doped LEDs, ultimately �nding that the spontaneous emission
recombination rate saturates toN/⌧o where ⌧o is the fundamental spontaneous emission lifetime
of a two-level system.

�. For LEDs doped beyondNA = 1019cm�3, the spontaneous emission carrier lifetime converges to
⌧sp = 1ns.

Immediately we �nd that the lasers have a much faster carrier lifetime than LEDs. Even worse, LEDs
must be heavily doped to maximize the spontaneous emission recombination rate, which will inevitably
result in ine�ciency due to Auger recombination. Lasers, on the other hand, can be very e�cient when
operating at high bias. Thus, at face value, lasers would be considered the best option for on-chip optical
communications (and telecommunications at large).

But what if the carrier lifetime of spontaneous emission could be enhanced dramatically, to the ex-
tent that LED speed could compete with laser speed? In the next chapter we will demonstrate the optical
antenna-enhanced light-emitting diode (antenna-LED), a device capable of enhancing spontaneous emis-
sion by the factor 1/⌧st

1/⌧sp
= 166 that would be needed for LEDs to be as fast as lasers. Additionally, we will

answer some remaining fundamental questions about the implementation of optical sources in an on-
chip optical link. For example, how does the carrier lifetime relate to the actual modulation speed of the
device (laser or antenna-LED)?And, what are the remaining challenges for engineering a full transmitter-
to-receiver optical link?



��

Chapter �

The Optical Antenna-LED: Spontaneous
Emission as Fast as Stimulated Emission

In the last chapter we demonstrated that semiconductor lasers are much faster than any conventional
light-emitting diode, with carrier recombination lifetimes due to stimulated emission and spontaneous
emission of ⌧st = 6ps and ⌧sp = 1ns respectively. In this chapter we will describe the optical antenna-
enhanced light-emitting diode (antenna-LED), a device capable of boosting the intrinsic spontaneous
emission rate of LEDs, to the extent that it could rival the stimulated emission rate in lasers. First, we will
brie�y describe the theory of spontaneous emission enhancement. Then, we will discuss the antenna-
LED speed compared to the laser discussed in the previous chapter. Finally, we will provide a detailed
discussion of the optical antenna-LED device metrics in the context of implementing on-chip optical
communications, including an optical link analysis and remaining challenges.

�.� Spontaneous emission enhancement
In Appendix A we provided a derivation of the fundamental spontaneous emission rate for a two-level
system in a homogeneous medium (e.g. a semiconductor crystal). In doing so, we found that sponta-
neous emission is a consequence of a dipole perturbation potential to the quantum state, which can be
expressed as the product of the zero-point electric �eld and the dipole moment matrix element of the
excited electronic state. However, spontaneous emission can also be viewed from a much simpler semi-
classical perspective. In particular, a simple optical antenna circuit model can adequately describe the
intrinsic spontaneous emission rate of an excited atom. Consequently, spontaneous emission enhance-
ment (i.e. increasing the rate of spontaneous emission) can be viewed entirely as an antenna property.
This will be demonstrated below. Spontaneous emission enhancement from the purview of quantum
mechanics and the Purcell factor will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Spontaneous emission as an antenna property
Consider a simple oscillating dipole with length l and angular oscillation frequency!. This might repre-
sent an excited atom, or an electron-hole pair in a semiconductor. The oscillating dipole may be treated
as a very small antenna. The power radiated by a classical Hertzian dipole antenna (electrically small an-
tenna of this nature) can be modeled as a lumped-element AC circuit model [��, ��, ��, ���, ���] with
radiated power on resonance given by,

Prad =
1

2
|I|2Rrad (�.�)

Where |I| is the peak antenna current amplitude andRrad is known as the antenna radiation resistance.
Rrad is fundamental and can be derived using the magnetic vector potential induced by the antenna cur-
rent and integrated over the resulting far-�eld radiation [���]. For dipole antennas,Rrad is given by,

Rrad =
2

3
⇡Zo

✓
l

�

◆2

n (�.�)

where Zo = 1/"oc ⇡ 377⌦ is the impedance of free space, l is the antenna length, � is the free-space
emission wavelength, and n is the refractive index of the cladding medium.

The current of the point dipole is given by |I| = q! [��], and can be regarded as a quantummechan-
ical current associated with the oscillating electron-hole pair. Furthermore, wemay correlate the antenna
length with the dipole moment matrix element�, with l = 2|x21|. Plugging in these values, we �nd that
the total power radiated of the Hertzian dipole (denoted by Po) is,

Po =
1

2
|q!|22

3
⇡Zo

✓
2|x21|
�

◆2

n (�.�)

Through some additional manipulation with 2⇡c/! = � and Zo = 1/"oc, we �nd that Eq. �.�may be
rewritten as,

Po =
|qx21]2!4

n

3⇡"oc3
(�.�)

Or, written a di�erent way,

Po = ~! |qx21]2!3
n

3⇡"o~c3
=

~!
⌧o

(�.�)

where ⌧o is the well-known fundamental spontaneous emission lifetime of a two-level system (provided
in Eq. �.�� from the previous chapter). Thus, spontaneous emission can be thought of as the radiation
of a semi-classical dipole antenna.

�The factor � comes from correlating a linear antenna with the Bohr orbit of an atom. This may be a contentious choice,
but produces the correct value of the spontaneous emission lifetime.
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Figure �.�: Optical dipole antenna circuit model. On resonance, the overall power radiated by the dipole
point source in the central gap increases dramatically by the factor (l/d)2. This manifests as an enhance-
ment of the rate of spontaneous emission in LEDs.

Spontaneous emission enhancement as an antenna property
If spontaneous emission can be considered an antenna property, then naturally we may use the breadth
of antenna theory to improve it. Indeed, by coupling a point dipole to an antenna, we may enhance
(increase) the rate of spontaneous emission.

Eggleston et al [��] provided a circuit model of the optical dipole antenna for spontaneous emission
enhancement. A similar circuit model is reproduced in Fig. �.�. The antenna consists of two rounded
cylindrical silver wires with radii of r, separated by a vacuum gap of width d. The total length of the an-
tenna (including the antenna gap) is l. In this case we assume that a point dipole source, such as an atom
or dyemolecule, resides in the antenna gap and serves as a current source. There are a number of antenna
circuit parameters in Fig �.� including resistance, inductance, and capacitance. The resistance terms are
the radiation resistance Rrad, the Ohmic loss (wire) resistance Rloss, and spreading resistance Rs, respec-
tively. The inductance terms are the Faraday (wire) inductance Lk and the kinetic inductance Lk. The
capacitance terms are the gap capacitanceCgap and the fringe (wire) capacitanceCfringe. A detailed discus-
sion of all of these circuit parameters is out-of-scope for this thesis, but some additional discussionmay be
found in Appendix F and a detailed description may be found in [��]. Notwithstanding, on resonance
the antenna reactive impedance (inductance and capacitance) is minimized and can be approximately
ignored in the dipole antenna geometry of Fig �.� �.

The long metallic wires increase the total resistance seen by the point dipole source. The total power
radiated on resonance is then given by,

Prad =
1

2
|I|2Rrad (�.�)

�In some cases, the reactive elements can strongly a�ect the antenna enhancement, this is discussed in Appendix F
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Where |I| is the antenna current andRrad is once again the radiation resistance for a dipole antenna:

Rrad =
2

3
⇡Zo

✓
l

�

◆2

n (�.�)

where l now refers to the full antenna length, and not the point length of the point dipole source �.
The antenna current is provided by the oscillating point dipole source in the antenna gap. The oscil-

lating dipole induces a current in the antenna arms according to the Shockley-Ramo e�ect [���], given
by:

|I| = q!
2|x��|
d

(�.�)

where the original quantummechanical current for theHertzian dipole (q!) is scaled by a factor 2|x21|/d
to account for the dipole point chargesmoving in the capacitive antenna gap ofwidthd, where |x21| is the
dipole amplitude from the momentum matrix element �. Therefore, the power radiated by the antenna
with variable length is given by:

Prad =
1

2

����q!
2|x21|
d

����
2 2

3
⇡Zo

✓
l

�

◆2

n (�.�)

After some additional manipulation using 2⇡c/! = � andZo = 1/"oc, Eq. �.� becomes:

Prad =
|qx21|2!4

n

3⇡"oc3

✓
l

d

◆2

= Po

✓
l

d

◆2

(�.��)

where Po was the power radiated by the Hertzian dipole from Eq. �.�. To �nd the enhancement factor
of the antenna radiation, we simply take the ratio (Prad/Po):

Prad

Po
=

✓
l

d

◆2

(�.��)

thus revealing that spontaneous emission enhancement results froma simple ratio of the antenna geomet-
rical parameters. In principle, the enhancement factor, Eq. �.�� can be incredibly large. This is because
the vacuum gap width dmay be as small as �� nanometers in size while the antenna length l may be as
long as �/2 for single-mode operation �. However, as we will see in the Section �.�, the calculation of
the enhancement factor for a light-emitting diode is more nuanced than suggested here; for instance, we
must consider electron-hole pairs scattered spatially across the LEDvolume. Nevertheless, this derivation
serves as a proof that spontaneous emission enhancement is a purely classical e�ect. This justi�es the use
ofMaxwell’s Equations solvers to calculate overall antenna-LED enhancement, which we will provide in
Section �.�.

�Note that this radiation resistance formula technically only applies to Hertzian dipoles. When antennas are long, ap-
proaching half-wavelength l = �/2, onemust take into account the spatial distribution of the antenna current along the wire
[���]. For simplicity we will ignore this e�ect in this derivation, as it only amounts to a reduction factor. The full antenna
circuit model provided by Eggleston et al [��] accommodates this e�ect.

�The factor � in the numerator accounts for the two charges (electron and hole) oscillating in the antenna gap.
�d is constrained to ��nm for e�ciency considerations, which is discussed in depth in the next chapter.
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Simple derivation of spontaneous emission enhancement
The enhancement factor in Eq. �.��may also be obtained by an intuitive argument, namely that the total
voltage between the two antenna ends (separated by l) will drop completely across the antenna vacuum
gap (with width d) because there is negligible voltage drop in the conductive metal. The spontaneous
emission factormay then be estimated by the ratio of the electric �eld intensity in the antenna gap to that
in free space �. Observe,

F ⇡
|E|2gap

|E|2antenna
⇡ |V/d|2

|V/l|2
=

✓
l

d

◆2

(�.��)

where |E|gap is electric �eld in the antenna gap, |E|antenna is the electric �eld across the antenna length,
and |V | is the antenna voltage. This provides the same result as above in Eq. �.��.

�.� Optical antenna-enhanced light-emitting diodes
In the previous section we established a theoretical basis for spontaneous emission enhancement. In par-
ticular, we found that spontaneous emission enhancement occurs when an excited electronic state (such
as an atom or point dipole) is placed in a resonant electromagnetic structure such as an optical antenna.
Naturally, wemight consider coupling a semiconductor light-emitting diode to anoptical antenna for im-
proved LED radiation. We will refer to this device as an optical antenna-enhanced light-emitting diode,
or antenna-LED for short. In this section we will introduce two viable optical antenna-LEDs that could
be used in an on-chip optical interconnect, then go on to rigorously calculate the anticipated speed for
one of them.

Electrically-injected antenna-LED candidates
Consider two candidate antenna-LEDs in Fig �.�. Both antenna-LEDs consist of a p-doped InGaAs
active region with a silver optical antenna on an InP-based substrate. Fig. �.�(a) shows a conventional
dipole antenna consisting of two wires with a gap d, where the optical emitter is placed. For compati-
bility with top-down fabrication, the wires and LED region are depicted two-dimensionally. The dipole
antenna has similar enhancement scaling behavior to that discussed in the previous section. In particular,
the enhancement increases proportionally to 1/d2 where d is the gap dimension. However, from a device
fabrication point of view, the dipole antenna has a fewdrawbacks. For example, it is not immediately clear
how one might construct p-n junction or heterostructure for good electrical contacts and con�nement.
Moreover, to obtain strong electromagnetic characteristics the width of the wires must be narrowly pat-
terned and aligned to the active region. Lastly, the radiation of the dipole antenna is not directed, making
it a di�cult candidate for waveguide coupling for on-chip optical interconnects.

�As shown in Appendix A the spontaneous emission rate is proportional to the electric �eld squared. Antennas con-
centrate the zero-point electric �eld in the antenna gap, thereby increasing the spontaneous emission rate. This fact is also
captured in the Purcell factor, which is discussed in the next chapter.
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Figure �.�: Candidate optical antenna-LED structures that are compatible with lithographic fabrication.
The enhancement of the dipole antenna (a) was discussed in Section �.�. The physics of the cavity-backed
slot antenna (b) is similar [��, ��, �]. The enhancement of each antenna is/ 1/d2.

Figure �.�: The cavity-backed slot antenna-LED is compatible with electrical-injection, and emits radia-
tion into the substrate. Cross-sectional view provided in (a), and simulated radiation pattern (b). Figure
reproduced from [�].

By contrast, the cavity-backed slot antenna-LED in Fig. �.�(b) consists of a self-aligned LED ridge
enclosed in a metallic cavity with one open face (towards the InP substrate). This is illustrated by the
transparent view through the metal. The cavity-backed slot antenna also has an approximate enhance-
ment scaling behavior of 1/d2 where d is the width of the narrowest ridge dimension. The advantages of
cavity-backed slot antenna are illustrated more clearly in the cross-sectional views in Fig �.�.

As shown in Fig. �.�(a), the cavity-backed slot antenna is self-aligned to an InP/InGaAs/InP ridge.
The antenna is electrically connected to the top of the ridge, where it is used as a contact to inject electrons
into the n-InGaAs contact layer. The holes are injected into the p-InP layer, which is insulated from the
antenna using a ��nm thick spin on glass (SOG). Finally, the InGaAs active region (in this case consisting
of multiple quantum wells, but may also be treated as a bulk region) is electrically insulated from the
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antenna using a �nm thick Al2O3 surrounding the ridge sidewalls.
Furthermore, the height and length of the antenna-LED serve as independent degrees of freedom

to tune the antenna resonance bandwidth to best match the LEDmaterial spectrum, while maximizing
the radiated power for the fundamental antenna mode. This will become important for our full speed
analysis below. Lastly, as depicted inFig. �.�(b) the radiationof the cavity-backed slot antenna is primarily
directed into the substrate. In the next chapter we will show how the radiation may then be redirected
into an on-chip waveguide.

These advantages make the cavity-backed slot antenna-LED an excellent candidate as a nanoscale
light source for on-chip optical interconnects. Therefore, we will use it in our full-scale analysis of the
antenna-LED speed below.

Detailed calculation of the radiative lifetime of the cavity-backed slot
antenna-LED
In Section �.� we revealed the underlying physics of spontaneous emission enhancement by optical an-
tennas. However, in that analysis we assumed that the antenna current sourcewas a point dipole emitting
at a single frequency. While this analysis provided a general prescription for how one might achieve fast
antenna-enhanced LEDs, there are several nuances that were ignored. In particular, a bulk or quantum
well semiconductor crystal will have spatially-distributed electron-hole pairs, represented by incoherent
dipole point sources distributed throughout the semiconductor. Moreover, the intrinsic spectrum of an
LED is not single-frequency, and the overlap of this spectrum with the electromagnetic antenna spec-
trum must be considered. Lastly, we must consider the polarization of the antenna in relation to the
inherent polarization of electron-hole pairs in the semiconductor, as this will govern the physics of the
dipole interaction potential matrix element.

In order to perform a detailed analysis of the total anticipated rate enhancement we must return
to the fundamental physics of semiconductor light emission. For brevity, this analysis is relegated to
AppendixG. After a detailed consideration of all relevant non-idealities, we arrive at the following carrier
lifetime due to enhanced spontaneous emission for a heavily p-doped optical antenna-LED:

1

⌧ ⇤sp
=

Faverage

⌧sp
(�.��)

Faverage ⌘ Fpeak · Polarization Average · Spatial Average · Spectral Average (�.��)

1

⌧sp
⇡ |qx21|2!3

n

3⇡"o~c3
(�.��)

where ⌧sp is the intrinsic spontaneous emission carrier lifetime of the heavily-doped LED (without an
antenna present) and ⌧ ⇤sp is the carrier lifetime of the antenna-LED in the presence of an average enhance-
ment factor of Faverage. Faverage consists of three averaging factors: polarization, spatial, and spectral aver-
ages de�ned relative to the peak enhancement, Fpeak. Fpeak is de�ned as the enhancement seen by a point
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Figure �.�: Cavity-backed slot antenna-LED used for simulation and calculation of the average enhance-
ment factor.

dipole source placed at the optimal location in the LED and aligned with the antenna mode polarization
and peak resonance frequency. Belowwewill perform a detailed calculation ofFaverage for a cavity-backed
slot antenna.

Reference antenna-LED structure

The simulated cavity-backed slot antenna-LED for the detailed analysis is given in Fig �.�. This is a simpli-
�ed versionof Fig. �.�(a), assuming that the refractive index in theLEDridge is the same as InP (n ⇡ 3.4).
Not shown is a �nm alumina �lm (potentially deposited by atomic layer deposition) covering the InP
ridge. This provides electrical isolation between the sidewalls of the ridge with the antenna electrode.
It turns out that even a small amount of low-index material such as alumina can greatly change the an-
tenna enhancement properties, so it was included in simulation. The total dimensions of the ridge are
��nm⇥���nm⇥���nm, which provides a single-mode antenna resonance in the C-band communica-
tions wavelength � ⇡ 1580nm. The narrowest dimension is �xed to ��nmbecause of antenna e�ciency
considerations, which will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter. The height and length of the
ridge serve as two parameters that can control the resonance frequency and bandwidth of the antenna.
Reasonable parameters were chosen here that might be compatible with a fabrication process, but di�er-
ent choices could potentially yield better average enhancement factor.

Spatial average of enhancement factor

We will now solve for the Spatial Average factor from Eq. �.��. As discussed in Appendix A, the spon-
taneous emission rate is a function of |E|2, where E in this case refers to a zero-point electric �eld. In
an optical antenna-LED, the optical mode (and therefore the zero-point electric �eld) is spatially dis-
tributed. We may approximate this electric �eld by exciting the antenna mode in simulation using an
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Figure �.�: Normalized electric �eld intensity (|E|2) within the cavity backed slot antenna along the
length cross-section (a) and width cross-section (b).

incident plane wave�. Cross-sections of the electric �eld intensity (|E|2 within the cavity-backed slot an-
tenna from Fig. �.�) are shown in Fig �.�. The electric �eld intensity is normalized to peak, which occurs
very near the antenna cavity opening. Interestingly, the electric �eld pro�le is approximately constant in
the narrow width direction, but varies greatly in the length and height directions.

To obtain the maximum spatial average of the enhancement factor, we must target an InGaAs active
regionheight that best overlapswith the antennamode. This is depicted in Fig. �.�wherewe�x thewidth
and length of the InGaAs (as these parameters would be di�cult to control in fabrication), but we vary
the InGaAs height which can be chosen during epitaxial growth. The average enhancement as a function
of the InGaAs height can then be calculated using,

Spatial Average =
1

Volume

ZZZ
|E(x, y, z)|2dxdydz (�.��)

where |E|2 (assumed to be normalized to peak) varies with the �D Cartesian directions x, y, and z (see
Fig. �.� for the coordinate system marker). Volume represents the InGaAs volume, which is a func-
tion of the height parameter in Fig �.�(a). The spatial average as a function of InGaAs height is given
in Fig. �.�(b). As the InGaAs height increases, the average enhancement tends to decrease because of
poorer overlapwith the peak of the antennamode. However, wewould like tomaximize the height with-
out sacri�cing too much enhancement in order to increase the total output power of the LED (which is

�Note that the best way to calculate the spatial average of the enhancement factor would be to simulate individual dipole
point sources scattered throughout the LED volume. This is because shining a plane wave on the structure will only excite
radiative (“bright”) modes in the antenna, whereas a dipole source can also excite non-radiative (“dark”) modes. However, do-
ing so is incredibly computationally expensive. Nevertheless, experimenting with both techniques for this antenna geometry
provided adequate agreement. If a narrower antenna ridge were used, the general approach would likely be required.
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Figure �.�: Spatial average of the enhancement factor depends on the volumetric overlap between the
active semiconductor and the peak of the optical antenna mode. The electric �eld intensity along the
length cross-section is repeated here in (a), but showing the height of the InGaAs active region relative
to the cavity opening. The spatial average calculation in (b) shows that higher spatial averages can be
obtained with shorter active region height, but at the cost of emitter volume.

proportional to the active volume). Therefore, we will choose an InGaAs height of ��nm, which gives:

Spatial Average = 65% (�.��)

Peak enhancement factor

Now that we know the location of the peak electric �eld in the antenna mode, we may simulate the peak
enhancement factor, Fpeak of a point dipole source. Fig. �.�(a) once again shows the cross-section of the
antenna mode, with the peak dipole source location explicitly noted. In particular, the peak dipole must
be polarized in the narrow direction of the antenna, perpendicular to the long direction of the ridge that
is shown. The resulting enhancement spectrum from this peak dipole source is shown in Fig. �.�(b). The
peak enhancement is then the scalar peak of the enhancement spectrum, with a value of

Fpeak = 1280 (�.��)

which occurs at a wavelength of � ⇡ 1580nm.

Spectral average

Using the antenna enhancement spectrum in Fig. �.�(b), we may now approximate the spectral average
by �nding the overlap with the intrinsic material spectrum of the InGaAs active region. The intrin-
sic InGaAs spontaneous emission spectrum of bulk InGaAs with an assumed doping concentration of
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Figure �.�: Peak enhancement occurs for a dipole source located ��nm above the opening of the cavity-
backed slot antenna, polarized along the narrow antenna dimension. The peak dipole source location is
shown in (a), with corresponding enhancement spectrum in (b).

NA = 2 ⇥ 1019cm�3 under two di�erent biasing (pumping) conditions is shown in Fig. �.�. These
were simulated using the method provided in Appendix B. The two pumping conditions correspond to
equilibriumminority carrier concentrations ofN = 1017cm�3 (red) andN = 1018cm�3 (blue) respec-
tively. The former case corresponds to low-level injection (nondegenerate conduction band occupation)
while the latter case is high-level injection (degenerate conduction band occupation). Consequently, the
large minority carrier concentration atN = 1018cm�3 causes band�lling e�ects that are evident in the
width of the spontaneous emission spectrum. By contrast, theN = 1017cm�3 case peaks very close to
the bandgap wavelength of �g = 1670nm. Furthermore, the harder the device is pumped, the larger the
peak spontaneous emission power per wavelength, as should be expected.

Forourpurposes,wewill assume the semiconductor is pumpednondegeneratelywithN ⇡ 1017 cm�3

or less. Under this condition, the peak optical power of spontaneous emission will increase withN , but
the normalized spectral shape will be more-or-less �xed to that shown in Fig. �.�. This will allow us to as-
sume a �xed spectral average for our calculations, but it should be acknowledged that the spectral average
will change (and in fact be variable) under high-level injection�.

In Fig. �.� we plot the overlap of the spontaneous emission spectrum (corresponding to the N =
1017cm�3 andP = 2⇥1019cm�3 case in Fig. �.�) with the normalized antenna enhancement spectrum
(from Fig. �.�). We may obtain the spectral average by taking the weighted average of the enhancement

�In fact, under small-signal modulation conditions, the derivative of the spectral overlap with respect to the carrier con-
centration can produce an enhancement of the modulation bandwidth that the author of this thesis coined “di�erential en-
hancement” [��]. This e�ect has also been noted in prior work [���].
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Figure �.�: Spontaneous emission spectra of heavily-doped bulk InGaAs under two pumping condi-
tions: nondegenerate minority carrier concentration, N = 1017cm�3, and degenerate minority carrier
concentration,N = 1018cm�3.

factor with the spontaneous emission spectrum, de�ned as,

Spectral Average =
1

Fpeak

R
F (!)L(!)d!R

L(!)d!
(�.��)

where L(!) is the intrinsic material spectrum of InGaAs, F (!) is the antenna enhancement spectrum,
and Fpeak = 1280 is the peak of the antenna enhancement spectrum �. Using Eq. �.��we calculate:

Spectral Average = 49% (�.��)

Polarization average

Our �nal consideration in the total average enhancement factor seen by the LED concerns the antenna-
LED polarization. As discussed in AppendixG and Refs. [��, ��], the matrix element for stimulated
and spontaneous transitions of bulk active materials is typically assumed to be averaged over all three
polarizations equally (resulting in a factor �/�). However, quantum wells and quantum wires require a
modi�ed treatment, accounting for polarization selection rules within the con�ned geometry [��, ��].
This results in an e�ective polarization dependence in the relative transition strengths between electrons
in the conduction band with holes in the light-hole, heavy-hole, and split-o� valence bands.

�Note that the antenna enhancement spectrum from Fig. �.� has been slightly shifted to maximize the overlap integral
with the spontaneous emission spectrum.
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Figure �.�: Spectral overlap of the antenna enhancement spectrumwith the nondegenerate bulk InGaAs
spontaneous emission spectrum from Fig. �.�.

More speci�cally, the perturbation matrix element (due to the dipole transition potential induced
by the incident wave) is given by |H 0

21|2 = |q~x21 · ê|2 where q ~x21 is the (vector) dipole moment of the
electron-hole pair and ê is the polarization of the incident light. When the dipole moment and light
polarization are aligned, the matrix element value peaks at |H 0

21|2 ⌘ |qx21|2 where |qx21| represents the
conventional dipolemoment amplitude. In a bulk crystal, the dipolemoment directions are randomized,
only aligning with the incident electric �eld �/� of the time on average. This factor �/� appears in the
spontaneous emission lifetime of a two-level system from Eq. �.�� in the previous chapter.

However, in a quantum well, the quantization of the k-vector changes the average dipole moment
direction depending on the transition type and orientation of the electric �eld with respect to the con-
�nement direction. For conduction band-to-heavy hole transitions, the dipole moment of electron-hole
pairs are constrained to align perpendicular to the con�nement direction (in the plane of the quantum
well). By contrast, for conduction band-to-light hole transitions, the dipole moment lies (mostly) along
the con�nement direction on average. We may de�ne a transition matrix element:

|H 0
21|2i = Ki|H 0

21|2 (�.��)

where ki is a relative transition strength de�ned for each polarization i 2 [x̂, ŷ, ẑ], and |H 0
21|2 = |qx21|2

is the regularmatrix element. These relative transition strengths are summarized inTable �.� for bulk and
quantumwell devices (reproduced from [��, ��]). Here, we assume that the quantumwell con�nement
direction is along ẑ.

Using this information, we may now solve for the polarization average of the antenna enhancement
for bulk and quantum well active region LEDs. The polarization average is a weighted average of the
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Transition StrengthKi, where |H 0
21|2i = Ki|H 0

21|2
Polarization

x̂

ŷ

ẑ

Bulk (C-HH or C-LH) QuantumWell (C-HH) QuantumWell (C-LH)
�/� �/� �/�
�/� �/� �/�
�/� � �/�

Table �.�: Relative transition matrix element strengths for bulk and quantum well semiconductor crys-
tals, reproduced from [��, ��]. C-HH and C-LH represent conduction band-to-heavy hole transitions
and conduction band-to-light hole transitions, respectively.

enhancement factor and the transition matrix element element along each polarization, de�ned as:

Polarization Average =
1

Fpeak

P
i2x̂,ŷ,ẑ Fi|H 0

21|2iP
i2x̂,ŷ,ẑ |H 0

21|2i
(�.��)

where Fi refers to the antenna enhancement with corresponding polarization i (evaluated at the spectral
and spatial peak of that polarization) in one of the three Cartesian directions, and |H21|2i refers to the
relative transition matrix element in that same direction. Note that the denominator of Eq. �.�� always
evaluates to |H 0

21|2, the full matrix element, since the columns of Table �.� always sum to one.
In principle, one could design an antenna to have enhancement in each of the Cartesian directions.

However, the most desirable con�guration is like that of the dipole antenna or the cavity backed slot
antenna, where one polarization is dominant. As indicated in Fig �.�(b), the peak enhancement along
the ŷ polarization is very large with Fpeak = 1280. Not shown are the enhancement factors along the
other polarizations. These are provided in AppendixG, and are very small comparatively. Noting that
the antenna mode is preferentially polarized in the ŷ direction, we may then take Fy = Fpeak and Fx =
Fz = 0. This allows us to write Eq. �.�� as simply,

Polarization Average ⇡
|H 0

21|2y
|H 0

21|2
⌘ Ky (�.��)

which is just the relative transition strengthKi in the ŷ polarization from Table �.�. Thus we �nd that
for bulk transitions the Polarization Average is �/�. By contrast, for quantumwell C-HH transitions the
Polarization Average is �/�, while the C-LH transition is only �/�. Interestingly, if we were to orient the
quantum well con�nement direction in the same direction as the antenna mode polarization, we could
gain another polarization average boost of �/� for C-LH transitions – but this is a di�cult con�guration
to achieve practically, and it would require strain. In our case, we are going to assume that the InGaAs ac-
tive region is simply bulk becausewewill need the extra volume for optical power (aswill be discussed later
on)��. Nevertheless, it is worth remembering that an enhancement boost can be obtained by switching
to quantum wells [��, �]. Thus, to conclude, we will use:

Polarization Average = 33% (�.��)
��Note that the antenna geometry con�nes the ridge width to ��nm, so bulk is not an entirely errant assumption here.

However, if one were to use a narrower LED ridge, these polarization selection rules should not be ignored.
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Final average enhancement of the cavity-backed slot antenna and anticipated carrier lifetime

To summarize our progress thus far, we demonstrated the need to calculate an average enhancement fac-
tor Faverage for antenna-LEDs with respect to the carrier lifetime of regular LEDs, which depends on the
antenna mode polarization, spatial distribution, and spectral pro�le. For a bulk InGaAs active region
LED ridge with volume=��nm⇥���nm⇥��nm doped toP = 2⇥ 1019cm�3 under low-level injection
conditions, we found spatial, spectral, and polarization averages of ��%, ��%, and ��% respectively, and a
peak enhancement of Fpeak = 1280. Thus, returning to Eq. �.��we �nd an average enhancement factor
of,

Faverage = 1280 · 65% · 49% · 33% (�.��)
Faverage = 135 (�.��)

which is roughly a factor of �� smaller than the peak enhancement factor, but still amassive rate enhance-
ment value.

Under the assumption that the LED is heavily doped, the carrier lifetime of an unenhanced LED
becomes the fundamental spontaneous emission lifetime of a two-level system. Thus, using the aver-
age enhancement value above we �nd a carrier lifetime by enhanced spontaneous emission of ⌧ ⇤sp ⇡
⌧o/Faverage = 1ns/135, which is:

⌧
⇤
sp ⇡ 7ps (�.��)

which is comparable to the stimulation emission lifetime of lasers given in the previous chapter of ⌧st =
6ps. Furthermore, in this analysis wemade a number of conservative assumptions for the practical design
of a cavity-backed slot antenna-LED. The average enhancement factor could be increased by a number of
methods, for instance by using a shorter InGaAs active region consisting of quantum well heterostruc-
tures (for larger spatial and polarization averages). Or, the simplest method to increase the average en-
hancement would be slightly decreasing the LED ridge width d to increase the peak enhancement (at a
potential cost of e�ciency, which will be discussed in the next chapter). Therefore, the radiative recom-
bination lifetime given in Eq. �.�� should be considered a conservative estimate of what is possible, and
we can conclude that spontaneous emission can be at least as fast as stimulated emission, if not faster.

�.� Modulation dynamics of antenna-LEDs and lasers
In the previous section we demonstrated that optical antenna-enhanced spontaneous emission can be
as fast as stimulated emission. But, does that actually mean LEDs can be as fast as lasers? More pre-
cisely, how does the carrier lifetime due to spontaneous emission and stimulated emission actually relate
to device speed? In this section we will argue that carrier lifetime is the most important parameter that
determines device speed for low-power on-chip optical interconnects applications. In particular, we will
argue that large-signal directmodulation should be employed, which has di�erent dynamics than conven-
tional small-signal modulation. Wewill conclude with a brief discussion of novel laser cavities employing
photon-photon resonance [���].
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Optical modulation methods
There are two main ways to perform modulation of an optical signal: external and direct. As the name
implies, direct modulation corresponds to modulating the injected current within the transmitter itself.
External modulation assumes that the optical source is operating in the continuous-wave (CW) mode,
and the optical signal is modulated by some external device.

The twomajor types of integrated externalmodulators provide either amplitudemodulationor phase
modulation through the electro-absorption and electro-optic e�ects respectively. In this thesis, we argue
that external modulators should be avoided in on-chip optical interconnects in order to guarantee the
smallest energy/bit operation. Our arguments against external modulation are as follows:

�. The electro-optic e�ect is weak. At least one analysis suggests that to achieve the necessary change
in refractive index for modulation, the device must be long (>����m) and therefore potentially
lossy and slow [��]. These detriments rule out electro-optic devices.

�. Electro-absorption e�ects can be fast, but incur extra losses along the photonic link because of
absorption.

To expandupon the secondpoint, wewill note thatwhat actuallymatters at the receiver endof a photonic
link is the di�erence between the received optical power in the o� and on state,�P = Pon�Po�. Electro-
absorption devices modulate the transmission (�T = Ton � To�) of a CW optical signal with constant
power P . Therefore, �P = P�T in such a transmitter. To get adequate peak-to-peak signal at the
receiver, one must either increase the transmission contrast �T or increase the optical power. In the
very best case, �T = 1, we will have Pon = P and Po� = 0, which gives the largest power di�erence
�P = P . But this implies thebest link e�ciency that couldbe achieved is only��%onaverage because all
generated optical power iswasted in the o� state orwhen the transmitter is idling. Note thatmore realistic
con�gurations where�T < 1 would imply even worse e�ciency, because to maintain a constant�P

for adequate signal, we must also increase the CW optical power by the factor P = �P/�T , meaning
that evenmore optical power is wasted. Inmost cases (for practical device lengths and speed), the contrast
will not be perfect and therefore external modulation guarantees< 50% quantum e�ciency��.

Direct electrical modulation
To maximize the e�ciency of the photonic link, we will compare laser and LED direct electrical modu-
lation. The limitation of direct modulation is, of course, that the speed of the device is limited by how
quickly it can be directly modulated. The small-signal model is the conventional way of characterizing
the modulation speed of lasers and LEDs. However, in this thesis we will argue that the small-signal as-
sumption is insu�cient to describe the dynamics of directmodulation for on-chip optical interconnects.
First, we will brie�y describe the small-signal modulation speed of lasers and LEDs. Then, we will argue
why it does not apply to on-chip optical communications. Finally, we will show the limiting modulation
behavior of lasers and antenna-LEDs under large-signal modulation conditions. We will �nd that both
devices are limited by a characteristic turn-o� time, which is related to the device carrier lifetime.

��Not to mention, changing the state of the external modulator requires energy.
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Small-signal modulation

A derivation of the small-signal modulation rate of antenna-LEDs is provided in Appendix E.� and a
derivation of the small-signal modulation rate of lasers may be found in Ref. [��]. A quantity called
f�dB can be thought of as a limit on the small-signal modulation bandwidth. In particular, it denotes the
frequency when the laser or antenna-LED is unable to respond to the oscillations in current. The �dB
frequencies of antenna-LEDs and lasers are given in Eq. �.�� and Eq. �.�� below,

f�dB, antenna-LED =

p
3

2⇡

 
1

⌧ ⇤sp
+

1

⌧nr

!
⇡ 0.28

⌧ ⇤sp
(�.��)

f�dB, laser =

p
1 +

p
2

2⇡

s
1

⌧st⌧p
⇡ 0.25

p
⌧st⌧p

(�.��)

where ⌧ ⇤sp is the (enhanced) spontaneous emission carrier lifetime, ⌧nr is the carrier lifetime due to (para-
sitic) non-radiative recombination, ⌧st is the stimulated emission carrier lifetime, and ⌧p is called the pho-
ton lifetime of the laser cavity. In the second equality of Eq. �.�� we simplify the pre-factor and ignore
⌧nr because a fast non-radiative lifetime implies ine�ciency ��. In the second equality of Eq. �.��we sim-
plify the pre-factor, revealing that the laser f�dB is given by the geometric mean of ⌧st and ⌧p. The photon
lifetime refers to the rate of photon loss from the optical cavity by either parasitic (intrinsic absorption
or scattering) or desired (mirror transmission) mechanisms. It may be written:

1

⌧p
= vg↵ = �vggth (�.��)

where vg is the group velocity, ↵ is the loss (�/cm) coe�cient, � is the con�nement factor and gth is the
threshold gain. Evidently one observes that – under the small-signal modulation assumption – lasers
can be much faster than the rate implied the carrier lifetime due to stimulated emission, ⌧st, simply by
reducing the photon lifetime, ⌧p. This can easily be achieved in a non-parasitic manor by decreasing the
re�ectivity of the laser facet ��.

This canbe illustratedbyplugging-in the knownvalues for our antenna-LEDexample and the cleaved-
facet laser from the previous chapter. For simplicity we will assume that both the antenna-LED and
laser have the same carrier lifetime due to spontaneous emission or stimulated emission respectively,
⌧
⇤
sp = ⌧st = 6ps. Then, assuming gth = 500 �/cm, vg = 1010cm/s, and � = 0.2 we retrieve a pho-
ton lifetime of ⌧p = 1ps. Plugging in ⌧ ⇤sp, ⌧st, and ⌧p to Eq. �.�� and Eq. �.�� above we �nd that:

f�dB,antenna-LED = 47GHz (�.��)
f�dB,laser = 100GHz (�.��)

��Nevertheless, it is worth keeping in mind that the LED small-signal f3dB can be increased simply by increasing loss
��The photon lifetime and stimulated emission lifetimes are not completely decoupled. For constant input current, as the

photon lifetime is decreased, the stimulated emission lifetimewill increase accordingly since the photon density in the cavity is
reduced. Therefore, to get a speed boost one must compensate by pumping the laser harder. This will inevitably lead to heat
management issues or saturation e�ects, but in this thesis we regard these problems as non-fundamental engineering issues.
Conservatively or charitably speaking, the small-signal modulated laser is not limited by the stimulated emission lifetime.
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In other words, the laser can be twice as fast as the LED even though the carrier lifetimes are exactly the
same. Note that the f�dB for the laser found here is very optimistic. Nevertheless, an f�dB of ��GHz was
achieved recently by the intentional reduction of the photon lifetime and improved thermalmanagement
[���].

We conclude that LEDs cannot be as fast as lasers in the small-signalmodulation case. Unsurprisingly,
for this and other reasons��, lasers should be used for long-haul telecom and datacom. However, on the
chip-scale, we will argue that LEDs potentially have an edge.

Large-signal modulation
On the chip-level datacom scale, the incentives change. Indeed, in the ultimate limit of scaling data com-
munications to groups of individual logic devices, we will require a dense distribution of nanoscale light
sources. Ignoring problems that arise when engineering lasers at this scale (which we will consider non-
fundamental), as we reduce the active volume of the transmitters we also reduce the optical peak-to-peak
power that we are capable of producing for adequate signal at the receiver. In other words, to maintain
theminimum�P needed at the receiver, then the ratio of themodulated optical power to theCWpower
of a laser increases,

�Pminimum

P
/ �Pminimum

Vactive
" with Vactive # (�.��)

In other words, the small-signal assumption�P ⌧ P becomes invalid as the device active volume de-
creases. Furthermore, as the number of transmitters on the chipmultiply it becomes undesirable from an
energy e�ciency standpoint tomaintain a large DC bias above threshold. Indeed, tomaintain a device at
a nominal CWoperating power to increase the small-signal speed (of a laser), we are constantly incurring
wasted CW optical power while idling, not to mention I2ROhmic losses occurring outside of the laser.

Therefore for the two reasons of (�) small-signal assumption no longer being valid for smaller foot-
print optical transmitters and (�) needing to avoid wasted photons while idling, we argue that nanoscale
transmitters must be operated in a large-signal modulation format. But, how does the speed of lasers and
LEDs change under large-signal modulation? Tucker [���] argued that under large-signal modulation,
laser speed can be determined by the sum of two approximately independent times,

flarge-signal /
1

ton + to�
(�.��)

where ton and to� refer to “turn-on” and “turn-o�” times respectively. In his analysis the turn-on time
is essentially given by the laser relaxation resonance frequency (which is the small-signal limited rate),
but the turn-o� time is limited by the carrier lifetime due to stimulated emission (as measured at peak

��Where we are not even considering optical power for signal-to-noise considerations, quantum e�ciency, advancedmod-
ulation formats, coherent communications, etc.
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signal)��. In other words,

ton >
p
⌧p⌧st (�.��)

to� > ⌧st (�.��)

As we showed previously, ⌧p ⌧ ⌧st and therefore the laser is limited by to� which is, in turn, limited by
the carrier lifetime due to stimulated emission!

To illustrate this point further, we simulate the large-signal pulse response of an antenna-LED and
laser side-by-side. This is provided in Fig. �.��, where we show the input current pulse and optical re-
sponses of a laser with gain saturation, a laser without gain saturation, an antenna-LED, and the over-
lapped optical responses in Fig. �.��(a)-(e) respectively. An explanation of the rate equation model used
to simulate these pulse responses can be found in Appendix E and Appendix B.

The laser optical responses in (a) and (b) correspond to the cleaved-facet edge-emitting quantumwell
InGaAs laser from Fig. �.� in the previous chapter. This laser has a photon lifetime of ⌧p = 1ps. Both
cases assume a stimulated emission recombination rate with gain saturation, but the laser in (b) has a
very large saturation photon density (Ssat = 3.5 ⇥ 1017cm�3 while the laser in (c) has the saturation
photon density provided in the previous chapter (Ssat = 3.5 ⇥ 1016cm�3). Thus, the laser without
gain saturation (very small saturation), can be seen to ring immediately after the current pulse, while the
laser with gain saturation is heavily damped. The ringing for the laser with large gain saturation can be
seen if the laser is pumped to a smaller peak optical power, since the damping e�ect is less pronounced.
The laser without gain saturation in (b) is pumped to a photon density such that its stimulated emission
time is ⌧st = 6ps in the on-state. The laser without gain saturation in (c) is pumped with the same
current��. Note that both lasers are taken to have a very small threshold current, but in the o�-state they
are pumped slightly below threshold. The antenna-LED in (d) is taken to have an enhanced spontaneous
emission carrier lifetime of ⌧sp = 6ps, and we have ignored any additional non-radiative recombination.
This corresponds to approximately ���⇥ average enhancement over the nominal spontaneous emission
lifetime of heavily doped InGaAs, which is a reasonable value as suggested by our analysis in the previous
section for the cavity-backed slot antenna. In contrast with the two laser responses, the antenna-LED
does not ring in response to the current pulse.

Of interest in Figs. �.��(b)-(d) are the on-time ton and the o�-time to� transients. The on-time is de-
�ned here as the time from the onset of current to when the laser or antenna-LED has reached ��% of
its on-state power. The on-time for the laser responses (b) and (c) lag behind the incident current pulse
by approximately ��ps. This is not fundamental, the on-time can be reduced signi�cantly by biasing the
laser above threshold in the o�-state. We considered a below threshold o�-current because DC biasing

��This is a slight simpli�cation. Tucker’s [���] analysis showed that the turn-on time is related to both the laser relaxation
frequency and the ratio of the on vs. o� laser power, and the turn-o� time is related to the relaxation frequency plus a term
that we have interpreted so far as the carrier lifetime due to stimulated emission in the laser. The laser on/o� power term can
be minimized if the laser is biased near threshold in the o� state, so we have ignored it.

��However, the laser with gain saturation cannot quite reach the stimulated emission lifetime of �ps. This is because gain
saturation e�ectively reduces the di�erential gain coe�cient at large internal photon density. The laser would need to be
pumped to unrealistic current levels to reach the same stimulated emission lifetime. Thus, we elected to use the same input
current, which corresponds to roughly the same CW optical power.
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Figure �.��: Large-signal pulse response of lasers with and without gain saturation and an antenna-LED.
All three devices are limited by a characteristic o�-time, which is determined by the respective carrier
lifetime of each device. Note that the on-time found here is non-fundamental because it depends onDC
bias and the current pulse amplitude.
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nanoscale lasers above threshold could be a large source of ine�ciency in on-chip transmitters. Neverthe-
less, in principle the on-time is only limited by the relaxation frequency of the laser which is determined
approximately by the photon lifetime ⌧p. The antenna-LEDhas a slightly shorter on-time of ��.�ps. Note
that this on-time is also not fundamental, it can be shortened by using a current pulse with higher peak
current, which will be demonstrated in the next section. Thus, the on-times for both the antenna-LED
and lasers should be considered non-limiting for speed considerations. Note that we have not included
additional confounding e�ects such as thermalization time (energy relaxation) for carriers injected from
the contacts, “capture time” in quantum wells [��], nor hole-burning [���]. These mechanisms would
likely constitute the ultimate on-time limit for these devices, with characteristic times of ⌧ = 1ps order
of magnitude.

The more fundamental transient for all three optical responses is the o�-time, to�. The o�-time is
de�ned as the time required for the optical response to decay to ��% of its on-state value after the current
pulse has been switched o�. The o�-times of the two laser responses di�er dramatically with to� = 7.6ps
and to� = 15.6ps for the cases without and with gain saturation respectively. For both cases to� is greater
than the carrier lifetime due to stimulated emission ⇡ 6ps which was originally predicted by Tucker
[���]. This can be understood intuitively in terms of the laser physics at play. When the laser current
is turned o�, light quickly leaves the laser facet because of the small photon lifetime. However, as light
leaves the optical cavity the stimulated emission rate slows down signi�cantly because the recombination
rate Rst = vggS is reduced. Then, as the laser continues to decay the carrier density decreases from its
threshold value, reducing both the optical gain and the stimulated emission recombination rate further.
Thus, the decay transient is largely limited by the characteristic lifetime of stimulated emission at the peak
of the pulse, ⌧st (plus an additional factor given by the laser resonance frequency, according to Tucker
[���], which we are ignoring). By contrast, the antenna-LED decay is purely exponential and given by
the carrier lifetime due to enhanced spontaneous emission, ⌧ ⇤sp. In fact, it can be easily found that to� ⇡
ln(10) · ⌧ ⇤sp ⇡ 2.3 · 6ps = 13.8ps where ln(10) accounts for the ��% exponential decay time. Note
that it is only coincidence that the on-time is equal to the o�-time in this case. If we were to use a higher-
current pulse, the on-timewould be faster but the o�-timewould always be limited by the carrier lifetime
of spontaneous emission. This latter fact will be shown in the next section.

All three cases are compared in Fig. �.��(e) where the optical response transients are overlapped. In
particular, we see that the antenna-LED o�-transient lies somewhere between the two laser cases. Lasers
limited by gain saturation (e.g. a strongly-pumped nanolaser) have slightly slower o�-time than antenna-
LEDs, while the laser not limited by gain saturation can be somewhat faster but is still limited by the
carrier lifetimeof stimulated emission ��. We leave it as an experimental questionwhether the o�-transient
of real nanolasers follows the gain saturation case or not. Nevertheless, we can conclude that since both
lasers and antenna-LEDs are limited by their respective carrier lifetimes of light-emission, antenna-LEDs
can be as fast as lasers.

��Note that we have not considered gain switching in this analysis, which can potentially be used to improve laser large-
signal modulation.
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A brief comment on photon-photon resonance
A number of recent works have emphasized photon-photon resonance (PPR) for directly-modulated
lasers [��, ���]. Photon-photon resonance is a small-signal phenomenon that is similar to injection lock-
ing, but requires no external laser. In particular, the small-signalmodulation bandwidth can be enhanced
by approximately the free-spectral range of a passive external Fabry-Perot cavity that provides optical feed-
back to the active laser cavity. In this work, we will assume that photon-photon resonance will not be
useful for on-chip optical communications, because we have assumed that nanoscale optical sources will
require large-signal modulation. Furthermore, photon-photon resonance is very sensitive to the phase
and amplitude of optical feedback ��. It remains to be seen whether PPR can be reliably engineered, es-
pecially on a chip-wide scale.

�.� Optical interconnects with antenna-LEDs: system analysis
and remaining challenges

Up to this point we have provided a detailed argument of the ultimate speed of light-emitting diodes in
comparison to lasers. We showed that heavily-doped antenna-enhanced light-emitting diodes can have
a spontaneous emission carrier lifetime that is as fast as the stimulated emission carrier lifetime in con-
ventional index-guided lasers. Consequently, under large-signal direct electrical modulation – which we
argued should be employed for nanoscale on-chip optical transmitters – antenna-LEDs can be as fast as
lasers. However, speed is not the only important metric. In this section we will discuss two additional
metrics, e�ciency andoptical power, then concludewith the�nal requirements and remaining challenges
for the use of an antenna-LED as an on-chip optical transmitter.

Antenna-LED e�ciency
There are three e�ciencies that contribute to the total quantum e�ciency of an optical antenna-LED
in a photonic link: internal quantum e�ciency, antenna e�ciency, and waveguide coupling e�ciency��.
Antenna e�ciency and waveguide coupling e�ciency are purely electromagnetic properties, and can be
calculated in Maxwell simulation. The antenna e�ciency is the ratio of optical power radiated into
the far �eld versus total power generated by the LED, Pradiated/Ptotal. More speci�cally, it takes into
account Ohmic loss e�ects that occur mostly within the metal comprising the antenna. By contrast,
the waveguide coupling e�ciency is the waveguide mode-match ratio, Pmode-match/Pradiated, which takes
into account mode-matching but not Ohmic loss. Thus, the product of the antenna e�ciency and
the waveguide coupling e�ciency provides the ratio of power that is mode-matched to a waveguide di-
vided by the total power generated by the antenna-LED source. These two e�ciencies will be discussed
in much greater detail in the next chapter. For now, we provide reasonable values of these e�ciencies
that will be used in our overall system analysis of the antenna-LED: Antenna E�ciency ⇡ 70% and
Waveguide Coupling E�ciency ⇡ 90%.

��This was tested by simulation, but not included in this thesis for brevity.
��We are ignoring “injection e�ciency” in this analysis, assuming that an adequate heterostructure can be engineered.
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On the other hand, the internal quantum e�ciency takes into account the recombination lifetimes
within the semiconductor source. For LEDs operating at low-level injection, this is de�ned as,

Internal Quantum E�ciency =

1

⌧ ⇤sp
1

⌧ ⇤sp
+

1

⌧nr

(�.��)

where ⌧ ⇤sp is the carrier lifetime due to enhanced spontaneous emission and ⌧nr is the carrier lifetime due
to non-radiative recombination. An enlightening re-framing of Eq. �.�� is to write the carrier lifetime
due to spontaneous emission in terms of the average enhancement factor: 1/⌧ ⇤sp = Faverage/⌧sp where ⌧sp
is the spontaneous emission carrier lifetime in an intrinsic bulk semiconductor. Then Eq. �.�� becomes,

Internal Quantum E�ciency =

Faverage

⌧sp

Faverage

⌧sp
+

1

⌧nr

(�.��)

indicating that the internal quantum e�ciency increases to unitywith large antenna enhancement factor.
This is one of the most exciting e�ects of spontaneous emission enhancement, because enhancement
makes the LED brighter by increasing both its emission rate and quantum e�ciency simultaneously.

However, in order to achieve large enhancement, generally very small LED dimensions are required.
For example, for the cavity-backed slot antenna-LED discussed in Fig. �.�, the smallest LED dimension
was just ��nm. This can greatly increase non-radiative recombination e�ects within the LED. Typi-
cally non-radiative recombination is modeled with two empirical coe�cients in the ABC recombination
model:

1

⌧nr
⇡ A+ CP

2 (�.��)

whereA (in units of �/s) models Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination and surface recombination,
while C (in units of cm6

/s) is the Auger coe�cient (where we have implicitly assumed that the LED
is P-doped with a hole majority carrier concentration of P ⇡ NA). Typically, the empirical Auger co-
e�cient for InGaAs is in the range C = 10�28cm6

/s � 10�30cm6
/s. Assuming a worst case, C =

10�28cm6
/s, and assuming a large P-doping concentration of P = 2 ⇥ 1019cm�3 to maximize the

spontaneous emission lifetime, then we �nd that the non-radiative lifetime due to Auger recombination
is given by 1/CP

2 ⇡ 25ps. Previously we found that the carrier lifetime of enhanced spontaneous
emission in antenna-LEDs can be as fast as �ps, and therefore Auger recombination does not signi�-
cantly limit the internal quantum e�ciency (unless wewere to use extremely large doping concentrations
P > 2⇥ 1019cm�3).

The most critical contribution to non-radiative recombination in antenna-LEDs is surface recom-
bination. Surface recombination is typically modeled using a surface recombination velocity term such
that [��]:

A ⇡ Surface to Volume Ratio⇥ Surface Recombination Velocity (�.��)
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where the surface to volume ratio depends on the geometry of the LED ridge, and the surface recombi-
nation velocity is an empirical coe�cient indicating the severity of surface recombination e�ects. In the
cavity-backed slot antenna-LED from Fig. �.�, the dimensions of the LED ridge are given by width ⇥
length⇥height = (20nm)⇥ (160nm)⇥ (100nm). Noting that width ⌧ {height, length}, the surface
to volume ratio is given by:

Surface Area
Volume

=
2 · length · height+ 2 · height · width

width · length · height ⇡ 2

width
= 106

1

cm
(�.��)

where we simpli�ed the expression in the third equality by ignoring the much longer length and height
dimensions thatwill havenegligible contribution to the surface-to-volume ratio. Thus, Eq. �.��becomes:

A ⇡ 2

width
· Surface Recombination Velocity ⌘ 2

d
SRV (�.��)

where d is the LED width, and SRV is the surface recombination velocity. In general, surface recombi-
nation velocity is highly contingent upon processing, and fabricating extremely narrow LED ridges can
be quite harsh to the material. Without using any special techniques to treat the LED surface, typical
surface recombination velocity values are in the 105cm/s range or worse. Therefore, the non-radiative
carrier lifetime due to surface recombination can be as fast as ⌧SR < 1/(106 �

cm · 105 cms ) = 10ps which
is approaching or exceeding the carrier lifetime of enhanced spontaneous emission. This is a severe e�ect
that will need to be addressed for antenna-LEDs to be viable in optical interconnects.

Fortunately, there has been recent progress in the surface passivation of nanoscale LEDs [��]. A de-
tailed discussion of these processes is out-of-scope for this thesis. However, surface recombination ve-
locity SRV < 104cm/s was achieved by Fortuna [��]. More recently, unpublished work by Andrade et
al has claimed SRV < 100cm/s in InGaAsP/InP ridges. Applying these surface treatment processes to
antenna-LED ridges with the dimensions of interest (d ⇡ 20nm) would represent a signi�cant achieve-
ment, lending credence to the feasibility of these devices.

Wemay now summarize and conclude our discussion of internal quantum e�ciency in the antenna-
LED.After taking into accountAuger recombination and surface recombination (Eq. �.��)wemaywrite
Eq. �.�� as:

Internal Quantum E�ciency =

Faverage

⌧sp

Faverage

⌧sp
+

2

d
SRV+ CP 2

(�.��)

We note that in the previous chapter we found that the carrier lifetime of spontaneous emission in intrin-
sic bulk semiconductors saturates to ⌧sp ! ⌧o in heavily-doped LEDs. But, in general ⌧sp is a function
of doping concentration, taking the empirical value 1/BoP at small doping. Therefore, wemay solve for
the internal quantum e�ciency (Eq. �.��) as a function of doping concentration. The result of this rig-
orous calculation (using the active region model developed in Appendix B), is provided in Fig. �.��. For
this calculation we assumed d = 20nm, C = 10�28cm6

/s, and Faverage = 166 (which corresponds to
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Figure �.��: Internal quantum e�cient of the antenna-LED as a function of dopant density and sur-
face recombination velocity. High-speed and e�cient emission can be obtained with heavy-doping and
improved III-V surface treatment.

the average enhancement needed for a carrier lifetime due to spontaneous emission of �ps). In addition,
several curves are shown representing various possible values of the surface recombination velocity, SRV.
In particular, Fortuna’s surface treatment [��] is represented by SRV = 104cm/s and Andrade’s surface
treatment is represented by SRV = 102cm/s. We �nd that internal quantum e�ciency exceeding ��%
can be achieved with SRV = 104cm/s assuming reasonable doping concentrations P > 1019cm�3.

Antenna-LED continuous-wave optical power
Using the total antenna-LED quantum e�ciency, we may now estimate the optical power transmitted
in a photonic link. For now, let us consider the steady-state CW optical power with a constant current
source:

Poptical = E�ciency · ~!
q
I (�.��)

where I is the CW current and,

E�ciency = Waveguide Coupling E�. · Antenna E�. · Internal Quantum E�. (�.��)
E�ciency ⇡ 90% · 70% · 80% = 50% (�.��)
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where we inserted each of the relevant e�ciency terms to �nd a total e�ciency (sometimes called “wall-
plug” e�ciency or “external quantum e�ciency”) of ��%. Wewill justify the values of thewaveguide cou-
pling e�ciency and antenna e�ciency in the next chapter. Furthermore, we assumed an optimistic inter-
nal quantum e�ciency of ��%assuming that III-V surface treatmentwill eventuallymature for nanoscale
ridges of this dimension.

What is a reasonable amount of current for an antenna-LED? In steady-state, we may write the cur-
rent in terms of the recombination rate due to spontaneous emission,N/⌧

⇤
sp, and the internal quantum

e�ciency, ⌘IQE:

N

⌧ ⇤sp
= ⌘IQE

I

qV
(�.��)

whereN is the steady-state minority carrier concentration, ⌧ ⇤sp = 6ps is the enhanced spontaneous emis-
sion carrier lifetime assuming an average enhancement of ��� and heavy doping, and V is the antenna-
LED active region volume. A reasonable upper bound to the minority carrier concentration of the
antenna-LED isN ⇡ 5⇥ 1018cm�3 where high-level injection e�ects are not severe. Thus, rearranging
Eq. �.�� for current, we have:

I =
qV

⌘IQE

N

⌧ ⇤sp
=

q · (160nm · 50nm · 20nm)

80%

5⇥ 1018cm�3

6ps
= 27�A (�.��)

and then plugging this current into Eq. �.�� above,

Poptical = E�ciency · ~!
q
I = 50% · 0.8W

A
· 27�A (�.��)

Poptical = 11�W (�.��)

where we took ~! = 0.8eV. This is a relatively small amount of power compared to what could be
possible with micro-lasers with much larger active volume. Unfortunately, this represents an approxi-
matemaximum on the optical power from antenna-LEDs. Themost naively obvious way to increase the
antenna-LEDpowerwouldbe to increase the active region volume, but aswe found earlier on in the chap-
ter this will result in a trade-o�with the average enhancement factor thereby reducing the antenna-LED
speed, internal quantum e�ciency, as well as optical power.

Furthermore, pumping the device with more current is not likely a solution. The current that we
found in Eq �.�� is a large value for a device of this volume, pumping it any harder would lead to parasitic
e�ects such as enhancedAuger recombination, velocity overshoot (which lowers the injection e�ciency),
increased Ohmic loss, and band-�lling. Note that antenna-LED self-heating e�ects could potentially be
severe at our assumed current value based on a consideration of the current density injected in the device.
However, a simple heat-equation analysis suggests that self-heating is negligible because of the presence
of the metallic antenna which acts as a large thermal reservoir for heat conduction ��.

��This analysis is not provided here for brevity, but it indicates approximately � kelvin temperature rise for ���Aof current
in the steady-state.
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Figure �.��: Full transientmodel of antenna-LED transmitter. The antenna-LED (a) is excited by a sharp
and narrow Gaussian current pulse in (b), with a total charge of ���� electrons. The current causes gen-
eration ofminority carriers in the LEDwhich recombine radiatively with an internal quantum e�ciency
of ��% (c). Light from the antenna-LED radiates with ��% e�ciency and is mode-matched to a waveg-
uide with ��% e�ciency. The �nal optical pulse that is sent to the receiver is shown in (d). The optical
pulse consists of about ��� photons with< 20ps full-width.

Another option to increase the optical power would be to multiplex multiple antenna-LEDs in par-
allel. This is generally a di�cult task, because parallel inputs must be di�erentiated in either wavelength
or spatial mode pro�le. An example of the former was analyzed by the current author in Ref. [��], where
wavelength division multiplexing was implemented by using optical antenna-LEDs with di�erentiated
antenna resonance frequencies. A moderate increase of �⇥ optical power could be achieved using three
antenna-LEDs in parallel.

Antenna-LED large-signal modulation bandwidth and photons per bit
While the peak optical power in steady-statemay be limited, perhaps ofmore interest to the construction
of optical links would be how many photons could be transmitted per optical bit in the time domain.
Correspondingly, we simulated a full transient transmitter model in Fig. �.�� using the detailedmodel of
the antenna-LED physics provided in Appendix B and Appendix E. We assume NA = 2 ⇥ 1019cm�3
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doping, Faverage = 166, surface recombination velocity SRV = 104cm/s, and total e�ciency de�ned
above inEq. �.��. The optical transmitter structure (Fig. �.��(a)) consists of a cavity-backed slot antenna-
LEDmode-matched to a waveguide. In Fig. �.��(b) we pump the antenna-LEDwith an extremely short
Gaussian current pulse with a peak current of 100�A and FWHM of about �ps, which corresponds to
���� total electrons. The current pulse causes generation of minority carriers within the antenna-LED
according to the internal quantum e�ciency in Fig. �.��(c). For the assumed enhancement, SRV, device
dimension (d = 20nm), and Auger constant (C = 1028cm6

/s), the internal quantum e�ciency for
this conversion is about ��%. Note that we have pumped this device with a very high peak current pulse,
but because of the high recombination rate and carrier dynamics the antenna-LED only reaches a peak
carrier concentration of about 5⇥ 1018�/cm3. The antenna-LED has intrinsic absorption in the form of
Ohmic loss, so it only radiates with ⌘Antenna = 70% e�ciency. Then, the radiation is coupled into an op-
tical waveguide with ��% e�ciency. After all of these e�ects are taken into account, Fig �.��(d) provides
the optical power transient that is sent towards the receiver. The peak optical power is11�W, correspond-
ing to our steady-state calculation provided above with peak carrier concentration 5⇥ 1018�/cm3. There
is then a long tail (turn-o�) transient, correspondingly approximately to the enhanced spontaneous emis-
sion carrier lifetime ⌧ ⇤sp = 6ps. Note that the turn-on transient was very short owing to the sharpness of
the input current pulse.

The full optical power transient from the antenna-LED is less than ��ps in width. Therefore, we
claim that the antenna-LED is capable of bandwidth exceeding f > 1/20ps = 50Gb/s. However,
the total photons delivered in that pulse is about ��� photons/pulse (or photons/bit if desired). This is
consistentwith the total quantume�ciency of the system– in otherwords ��%of ���� input electrons is
���photons. Note that ifwewere tooperate the transmitter at a slowermodulation speed (longer pulses),
the number of photons per bit could be increased. To summarize, we claim amodulation bandwidth and
photons/bit of:

Antenna-LED Large-Signal Modulation Bandwidth > 50Gb/s (�.��)
Antenna-LED Photons/bit = 500 (�.��)

Is ��� photons/bit su�cient for adequate signal-to-noise ratio at the photonic receiver? Perhaps the
ultimate limit to receiver scaling would be a shot noise limited detector. The shot noise limit for pho-
todetectors can be estimated as follows. The electrical current generated by a photodetector with unity
quantum e�ciency is Isignal = Pq/~!, where P is the received optical power. The shot noise current
corresponding to this optical power is then given by Inoise =

p
2qIsignal�f =

p
2q2P�f/~!, where

�f is the modulation bandwidth. Thus, the shot noise limited signal-to-noise ratio is given by,

SNR|shot noise limited =
Isignal

Inoise
=

Pq/~!p
2q2P�f/~!

=

s
P

2~!�f
(�.��)

Furthermore, the required photons per bit can be estimated as,

photons
bit

| ⇡ P ⌧

~! ⇡ P

2~!�f
(�.��)
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where ⌧ = 1/2�f is the bit period. But this is just the argument of the radical in Eq. �.��. Thus, we
may rewrite in favor in favor of photons/bit as,

photons
bit

��
shot noise limited ⇡ SNR2|shot noise limited (�.��)

To achieve a bit error rate < 10�9 for errorless operation, an SNR of at least � is recommended [��].
Therefore, the shot-noise limited photons per bit is photons/bit ⇡ 36. This represents a massive im-
provement over current technology (which requires around ��,��� photons/bit), but indicates the fea-
sibility of a very low-power optical transmitter like the antenna-LED.

More practical recent analyses anticipating low-capacitance on-chip photodiodes and next-
generation CMOS receiver circuitry suggest huge improvements to the required photons/bit. Lalau-
Keraly [��] performed a detailed analysis of a number of receiver circuit front-ends that could operate at
high speed. A low-capacitance photodiode paired with a CMOS trans-impedance ampli�er could poten-
tially operate at a transistor-noise-limited<���� photons/bit assuming optimistic but realistic technol-
ogy improvements. Alternatively, a novel bipolar phototransistor with decoupled gain and absorption
regions could o�er unparalleled sensitivity and speed. Thus, while the antenna-LED power is low, there
is hope that it will be viable with reasonable improvements to next-generation receivers.

�.� Conclusion
In this chapter we demonstrated the physics of antenna-enhanced spontaneous emission using circuit
theory. We went on to perform a detailed analysis of the anticipated average enhancement seen by a
semiconductor LED coupled to a cavity-backed slot antenna. Ultimately, we found that the enhanced
spontaneous emission carrier lifetime in antenna-LEDs could be as fast as the stimulated emission carrier
lifetime in lasers, given approximately by ⌧ = 6ps for each case respectively. We argued that nanoscale op-
tical sources in next-generation on-chip optical interconnects must be directly electrically modulated in a
large-signal modulation format. Under this condition, both lasers and antenna-LEDs are limited by their
respective carrier lifetimes. Therefore, antenna-LEDs can be as fast lasers. From an optical link purview,
we went on to examine the total antenna-LED quantum e�ciency and photons per transmitted bit. We
showed that antenna-LEDs could reach excellent total e�ciency of ��% if surface recombination velocity
can be improved to SRV = 104cm/s or better. Moreover, we showed that the antenna-LED is capable of
>��Gb/s large-signal modulation with ��� photons/bit. The low-optical power of the antenna-LED is
fundamental, owing to the nanoscale LED active volume. Thus, high-speed receivers will require major
sensitivity improvements in order to make antenna-LEDs feasible.
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Chapter �

E�cient Antenna-LEDWaveguide Coupling
and Metal-Dielectric Antennas

In the previous two chapters we gave a fundamental description of lasers and LEDs, showed the poten-
tial bene�ts of an optical antenna-LED for speed and quantum e�ciency, and went on to analyze the
anticipated bene�ts and remaining challenges of using an antenna-LED in a photonic link. In this chap-
ter we will discuss two supplemental topics: (�) antenna-LED single-mode waveguide coupling, and (�)
metal-dielectric antenna-LEDs for e�cient spontaneous emission.

The former topic (�) is important for our discussion of the transmitter e�ciency from the previous
chapter where we assumed a simple value of ��% coupling e�ciency to a single-mode waveguide. In Sec-
tion �.�we will justify this value, and show how large single-mode waveguide coupling e�ciency may be
achieved with the cavity-backed slot antenna. This work is largely imported verbatim from the published
manuscript [�], citation reproduced here:

N.M.Andrade, S.Hooten, S.A. Fortuna,K.Han, E.Yablonovitch, andM.C.Wu, “Inverse design
optimization for e�cient coupling of an electrically injected optical antenna-LED to a single-mode
waveguide,” Opt. Express, vol. ��, no. ��, pp. �����–�����, Jul. ����.

To address the latter topic (�), Section �.� discusses howmetal-dielectric antennas with sharp dielec-
tric tips can overcome an Ohmic loss barrier to e�cient spontaneous emission enhancement. It goes on
to discuss the Purcell e�ect for antennas. This work is largely imported verbatim from the unpublished
but accepted work with citation:

S. Hooten, N. M. Andrade, M. C. Wu, and E. Yablonovitch, “E�cient spontaneous emission by
metal-dielectric antennas; antenna Purcell factor explained,” Optics Express (Accepted but Un-
published), ����.

Please note that the appendices referred to in Section �.� andSection �.� are provided at the bottomof
these respective sections and not in the main appendices of this thesis, except when speci�cally indicated
otherwise.
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�.� Inverse design optimization for e�cient coupling of an
electrically injected optical antenna-LED to a single-mode
waveguide

Abstract
E�cient high speed nanoscale optical sources are required for low power next generation data communi-
cation. Here we propose an integrated antenna-LED on a single-mode optical waveguide. By leveraging
inverse design optimization, we achieved a waveguide coupling e�ciency of ��% and an antenna e�-
ciency of ��%, while maintaining a high average enhancement of ��� – potentially enabling>���GHz
direct modulation.

Introduction
The development of high-density integrated optical interconnects is increasingly important to reduce
on-chip energy consumption to less than ��fJ/bit [��]. Integrated optical interconnects require fast and
e�cient nanoscale light sources that are electrically injected and capable of being e�ciently coupled to
a photonic waveguide. While lasers are extensively used for e�cient high speed optical communication,
shrinking them down to the nanoscale poses signi�cant problems due to metal loss [��]. LEDs are capa-
ble of scaling down to the nanoscale and can operate e�ciently without a threshold, but they are limited
in speed by their spontaneous emission rate to about �GHz. However, by coupling the LED to an op-
tical cavity, we can enhance the spontaneous emission rate [��, ��, ���, ��, ��], which would allow for
¿���GHz direct modulation. Only a few reports have demonstrated electrical injection [��, ��, ��], with
the electrically injected cavity-backed slot antenna (Fig. �.�) demonstrating ˜���x peak enhancement
[��].

A cross-section of the cavity-backed slot antenna-LED is shown in Fig. �.��. As shown in Fig. �.�(b),
the radiation of the cavity-backed slot antenna is primarily directed towards the substrate, making it
a non-trivial problem to couple to a photonic waveguide. Many methods have been used to couple
nanoscale devices towaveguides, including coupling an optically pumped dipole antenna to amultimode
waveguide using the waveguide height to cancel the electric �eld propagating toward the substrate [��],
an electrically injected metal cavity LED and laser on a single-mode waveguide using the mode shape in
the metal cavity [��, ��], and using anti-symmetric second-order resonance for a double nanogap plas-
monic antenna [��]. Overall, e�cient devices that are compatible with electrical injection and have high
enhancement are still needed.

Electromagnetic inverse design� has been used to improve characteristics of a multitude of photonic
devices [��, ���, ��, ��, ���, ��, ��, ��, ��]. For example, inverse design has been used to �nd high ef-
�ciency vertical grating couplers [��], to design a small footprint polarization beamsplitter [���], to op-

�Note that this di�ers from the cavity-backed slot antenna from the previous chapter in Fig �.� because we have assumed
an InGaAs quantum well active region and the antenna has slightly di�erent dimensions and enhancement properties that
will be discussed below.

�This topic will be discussed in much greater detail in Chapter � of this thesis
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Figure �.�: (a) Vertical cross section schematic and (b) power �ow of optical antenna-LED on a bulk InP
substrate. The XZ cross section depicts the LED length and height.

timize a broadband two-mode de-multiplexer [��], to increase the near-�eld enhancement of an optical
antenna while minimizing temperature rise [��], and to optimize fabrication-constrained silicon pho-
tonic devices [���].

In this report, we designed and simulated various waveguide coupled antenna-LEDs. We then used
inverse design optimization on our best hand-designed structure to generate two structures optimized at
a single frequency and multiple frequencies, respectively. In our multi frequency design, we achieved a
waveguide coupling e�ciency of ��%, an antenna e�ciency of ��%, and an average enhancement of ���.
The proposed design is potentially compatible with electrical injection and top down fabrication.

Design background
Cavity-backed slot antenna on a bulk InP substrate

The cavity-backed slot antenna is a promising candidate as an optical source due to its high sponta-
neous emission enhancement and compatibility for top down fabrication and electrical injection [��]. As
shown in Fig.�.�(a), the cavity-backed slot antenna is self-aligned to an InP/InGaAs/InP ridge (length:
⇡���nm, width: ��nm, height: ���nm), where the height and length were chosen to tune the resonance
frequency to best match the LED material spectrum, while maximizing the radiated power for the fun-
damental antenna mode. The antenna is electrically connected to the top of the ridge, where it is used as
a contact to inject electrons into the n-InGaAs contact layer. The holes are injected into the p-InP layer,
which is insulated from the antenna using a ��nm thick spin on glass (SOG). Finally, the InGaAs quan-
tumwell active region is electrically insulated from the antenna using a �nm thickAl2O3 surrounding the
ridge sidewalls. When an electron and hole recombine in the active region it acts as a dipole excitation of
the antennamode. In our �D �nite-di�erence time-domain (FDTD) simulations, we excited the antenna
by placing an electric dipole source in the active region.
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Figures of merit

Thepresence of the optical antenna causes the dipole to radiatemore power than if itwas in bulk InGaAs,
the ratio of these powers provides the enhancement spectrum [��]. For a fair analysis we considered
all the dipoles in the active region, accounting for polarization, position, and overlap with the material
spectrum. This gives the average enhancement (Favg), which is directly related to both the output power
and the modulation rate�.

In addition to the average enhancement, we considered the average antenna e�ciency (⌘antenna) and
waveguide coupling e�ciency to the fundamental mode (⌘WC). The antenna e�ciency is the fraction of
total optical power which is not lost to metal (i.e. the power that reaches the far �eld). The waveguide
coupling e�ciency is the fraction of the far �eld power in the fundamental mode of the waveguide (i.e.
it only accounts for the scattering loss). For explicit de�nitions and averaging factors used see Appendix:
Figures of merit. In the remainder of the text the �gures of merit discussed are these average quantities,
unless otherwise noted.

Waveguide coupling design

In our previous workwe proposed designs to couple light from the cavity-backed slot antenna to a single-
modewaveguide [�, �]. In this subsectionwewill describe someof the intuitionbehind these designs, and
how they helped achieve e�cient waveguide coupling. As shown in Fig. �.�(a), we optimized the waveg-
uide height andwidth in order to cancel the �elds propagating towards the substrate (similar to [��]) and
achieved a waveguide coupling e�ciency of ��% in each direction with a waveguide height of ���nm and
a width of ���nm. In Fig. �.�(b), we truncated the waveguide and wrapped metal around the end of the
facet to e�ectively act as a mirror. In addition to making the coupling unidirectional, the mirror created
an image dipole ���� out of phase with the antenna-LED, which further suppressed �elds propagating
toward the substrate. By minimizing the separation between the antenna-LED and the back mirror, we
achieved a waveguide coupling e�ciency of ��% – note this was more than double the result from Fig.
�.�(a). Finally, in Fig. �.�(c) we improved the coupling to the fundamental mode by tapering the waveg-
uide near the antenna-LED andwrappingmetal around the sidewall of the tapered section. Figure �.�(a)
shows the perspective view and Fig. �.�(b) shows the enhancement, antenna e�ciency, and waveguide
coupling e�ciency spectra. With this structure we were able to achieve an average enhancement of ���,
a waveguide coupling e�ciency of ��%, and an antenna e�ciency of ��%.

Although our hand-optimized results are comparable to the best results in the literature, we were re-
stricted to exploring only simple geometries of thewaveguide coupler due to the immense computational
resource requirements of simulating �ne-meshed three-dimensional optical structures. In order to more
completely explore theparameter space associatedwith thiswaveguide coupler, we applied computational
inverse design techniques.

�Average enhancement was detailed in the previous chapter of this thesis, and also in AppendixG.
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Figure �.�: Cross section, power �ow, andwaveguide coupling e�ciency to the fundamentalmode (⌘WC)
for (a) antenna-LED on single-mode InP waveguide and SiO� ridge, (b) antenna-LED on single-mode
InP waveguide with metal wrapped around waveguide facet, and (c) antenna-LED on single-mode InP
tapered waveguide with metal wrapped around waveguide facet and sidewalls (see Fig. �.�(a) for per-
spective view, Fig. �.�(b) for top view cross section). See Appendix: Field pro�les for theEx andEy �eld
pro�les of the mode in the InP waveguide.
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Figure �.�: (a) Perspective view of tapered waveguide coupler with a waveguide height of ���nm and
width of ���nm on a ���nm tall SiO2 ridge, and (b) enhancement, antenna e�ciency, and waveguide
coupling e�ciency spectra.

Inverse design
Gradient-descent based optimization using the adjoint method can be used to optimize almost any user-
de�ned electromagnetic �gure of merit over an arbitrarily large parameter space with minimal compu-
tational resource requirements [��, ��]. In the literature this optimization method and similar topology
optimization methods are commonly referred to by the more general term inverse design, which we will
adopt in order to help easily distinguish the various results in this report. For brevity we will not delve
into the details of the method, but we recommend the reader review the works in [��, ��, ���, ��, ��]
for more information SeeAppendix: Inverse design for speci�cs regarding our implementation of inverse
design �.

Inverse design was applied to the �D cross section of the tapered coupler (Fig. �.�(b)) to optimize
�This method is also detailed in Chapter � of this thesis.
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Figure �.�: (a) Cross section schematic (XZ) of tapered waveguide coupler showing dashed cutline, and
(b) top view XY cross section of waveguide along dashed cutline. (c) XY cross section of coupler after
optimization, showing perturbations to Ag-InP boundary. Note (b) and (c) also show the projection of
the LED base.
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enhancement, antenna e�ciency, andwaveguide coupling e�ciency by perturbing the interface between
InP andAg (Fig. �.�(c)) – the spectra before optimization are shown in Fig. �.�(b). Our initial inverse de-
sign cost functionwas the power transmitted through the waveguide at a single frequency (spectral prod-
uct at the resonant frequency of enhancement, antenna e�ciency, and waveguide coupling e�ciency).
This led to a slight improvement in the power transmitted at resonance compared to the tapered coupler
– shown in Fig. �.�(a) and Fig. �.�(b), respectively. However, when calculating the average values, we
noticed therewas a large trade-o�between average enhancement and antenna e�ciency. When compared
to the tapered coupler, even though the peak enhancement increased from ���� to ����, the average en-
hancement only increased from ��� to ���. However, the antenna e�ciency dropped from ��% to ��%.
Waveguide coupling increased slightly from ��% to ��%. When we combine these numbers, we see that
the average power of the single frequency optimization was lower than the tapered coupler. This is not
surprising since the cost function did not represent an average value.

In order to increase the average power transmitted, we changed the inverse design cost function to
be the weighted sum of the optical power at three frequencies. We weighted the power transmitted at
resonance ten times less than the power transmitted at±��THz (±��nm) from resonance to encourage
a broader enhancement spectrum. As shown in Fig. �.�(b), wewere able to create a broader enhancement
spectrum with a greater antenna e�ciency – ultimately achieving Favg = 144 and ⌘antenna = 64%.

Discussion
Our design methodology is contingent on the LED material spectrum, shown in the Appendix, Fig.
�.�. Given a narrower material spectrum, the single frequency design could be more desirable since the
average enhancement would be much larger than the multi frequency design or tapered coupler. Even
with our current material spectrum, the single frequency design will theoretically have the fastest direct
modulation rate – however at a great expense to antenna e�ciency. In contrast, the multi frequency
design will have a slower direct modulation rate, but it maintains high enhancement while achieving the
highest e�ciency making it capable of delivering the most optical power to the waveguide. In fact, when
we compare the product ofFavg, ⌘antenna, and ⌘WC from themulti frequency designwith the cavity-backed
slot antenna on a bulk InP substrate, we �nd that we could emit slightly more power in the fundamental
mode of an InP waveguide than would be radiated in all directions for the bulk InP substrate case.

Close observation of the multi frequency design enhancement spectrum in Fig. �.�(b) reveals two
distinct peaks. This can be explained by thinking of the antenna-LED and coupler section (see inset Fig.
�.�(a)) as coupled resonators. When they have the same resonance frequency, it will lead to a frequency
split that canbe observed in the enhancement spectra. Thiswas con�rmedby sweeping theLED length in
the multi frequency design, which resulted in an avoided crossing between the antenna-LED resonance
and the coupler section resonance, as shown in Fig. �.�. The dashed black line was generated by sweeping
the length of the antenna-LED on a bulk InP substrate (Fig. �.�(a)). The dashed green line was created
by placing a dipole in the coupler section (see inset) and sweeping the length of an o�-resonance antenna-
LED. During the length sweep we found that the antenna e�ciency always peaked at the coupler section
resonance rather than at the antenna-LED resonance.

A similar observation was made in the single frequency design in Fig. �.�(a), the antenna e�ciency
peak was associated with the coupler resonance. However, in contrast to the multi frequency design,
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Figure �.�: Enhancement, antenna e�ciency, waveguide coupling e�ciency spectra and top view XY
cross sections for (a) single frequency optimization and (b) multi frequency optimization. For reference,
the LEDmaterial spectrum [L(!)] between its ��% power points is shown by the gray shaded region.
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Figure �.�: (a) Avoided crossing between the optical antenna resonance and the inverse design coupler
resonance. For reference, dashed black and green lines show independent resonances of the antenna-LED
on a bulk InP substrate and the coupler section as a function of LED length, respectively. Enhancement
spectra for LED lengths of (b) ���nm and (c) ���nm.

the antenna-LED and coupler section resonances are detuned – evident by the o�set between the peak
enhancement and antenna e�ciency wavelengths in Fig. �.�(a).

To summarize, the spectra of the waveguide coupling designs can be explained by considering the
antenna-LED and the coupler section as coupled resonators. When the resonances are tuned (multi fre-
quency design), we have an impedance match and frequency splitting. Due to the impedance match,
the optical power is able to quickly leave the lossy antenna-LED (lower Q factor) resulting in less metal
loss (higher antenna e�ciency). In contrast, when the resonances are detuned (single frequency design),
we have an impedance mismatch which results in the optical power re�ecting back to the lossy antenna
region. This results in more metal loss (lower antenna e�ciency) and higher enhancement. A similar
conclusionwas reached in [��], where detuned resonatorswere exploited to achieve higher peak enhance-
ment. Note that regardless of how the coupler section resonance was tuned, both these designs yielded
higher waveguide coupling e�ciency than the tapered coupler.

Conclusion
We have demonstrated that the cavity-backed slot antenna-LED can be e�ciently coupled to a single-
mode waveguide, which was validated using relevant �gures of merit in an optical interconnect. Then,
using inverse design we further optimized the cavity-backed slot antenna coupling, ultimately achieving
a waveguide coupling e�ciency of ��%, antenna e�ciency of ��%, while maintaining a high average en-
hancement of ���. We found that inverse design was able to achieve these results by tuning the optical
resonance of the coupler section relative to the antenna-LED based on our cost function.

Due to its high e�ciency, nanoscale size, compatibility with top-down fabrication, and speed the
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Figure �.�: Dashed black and solid red lines show the experimental non-enhanced material spectrum
[L(!)] and the simulated enhancement spectrum [F (!)] of the cavity-backed slot antenna on a bulk
InP substrate, respectively.

cavity-backed slot antenna-LED is a very promising transmitter for an on-chip optical interconnect.

Appendix
Figures of merit

In Fig. �.�, we show the FDTD simulation of the enhancement spectrum of a dipole source with the
optimal polarization and position in the cavity-backed slot antenna on a bulk InP substrate from Fig.
�.�(a). Additionally, the experimental material spectrum from a large area LED with the same epitaxial
layers as Fig. �.�(a) is provided by the dashed black line in Fig. �.�. The product of the material spectrum
and the enhancement spectrum gives the output power spectrum from the dipole source.

In order to calculate the average increase in output power (i.e. the average enhancement) we need to
account for all the dipoles in the active region. Therefore, we consider the dipole frequency response, po-
larization dependence, and position dependence. We de�ned the average enhancement as the following:

Favg =
1

2
⇥ 0.79⇥

R
F (!)L(!)d!R

L(!)d!
(�)

where 1
2 is the polarization average, �.�� is the spatial average,F (!) is the overall enhancement spectrum

seen by a dipole with the optimal polarization and position, and L(!) is the experimental material spec-
trum without an antenna present. Note that the �nal term in Eq. (�) is the spectral average. In principle
the material spectrum L(!) is dependent on the carrier concentration; however, in this report we �xed
L(!), and therefore the carrier concentration in order to simplify the analysis. The spatial average and
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polarization average were found by sweeping dipole position and polarization in the quantumwell active
region in the cavity-backed slot antenna.

In addition to the average enhancement, we considered the antenna e�ciency (⌘antenna) andwaveguide
coupling e�ciency to the fundamental mode (⌘WC). The antenna e�ciency only accounts for the metal
loss, and the waveguide coupling e�ciency only accounts for the scattering loss. The explicit de�nitions
for the antenna e�ciency and waveguide coupling e�ciency spectra are shown below:

⌘antenna(!) =
Ptotal(!)� Pmetal loss(!)

Ptotal(!)
(�)

⌘WC(!) =
1

⌘antenna(!)

Pfundamental mode(!)

Ptotal(!)
(�)

Ptotal(!) = Pfundamental mode(!) + Pscattering(!) + Pmetal loss(!) (�)

wherePtotal(!) is the total optical power leaving the dipole source,Pmetal loss(!) is the power lost tometal,
and Pfundamental mode(!) is the power in the fundamental mode of the waveguide which was found by
taking an overlap integral between the eigenmode solution and the simulated waveguide �eld pro�le.
Note that the product of these e�ciencies gives the fraction of the total optical power coupled to the
fundamental waveguidemode. Additionally, we calculated the average antenna e�ciency and waveguide
coupling e�ciency. Below are the explicit de�nitions for ⌘antenna and ⌘WC:

⌘antenna = 0.96⇥
R
⌘antenna(!)F (!)L(!)d!R

F (!)L(!)d!
(�)

⌘WC =

R
⌘WC(!)⌘antenna(!)F (!)L(!)d!R

⌘antenna(!)F (!)L(!)d!
(�)

where �.�� is the spatial average for the antenna e�ciency. Note that the polarization dependence was
negligible for both average e�ciencies, since a dipole oriented along the width of the LED sees much
greater enhancement than a dipole oriented along the length. Additionally, the spatial dependence was
negligible for the waveguide coupling e�ciency.

These average values could now be used to calculate relevant device metrics since they represent the
average response of a carrier in the device. Two importantmetrics are the power in the fundamentalmode
of the waveguide and the �dB frequency, given in Eqs. (�) and (�), respectively.

Pfundamental mode = Favg⌘antenna⌘WC~!B�N
�
V (�)

f�dB =
2FavgB�N

2⇡
(�)

whereB0 is the radiative recombination coe�cient,N is the carrier concentration, V is the active region
volume, and f�dB is the �dB modulation frequency assuming the radiative recombination rate is domi-
nant. If we assume Favg = 164, B0 = 10�10cm3s�1 [���], and N = 2 ⇥ 1019cm�3 we could reach a
�dB frequency of ���GHz.
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Inverse design

In this work we used the Berkeley Photonic Inverse Design package, originally described in [��]. The
inverse design optimization problem that was solved can be written as the following:

max
✓

X

!

c!T!(x, r) : Radius of Curvature � 100nm (�)

where ✓ denotes the optimization parameter space – which in this case is the interface between InP and
Ag in themetal-opticwaveguide coupler region,! is an index that de�nes the frequency bandwidth of the
optimization, T is the Poynting vector evaluated at positions r in the waveguide for electric andmagnetic
�elds abbreviated by vector x, and c is a user-de�ned weight chosen for each frequency index. Finally, we
included an optimization constraint on the radius of curvature to ensure fabricability. A brief discussion
of the limitations of our inverse design implementation follow.

Theobjective function thatwasused in inverse designdoes not give individual control over our�gures
of merit, Favg, ⌘antenna, and ⌘WC. Consequently, we included the weights, c, in the objective function to
provide this control. An additional limitation comes in reference to Fig. �.�(c) where the length of the
metal along the coupler section sidewalls is not perturbed. Since it is undesirable to have metal along the
sidewalls of the coupler section (XY plane) with a di�erent length than themetal on top of thewaveguide
(XZ plane), the metal on top of the waveguide e�ectively constrained the designable region. Therefore,
we used several metal lengths as initial conditions for inverse design optimization.

Lastly, one of themost important considerations for our choice of thewaveguide coupler structure in
Fig. �.�was its compatibilitywith top-down fabrication. In otherwords, since the entire ridgemust share
the same etch mask, it must also share the same �D cross-sectional shape in the XY plane. Therefore, a
geometrical constraint is required in the inverse design optimization to maintain the conformal nature
of the ridge which is composed of several materials. Such a constraint was unavailable in our basic imple-
mentation of inverse design. We imposed this constraint ad hoc by updating the SOG-Ag and SiO2-Ag
interfaces every three iterations to match the changing InP-Ag interface, but no signi�cant convergence
issues were encountered.

Field pro�les

In Figs. �.�(a)-�.�(c) we plotted theEx andEy �eld pro�les of themode in the InPwaveguide at ����nm
for the structures given in Figs. �.�(a)-�.�(c), respectively. In each structure the electric �eld pro�les have
been self-normalized by the maximum electric �eld magnitude.
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Figure �.�: Ex andEy �eld pro�les for (a) antenna-LED on single-mode InP waveguide and SiO� ridge,
(b) antenna-LED on single-mode InP waveguide with metal wrapped around waveguide facet, and (c)
antenna-LED on single-mode InP tapered waveguide with metal wrapped around waveguide facet and
sidewalls.
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�.� E�cient spontaneous emission by metal-dielectric antennas;
antenna Purcell factor explained

Abstract
The rate of spontaneous emission from an optical emitter can be greatly enhanced using ametallic optical
antenna at the penalty of e�ciency. In this paper we propose a metal-dielectric antenna that eliminates
the tradeo� between spontaneous emission enhancement and radiative e�ciency by using nanoscopic
dielectric structures at the antenna tips. This tradeo� occurs due to Ohmic loss and is further exacer-
bated by electron surface collisions. We �nd that our metal-dielectric antenna can enhance spontaneous
emission by a factor 5 ⇥ 105 with e�ciency = ��%, greatly exceeding the radiative e�ciency of a purely
metallic antenna with similar enhancement. Moreover, the metal-dielectric antenna design strategy is
naturally amenable to short-distance optical communications applications. We go on to discuss the Pur-
cell E�ect within the context of antenna enhancement. Metallic optical antennas are best analyzed with
conventional antenna circuit models, but if the Purcell Enhancement were to be employed, we provide
the e�ective mode volume, Ve� = (3/4⇡2)2d2�(�/l)5, that would be needed.

Section �: Introduction
Enhancing the rate of decay and spontaneous light emission from nanoscale optical sources using anten-
nas has been the subject of considerable classical and contemporary research [��, ��, ��, �, ��, ���, ��, ��],
with potential applications in spectroscopy [���, ���, ��, ���], single-photon sources [���, ��, ��, ��],
and e�cient on-chip optical data communications [��, ���, ��, ��, ��, �, ��]. Metallic optical anten-
nas are well-suited for spontaneous emission enhancement because electromagnetic �elds are naturally
con�ned to sharp metallic tips, thereby boosting the radiative transition rate of excited molecules near
the tips by the increased electric dipole interaction potential [��, ��]. However, one �nds that large en-
hancement factor comes at the expense of ine�ciency in metallic optical antennas [��]. In Section �, we
discuss this tradeo� of enhancement versus e�ciency, which occurs because of Ohmic loss and is further
exacerbated by nonlocal surface collision e�ects [��, ���, ��, ��]. To alleviate loss, metal-dielectric anten-
nas have been proposed [���, ��, ��, ���, ���, ���, ���]. These antennas typically use lossless dielectrics
to reduce Ohmic loss by pulling the highest �eld regions away from the lossy metal, which may come at
the penalty of reduced antenna enhancement. In Section �, we propose a novel metal-dielectric antenna
that leverages dielectrics for extreme near-�eld light focusing – inspired by the purely dielectric cavities
in [��, ��], but also bene�tting from the presence of metal. The proposed antenna improves radiative
e�ciency and maintains the ultra-high spontaneous emission enhancement usually attained by purely
metallic antennas. Section � demonstrates that themetal-dielectric antenna design principle is applicable
to electrically-injected antenna-enhanced light-emitting diodes (antenna-LEDs), which can be used for
on-chip optical communications. In Section �, we derive a new antenna e�ective mode volume formula,
which permits continued use of the Purcell e�ect for describing antenna enhancement. We compare the
e�ective mode volume formula to a full electromagnetic numerical analysis in Section �.
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Section �: Tradeo� of enhancement versus e�ciency in metallic optical
antennas
Optical antenna-enhanced spontaneous emission can be regarded as the increase in steady-state radiated
power from an oscillating dipole when coupled to an optical antenna:

Enhancement =
Prad

Po
(�.�)

where Po is the nominal radiated power from the light source without the antenna present and Prad is
the radiated power with the antenna �. For consistency, the reference source power Po is chosen to be a
point dipole emitting into free space. Note that in Eq. �.�, Prad includes only the radiated power, not the
power that goes into Ohmic heating. To account for these additional metal losses, the antenna e�ciency
is de�ned as:

E�ciency =
Prad

Prad + Ploss
(�.�)

where Ploss is synonymous with Ohmic loss. Neither antenna directivity nor waveguide mode-matching
e�ciency will be considered here.

Consider the metallic dipole antenna in Fig. �.�(a). The optical antenna consists of two cylindri-
cal silver wires with ��nm radii. At the center feedgap the antenna includes sharp cone-shaped metallic
tips that are adjacent to an optical point dipole source, which could represent a dye molecule or other
atomically sized emitter. Importantly, the tips are separated by a vacuum gap of width d. In the limiting
case where d=�nm the radius of curvature at the tips is �nm, but the radius of curvature increases as d
increases. Practically speaking, a �nm tip is technologically di�cult to achieve, with at least one recent re-
port claiming experimentally fabricated metallic tips of this dimension [���] to the authors’ knowledge.
Nevertheless, in this report we will examine several antennas with very sharp nanoscale tips in order to
investigate their limiting behavior.

Eggleston et al [��] demonstrated a circuit model for a metallic dipole antenna similar to that shown
in Fig �.�(a). A simpli�ed illustration of the antenna circuitmodel is presented in Fig. �.�(b) �. The point
dipole source ismodeled as a current source (Jsource) in series with radiation resistance in the antenna arms
(Rradiation, which accounts for radiated light) and a parasitic spreading resistance (Rspread, which accounts
for most Ohmic loss). The enhancement predicted by the antenna circuit model is plotted in Fig. �.�(c),
which agrees with full �D Finite-Di�erence Time-Domain (FDTD) Maxwell simulations (black curve
and red points, respectively).

When d is small, very large antenna enhancement is accompanied by a severe drop in antenna e�-
ciency, as revealed inFig. �.�(d). Antenna e�ciency decreases dramatically because of spreading resistance
[��, ���], which is inversely proportional with the vacuum gap width; Rspread = 2 · resistivity/d. Both

�Note that we are not considering average enhancement of an optical antenna-LED in this section, only the peak en-
hancement seen by an idealized dipole point source in the antenna gap.

�The circuit model enhancement and e�ciency are given in Appendix F, and the basic physics of the circuit model en-
hancement were provided in the previous chapter of this thesis.
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Figure �.�: The e�ciency of metallic antennas su�ers due to spreading resistance and surface collisions.
(a) Metallic dipole antenna. An optical point source resides in a vacuum gap of length d between sharp
metallic tips (minimum radius of curvature = �nm, cone angle = ���). (b) The simpli�ed circuit model
of metallic optical antenna shows the antenna radiation resistance in series with a parasitic spreading
resistance. (c) The spontaneous emission enhancement of the metallic antenna versus the vacuum gap d
at a wavelength of �=����nm calculated using both a circuit model (black line) [��] and full �D FDTD
simulations (red squares). (d) The e�ciency of the metallic antenna versus the vacuum gap d, calculated
by circuit model (black line) and FDTD (red squares). For small d, the e�ciency falls o� dramatically
due to spreading resistance. Also shown is the antenna e�ciency that includes an estimate of the surface
collision e�ect in the sharp tips (dashed line), which further exacerbates the spreading resistance e�ect.
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the antenna circuitmodel and the full wave FDTD simulation correctly account for spreading resistance,
as shown in the solid black curve and red points respectively.

However, there are additional losses associated with electron surface collisions that are not captured
byMaxwell simulators, sometimes called the anomalous skin e�ect. This is a nonlocal e�ect that does not
appear in optical material data handbooks due to its contingency on the speci�c geometrical structure of
anopticalmaterial andmotionof free electrons in the con�ned geometry. In fact, it ismentioned as one of
the main sources of error for metals in Palik’s Handbook [���]. Consequently, this e�ect is not included
inMaxwell simulators and some prior investigators have been overoptimistic with regard to e�ciency.

Eggleston et al [��] modeled electron surface collisions in the dipole antenna, which we have repro-
duced here in the dashed line of Fig. �.�(d). Surface collisions increase the e�ective spreading resistance in
the concentrated current region near the center antenna feedgap region by the factor (1+ l1/�d), where
l1 is the bulk electron mean free path in silver, d is the vacuum gap width (which also de�nes the radius
of curvature at the antenna tips), and � is a numerical parameter that requires an intricate nonlocal elec-
trodynamic calculation. Note that the factor (l1/�d) can be regarded as a term that corrects the mean
free path of electrons from the nominal bulk mean free path l1, to a mean free path that is contingent
upon the radius of curvature in the con�ned metallic tips [��, ��], le ⇡ �d. In Fig.�.�(d) we plotted an
estimate of this surface collision e�ect with l1=��nm [��, ��] and �=�.�. With our chosen parameter
�=�.�, the surface collision e�ect bounds the expected antenna e�ciency to⇡��% for a practical antenna
gap, d=��nm.

Section �: Metal-dielectric antenna
In the previous sectionwedemonstrated that purelymetallic antennas su�er frompoor e�ciency at small
gap width d due toOhmic losses. In this section wewill show that by including dielectrics in the antenna
design we can greatly boost the antenna e�ciency without signi�cantly compromising the antenna en-
hancement at small d. This metal-dielectric antenna performs the best balance between all-metal and
all-dielectric antenna designs when combining the two metrics of enhancement and e�ciency.

Work from Vanderbilt and MIT demonstrated that the e�ective mode volume (i.e. the spatial light
�eld concentration) of photonic crystal cavities is drastically improved by using sharp dielectric tips [��,
��]. This electromagnetic enhancement e�ect surpasses the anticipated enhancement associated with
simple dielectric boundary conditions. Furthermore, dielectrics are e�ectively lossless compared tometals
so this �eld concentration can be achieved with no series resistance limitation. We will demonstrate that
metallic antennas augmented with dielectric tips can improve antenna e�ciency while maintaining large
enhancement.

Consider the metal-dielectric antenna in Fig. �.��(a). This antenna is similar to the all-metal antenna
in Fig. �.�(a) except that the sharp metal tips have been replaced by sharp dielectric tips (refractive index
n=�.�) covering hemispherical metal tips, indicated by the white dashed lines. The dielectric tips are sep-
arated by vacuumgap d, while the largermetal-to-metal distance at themetallic hemisphere tips is �xed to
��nm. In Fig. �.��(b) and Fig. �.��(c) we compare the enhancement (Eq. �.�) and e�ciency (Eq. �.�) of
themetal-dielectric antenna versus the all-metal antenna from Fig. �.�. The enhancement factor, Eq. �.�,
was determined by direct FDTD computation, which is reliable for enhancement factor but not for ef-
�ciency. The e�ciency was obtained by FDTDwith a correction provided by the surface collision e�ect
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Figure �.��: The metal-dielectric antenna uses sharp dielectric tips to maintain high e�ciency with little
compromise to the enhancement factor. (a) Metal-dielectric dipole antenna. This antenna is similar to
the all-metal antenna in Fig. �.�(a) except the sharp metal tips have been replaced with sharp dielectric
tips of refractive index n=�.� (minimum radius of curvature = �nm, cone angle = ���). (b) FDTD calcu-
lation of the enhancement of the metal-dielectric antenna (black line) compared to the all-metal antenna
(silver line) as a function of d at a wavelength of �=����nm. (c) E�ciency of the metal-dielectric an-
tenna compared to the all-metal antenna as function of d. The e�ciency of the all-metal antenna was
calculated using the circuit model including the surface collision e�ect (Fig. �.�(c)). The e�ciency of the
metal-dielectric antenna was calculated in FDTDwith a correction for surface collisions.
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Figure �.��: All-dielectric bowtie antenna provides insu�cient enhancement compared to the all-metal
and metal-dielectric variants. (a) All-dielectric bowtie antenna. The antenna consists of two opposing
cones with a center vacuum gap of width d (minimum radius of curvature = �nm, cone angle = ���).
(b) Comparison of the antenna enhancement provided by the all-dielectric bowtie (blue line) with the
all-metal (silver line) and metal-dielectric (black line) antennas as a function of d. (c) E�ciency of the
all-dielectric bowtie with comparison to the all-metal and metal-dielectric antennas as a function of d.
The dielectric antenna is lossless.
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circuit model given by [��] using numerical coe�cient �=�.� and ��nm metal-to-metal spacing. We
�nd that the metal-dielectric antenna maintains ultra-high e�ciency with little compromise to the peak
enhancement at small dielectric tip spacing d. For d=�nm, the metal-dielectric antenna reaches a peak
radiation enhancement of 5⇥ 105. Although � times less enhancement than the all-metal antenna with
the same dimensions, the corresponding metal-dielectric antenna e�ciency is ��% versus �% for the all-
metal antenna. Note that if the dielectric cones in Fig. �.��(a) are removed (e.g. refractive index n=�),
the e�ciency of the resulting antenna is approximately unchanged, but the enhancement is reduced dra-
matically. Indeed, compared to the metal-dielectric antenna with d=�nm, the enhancement is reduced
by over 100⇥ in simulation. Therefore, from an alternative perspective, the metal-dielectric antenna tips
boost enhancement without changing the antenna e�ciency.

Given the clear e�ciency improvement provided by nanoscale dielectrics, to what degree is some
metal required for optimal light concentration? To address this question, we investigated the enhance-
ment o�ered by an all-dielectric antenna in comparison to the all-metal and metal-dielectric antennas in
Fig. �.�(a) and Fig. �.��(a). Consider the all-dielectric bowtie antenna in Fig. �.��(a). This antenna con-
sists of two opposing dielectric cones of refractive index n=�.� (cone angle = ���) with a small vacuum
gap of width d at the center. The length of the bowtie is chosen to be ���nm in order to tune the fun-
damental resonance wavelength to ����nm. The antenna enhancement (Eq. �.�) and e�ciency (Eq. �.�)
are shown in Fig. �.��(b) and Fig. �.��(c) respectively. As depicted here, the enhancement of the dielectric
antenna increases with decreasing vacuum gap d, similar to the all-metal and metal-dielectric antennas.
For d=�nm, the antenna enhancement peaks at 1.8 ⇥ 104, which is �� times smaller than the metal-
dielectric antenna enhancement. The corresponding all-dielectric bowtie’s e�ciency improves to ���%
versus ��% for the metal-dielectric antenna. From this analysis, we can conclude that although the all-
dielectric antenna can provide high e�ciency, some metal in the antenna design drastically improves the
enhancement and is therefore bene�cial. Conversely, the all-metal antenna provides high enhancement,
but at very poor e�ciency.

Up to this point we have demonstrated that (�) purely metallic antennas su�er from an e�ciency
versus enhancement tradeo� due to Ohmic losses, which are worse than typically predicted because of
the anomalous skin e�ect; (�) this tradeo� can bemitigated by including dielectrics in the antenna design,
thus enabling high e�ciency and high antenna enhancement simultaneously; and (�) a purely dielectric
antenna design is e�cient, but does not o�er comparable enhancement to the metal-dielectric and all-
metal designs. Going forward, we will show how the metal-dielectric antenna design strategy can be
applied to semiconductor spontaneous emission enhancement.

Section �: Metal-dielectric antenna-LED
The antennas discussed in the previous sections use a light source in vacuum, but communications ap-
plications require an electrically-injected light source such as a semiconductor. The optical antenna-
enhanced light emitting diode (antenna-LED) emits from a semiconductor [��, �, ��]. Consider the
metal-dielectric antenna-LED depicted in Fig. �.��(a). The structure is similar to the metal-dielectric an-
tenna given in Fig. �.��(a) except now the two inner tips are connected by a semiconductor bridge of
width b at the center. The bridge is composed of a material with refractive index n=�.�, which is similar
to the refractive index of many III-V semiconductors. By contrast, we have also investigated the antenna-
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Figure �.��: Continuous semiconductor bridge antenna provides e�cient enhancement for electrically-
injected semiconductor devices. (a)Metal-dielectric antenna-LEDwith cylindrical symmetry. The struc-
ture is similar to that in Fig. �.��(a) except the sharp dielectric tips have been connected by a bridge of
width b. Perspective view ((b), upper graphic) and top view ((b), lower graphic) of a metal-dielectric
antenna-LED that is compatible with top-down semiconductor fabrication. This antenna has the same
cross-section as the antenna in (a), but the cross-section is extruded ��nm in depth. (c) Peak spontaneous
emission enhancement as a function of bridgewidth b calculated in FDTD. (d) E�ciency of the antennas
as a function of bridge width b calculated in FDTD and corrected for the surface collision e�ect.
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LED in Fig. �.��, denoted “lithographically patterned” in the sense that this structure could be fabricated
using two-dimensional top-down processing. Both antennas assume the optical point source is located
at the center of the bridge.

As shown in Fig. �.��(c)-(d), there is a marked increase in antenna enhancement as the b dimension is
reduced below ��nmwithout compromise to the antenna e�ciency; this is yet another version of dielec-
tric focusing, similar to that shown before in Fig. �.�� and Fig. �.��. Note that the enhancement reference
according to Eq. �.� is a point dipole source radiating into vacuum. To obtain the enhancement of a refer-
ence dipole source in a homogeneous semiconductor, divide the value in Fig. �.��(c) by n=�.�. Further-
more, the antenna enhancement and e�ciency were calculated at a resonance wavelength of �=����nm
for all values of b. For small b, real semiconductor optical emitters may undergo a blueshift from their
nominal bandgap energy. The antenna resonance can be tuned to accommodate this e�ect by decreasing
the total antenna length.

In addition to improved light concentration, a small semiconducting bridge can provide favorable
polarization selection rules. Electron-to-heavy hole (C-HH) radiative transitions are preferentially stim-
ulated by an electric �eld polarized along the long direction of a semiconducting quantum wire, per-
pendicular to the con�nement direction [��, ��]. Thus, the polarization of band-edge light emission
from an unstrained semiconductor bridge is in favorable alignment with the metal-dielectric antenna-
LED mode polarization [��]. The combination of all these bene�ts indicates that antenna-enhanced,
e�cient, electrically-injected antenna LED devices are feasible. Such a device could serve as a nanoscale
optical source for ultra-fast, low-power, on chip data communications.

Section �: Antenna enhancement versus Purcell enhancement
In Sections �-� we showed metal-dielectric antennas that can provide high e�ciency and high antenna
enhancement of both atoms and semiconductors. Up to this point we have only employed the antenna
enhancement metric de�ned in Eq. �.� without invoking the Purcell E�ect [���], which has been em-
phasized by many prior investigators. While we advocate that the Purcell E�ect is not needed to describe
antenna properties, we show how it may be employed in the context of antenna enhancement.

An antenna can concentrate zero-point electromagnetic energy into a sub-wavelength volume, thus
enhancing the spontaneous emission rate over the normal vacuum emission. This fact is re�ected in the
Purcell enhancement factor, de�ned as,

Purcell Factor =
1/⌧enhanced

1/⌧o
=

3

4⇡2
Q

�
3

Ve�
(�.�)

where ⌧o is the radiation lifetime of a free-space dipole, ⌧enhanced is the lifetime of a dipole radiating into an
optical cavity or antenna mode (not necessarily into free space, which is critical when considering lossy
antennas), � is the wavelength,Q is the quality factor, and Ve� is the e�ectivemode volume. Customarily
Ve� is de�ned by [��],
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where the integral in the numerator represents the total energy in the antennamode (corrected for poten-
tial material dispersion [��, ��]), and the denominator is the peak energy density in the antenna mode.
Eq. �.� requires a full antenna electromagnetic analysis, but in that case the electromagnetic analysis can
provide all antenna properties and the Purcell enhancement factor is not needed (as demonstrated in the
previous sections and, for example, in [��, ��]). While the e�ective mode volume can be estimated for
dielectric cavities, it is unclear how to obtain a suitable estimate for antennas. In this sectionwewill derive
the appropriate antenna e�ective mode volume, Ve�, to insert into the Purcell factor by comparing the
enhancement predicted by antenna theory versus the Purcell e�ect.

To estimate antenna enhancement, an engineer would use the circuit representation of a dipole an-
tenna [��]; a simple version of the metallic dipole antenna was shown in Fig. �.�(a)-(b). The antenna
enhancement factor (Prad/Po) can be written as �,

F =

✓
l

d

◆2

(�.�)

A consequence of Eq. �.� is that themaximum antenna power is attained for the longest single-mode res-
onant antenna (namely, the half-wave antenna). Note that Eq. �.� applies generally to one-dimensional
metallic antennaswith high conductivity. Antennaswith arbitrary geometrical con�gurations, including
the metal-dielectric antenna discussed in Fig. �.��, require a more detailed treatment.

In contrast with Eq. �.�, the Purcell Factor, Eq. �.�, is repeated here:

F =
3

4⇡2
Q

�
3

Ve�
(�.�)

By equating Eq. �.�& Eq. �.� in Eq.�.�, we may obtain the e�ective mode volume:
✓
l

d

◆2

=
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�
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Rearranging to solve for Ve� and combining terms, we �nd:

Ve� =
3

4⇡2
Qd

2
�

✓
�

l

◆2

(�.�)

where the only remaining unknown is the quality factor, Q. If the antenna loss is limited primarily by
radiation and not resistance, theQmay be obtained from the well-establishedWheeler-Chu Limit [���,
��],

Q � 3

4⇡2

✓
�

l

◆3

(�.�)

�This formula was provided in the previous chapter from circuit theory, Eq.�.��.
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where l is the size of the longest antenna dimension (in this case, the antenna length) and � is the wave-
length. Notably, thequality factor increases rapidlywhen the antenna length is very small, but in antennas
we want a lowQ representing e�cient radiation. Combining Eq. �.�with the lower bound of Eq. �.�we
may obtain the e�ective mode volume of a Wheeler-Chu limited antenna:

Ve� =

✓
3

4⇡2

◆2

d
2
�

✓
�

l

◆5

(�.��)

which has no unknowns. An interesting special case of Eq. �.�� is the half-wave dipole antenna; plugging
in l ! �/2:

Halfwave Dipole Ve� Limit = 0.185 · d2� (�.��)

which represents a bound on the single-mode antenna e�ective mode volume. In principle, the vacuum
gapwidthd can be as small as �nm, and therefore the e�ectivemode volumeof antennasmay be extremely
small. Note that based on our derivation, Eq. �.�� and Eq. �.�� apply to one-dimensional purely metallic
antennas, such as that depicted inFig. �.�(a). Antennas of arbitrary geometrymay require a full numerical
electromagnetic analysis. In the next section we will check the half-wave dipole antenna e�ective mode
volume formula, Eq. �.��, against full numerical calculations using the customary formula (Eq. �.�).

Section �: Electromagnetic numerical calculations of antenna e�ective mode
volume
The e�ective mode volume that is used for electromagnetic numerical calculation was given above in
Eq. �.� and is reproduced here:

Ve� ⌘

R r0

0 Re

@("!)

@!

�
|E|2d3r

"|E|2peak
(�.��)

A detailed discussion of the full-wave calculation using Eq. �.�� may be found in Appendix: E�ective
Mode Volume.

We considered three antennas for numerical calculation, depicted in Fig. �.��. The all-metal, metal-
dielectric, and all-dielectric antennas refer to the antennas from Fig. �.�(a), Fig. �.��(a) and Fig. �.��(a)
respectively with vacuum gap widths of d=�nm between respective metallic or dielectric tips and mini-
mum radius of curvature of �nm. The antenna e�ective mode volume (Fig. �.��, x-axis), is normalized
by wavelength and inverted (�3

/Ve�) so that it may easily be plugged into the Purcell factor (Eq. �.�).
Antenna e�ciency (Fig. �.��, y-axis) was obtained previously in Sections �-�. The electromagnetically
calculated e�ectivemode volume values of the all-dielectric, metal-dielectric, and all-metal antennas were
5.6⇥ 10�6

�
3, 7.8⇥ 10�7

�
3, and 1.5⇥ 10�7

�
3 at �=����nm respectively. Note that if we were to con-

sider a larger or more practical tip parameter d in our calculation, the e�ciency of the metallic antenna
and the e�ective mode volume of all three antennas would increase. For example, if we used d=�nm, the
e�ective mode volume for the three antennas would increase by approximately 4⇥.
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Figure �.��: The e�ciency and e�ectivemode volume of three antennas fromFig. �.�(a), Fig. �.��(a), and
Fig. �.��(a) with vacuum gap widths of d=�nm and radius of curvature = �nm are plotted.
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The numerically calculated e�ective mode volume of the all-metal antenna (1.5 ⇥ 10�7
�
3) agrees

within a factor � to the predicted value of the half-wave antenna e�ective mode volume from Eq. �.�� us-
ing d=�nm: Ve� = 0.185 ·d2� = 7.7⇥ 10�8

�
3. The small disagreement between the two values may be

attributed to inaccuracy in the numericalVe� calculation (discussed inAppendix: E�ectiveModeVolume)
or to our choice of the canonical lower bound of the Wheeler-Chu limited quality factor from Eq. �.�
corresponding toQ=�.� for a half-wave antenna, whereas a more realistic antenna quality factor isQ=�.
Furthermore, compare the e�ective mode volume of the all-dielectric antenna (5.6⇥ 10�6

�
3) to MIT’s

photonic crystal cavity from [��] withVe� = 7.0⇥10�5
�
3 at�=����nm,which reportedly uses a similar

dielectric tip geometry chosen here except their structure was optimized for both high quality factor and
low e�ective mode volume. These results indicate that antennas are capable of both extreme concentra-
tion of electromagnetic energy and good radiation. Notably, the metal-dielectric antenna provides the
best balance of e�cient radiation (��%) and e�ective mode volume (7.8 ⇥ 10�7

�
3), complimentary to

our results from prior sections.

Section �: Conclusion
In this work we have introduced a metal-dielectric antenna that eliminates the tradeo� of enhancement
versus e�ciency present in purely metallic optical antennas. We proposed a feasible structure for ametal-
dielectric antenna-enhanced light-emitting diode that could lead to improvements in the speed and e�-
ciency of nanoscale light sources for optical communications. By comparing antenna enhancement and
the Purcell e�ect, we have introduced a new formula for antenna e�ective volume that permits continued
use of the Purcell enhancement factor for metallic antennas.

Appendix: E�ective mode volume
There are several methods in the literature to numerically calculate the e�ective mode volume of optical
antennas using forms similar to Eq. �.�� [��, ���, ��, ��, ��]. For this paper we used a variation on the
method proposed originally in [��]. It should be remarked that calculating the e�ective mode volume
of antennas is more nuanced than doing so for high-Q dielectric resonators, and our calculation involves
heuristics that may be less accurate than strongly-mathematically motivated solutions in the literature
[���, ��]. Nevertheless, we will brie�y outline the challenges of performing this calculation, and how
they were addressed in this work. All simulations of e�ective mode volume were performed in Lumerical
FDTD with �.��nm resolution in the antenna feedgap, �nm resolution of the rest of the antenna, and
��nm resolution of the rest of the simulation domain which was (2�m)3 in total.

There are four points to address in calculation of the numerator of Eq. �.��:

�. Antennas are leaky, or in other words, it is di�cult to distinguish the mode that is bound to the
antenna and radiation in the far-�eld.

�. The energy of the simulation source (e.g. a plane wave) must also be distinguished from the an-
tenna mode energy.

�. The excited antenna may consist of both dark (nonradiative) and bright (radiative) modes.
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�. Metals are dispersive.

Point (�) was addressed originally in [��] and is out of the scope of this appendix. Essentially, onemay
�nd a transition between the local antennamode and the far-�eld radiation by self-consistently choosing
the radius of integration, r0, in Eq. �.��. Since far-�eld antenna radiation intensity falls o� as 1/r2, there
is a well-de�ned transition.

Point (�) was addressed in two ways: (a) A total-�eld scattered-�eld source (TFSF) source was
used, which minimizes the total footprint of the incident plane wave source in simulation. (b) Time-
apodization in the Fourier transform of the FDTD data was employed. Time-apodization is essentially
a long-pass �lter for time, which allows one to e�ectively �lter out an incident broadband source pulse.
Thus, the simulation will only capture electric �eld data from the resonant antennamode that continues
to oscillate after the source has died out. Because antennas have very low quality factor, this process is
not perfect and it is di�cult to completely decouple the source from the antenna response. Neverthe-
less, testing with di�erent apodization cuto�s tended to provide convergence of the energy integral for
su�ciently long cuto� after the source pulse.

Point (�) is believed to be addressed by the same procedures as Point (�) above. Because an incident
plane wave (TFSF) source was used, dark modes should not have been excited in simulation. This was
con�rmed by measuring the antenna scattering e�ciency, which was much greater than the radiative ef-
�ciency of the antennas as excited by point dipole sources. Furthermore, dark modes most likely have
smallerQ than the antenna radiative mode, and therefore time-apodization �ltered them out. Since we
have removed dark modes from simulation, the e�ective mode volume values reported in Section � cor-
respond only to the antenna radiative mode, and therefore may be properly compared to the antenna
e�ective mode volume formula derived in Eq. �.��& Eq.�.��.

Point (�) is addressed by using the dispersion correction term, Re [@("!)/@!], in Eq. �.�� [��, ��].
Palik’s data for silver [���] was interpolated to obtain this term.

The peak energy density term in the denominator of Eq. �.�� was calculated at the center of the an-
tenna feedgap, after time-apodization. This is the correct choice because we were interested in the en-
hanced radiation of dipole point sources from this location. This di�ers slightly from the “true” location
of peak energy density, which is very close to the metal boundary.

�.� Conclusion
This chapter provided two published papers on optical antenna-enhanced spontaneous emission. In Sec-
tion �.� we designed a cavity-backed slot antenna-LED that was capable of ��% coupling e�ciency to a
single-modewaveguide, potentially enabling e�cient integrated optical interconnects. This was achieved
using inverse design optimization, which will be described in the next chapter. In Section �.�we showed
how enhancement can be boosted in optical antennas without compromising e�ciency by using sharp
dielectric tips in the antenna gap. By overcoming this e�ciency barrier to enhancement, metal-dielectric
antenna-LEDs could one day demonstrate extremely fast spontaneous emission carrier lifetime –perhaps
testing the ultimate limits of e�cient direct modulation.
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Chapter �

Inverse Electromagnetic Design via the
Adjoint Method

In the previous chapters we have discussed the exciting prospects of on-chip optical interconnects us-
ing optical antenna-LEDs. From this chapter forward we switch topics and will discuss inverse electro-
magnetic design. There are several adept methods to solve for electromagnetic device characteristics and
properties, to varying degrees of accuracy or approximation. For example, for complex nano-photonic
devices, one may solve Maxwell’s Equations directly using simulation tools like �nite-di�erence time-
domain (FDTD) or the �nite-element method (FEM). Or, perhaps one is only interested in solving for
a particular optical response from a periodic structure using rigorous-coupled wave analysis (RCWA).
Maybe near-�eld electromagnetic characteristics are unnecessary, and one only desires to solve the Fres-
nel di�raction equation. These are each examples ofmethods that fall under the so-called “forward prob-
lem” in electromagnetics, where we computationally solve for a response or electromagnetic property
that results from a given electromagnetic structure. By contrast, inverse design refers to solving the “in-
verse problem”, which indicates that we solve for an electromagnetic structure given a desired response or
electromagnetic property �. The inverse problem is generally di�cult to solve for complex tasks, but by
employing a special technique called the adjoint method we can greatly improve our design capabilities
and speed of computation. In the next three sections we will describe the motivation and theory behind
inverse design via the adjoint method. In Section �.� we will show how inverse design can be applied to
fabrication-friendly vertical grating couplers. This work is derived nearly verbatim from the published
work in [��], with citation reproduced here:

S. Hooten, T. V. Vaerenbergh, P. Sun, S. Mathai, Z. Huang, and R. G. Beausoleil, “Adjoint Opti-
mization of E�cient CMOS-Compatible Si-SiN Vertical Grating Couplers for DWDMApplica-
tions,” Journal of Lightwave Technology, vol. ��, no. ��, pp. ����–����, Jul. ����.

Please note that the appendices referred to in Section �.� are provided within the section and not in the
main appendices of this thesis.

�In other words, inverse design is technically just synonymous with computational design of electromagnetic structures.
However, it recently has become a buzzword referring to special design techniques
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Figure �.�: Parameter sweep, or exhaustive search, is the conventional method to design an electromag-
netic device. Here we show a simple example of sweeping the length of an antenna (a) to maximize the
radiated power at� = 1550nm. Each point in (b) corresponds to an individual simulation using FDTD.

�.� The ine�ciency of exhaustive search
The most ubiquitous and conventional method to design electromagnetic structures is by parameter
sweep. In other words, an engineer may use their physical intuition to design a structure that performs a
desired function then tune a few parameters by sweeping them in simulation to optimize that structure’s
properties. A very simple example of this is shown in Fig �.�. Here we sweep the length of a cylindrical
antenna, with a ��nm diameter and ��nm glass gap where a point source is placed, in order to maximize
the radiated power at a wavelength of ����nm. Each point in Fig �.� corresponds to an individual sim-
ulation. As one might expect, we �nd that the radiated power is maximized when the antenna length is
approximately equal to half a wavelength L ⇡ �/2, corresponding to the fundamental antenna mode.

In this example, no special design techniques were necessary. However, one can conceive of much
more di�cult problems with many design parameters (potentially hundreds or thousands), where the
underlying physics are much more di�cult to ascertain. For example, suppose we were to co-optimize
the antenna length, diameter, gap dimension, and gap material in Fig �.� simultaneously. The best com-
bination of all these parameters is much harder to directly intuit. And furthermore, as the number of
parameters increases, the number of simulations that are required to perform an (exhaustive) parameter
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sweep increases exponentially by the following relation:

Exhaustive Search Parameter Sweep: S = m
n

S ⌘ Number of simulations
m ⌘ Number of sweeped values per parameter
n ⌘ Number of design parameters

(�.�)

Indeed, if we were to sweep �� values of the � parameters mentioned above for our simple antenna exam-
ple, this already amounts to ��,��� simulations. In somecases individualMaxwell simulations of complex
electromagnetic structures may take minutes or hours even on research-grade high-performance servers.
Thus, parameter sweeps are infeasible for complex tasks and a better method is needed. We will address
this problem using inverse electromagnetic design via the adjoint method.

�.� Formal description of electromagnetic design and
optimization

The description of the adjoint method requires some mathematical rigor in the �elds of optimization
and linear algebra. In this sectionwewill provide a brief primer on the required knowledge and notation.
In the �rst step, we will show how Maxwell’s Equations may be rewritten as a matrix equation. Then,
we will describe formal optimization notation and a description of a generalized electromagnetic design
problem. Finally, we will describe an optimization technique called gradient descent.

Maxwell’s equations in matrix notation
For electromagnetic design problems, we will consider Ampere’s Law and Faraday’s Law in Eq. �.� and
Eq. �.� respectively:

r⇥H = Je +
@D

@t
(�.�)

r⇥ E = Jm � @B

@t
(�.�)

whereH is themagnetizing �eld,B is themagnetic �eld,E is the electric �eld, andD is the displacement
�eld. Je and Jm are current source terms referring to electric current and “magnetic current” respec-
tively. Magnetic current is unknown to exist in nature, but can be occasionally useful in electromagnetic
simulation. Note that we need not consider Gauss’s Laws because in most cases they are automatically
satis�ed by Ampere’s Law and Faraday’s Law.

The formulation of the adjoint method that we will be considering will require two simplifying as-
sumptions: (�) time-harmonic �elds and (�) linearmaterials �. Assumption (�) allows us to write the �eld

�It is possible to formulate the adjoint method without these assumptions [��, ��]. Nevertheless, many design problems
fall under this umbrella, and the simplicity of the adjoint method is most clearly seen this way.
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and source quantities as complex phasors with explicit exponential time dependence:

E = eEe�j!t

D = eDe
�j!t

Je = eJee
�j!t

H = eHe
�j!t

B = eBe
�j!t

Jm = eJme
�j!t

(�.�)

where thee· quantities are complex phasors de�ned at frequency ! that include spatial amplitude and
phase information. Assumption (�) allows us to simplify the magnetic and displacement �eld terms:

eB = µeH
eD = "eE

(�.�)

whereµ and " are the (complex, spatially-distributed) permeability andpermittivity at frequency!. Note
that these may be tensor quantities, but for simplicity we will assume isotropic materials. Using Eq. �.�
and Eq. �.�we may simplify Maxwell’s Equations from Eqs. �.�-�.� above:

r⇥ eH = eJe � j!"eE (�.�)

r⇥ eE = eJm + j!µeH (�.�)

After some rearrangement we �nd:

j!"eE+r⇥ eH = eJe (�.�)

r⇥ eE� j!µeH = eJm (�.�)

Observe that this may be rewritten as a matrix equation by factoring out eE and eH:


j!" r⇥
r⇥ �j!µ

� "eE
eH

#
=

"
eJe

eJm

#
(�.��)

To which we may de�ne the following quantities:

A ⌘

j!" r⇥
r⇥ �j!µ

�
, x ⌘

"
eE
eH

#
, b ⌘

"
eJe

eJm

#
(�.��)

allowing us to rewrite Eq. �.�� in a convenient linear algebra notation:

Ax = b (�.��)

where x is a vector representing the electric and magnetic �elds, b represents the electric and magnetic
current sources, andA is aMaxwell operator that de�nes thephysics ofMaxwell’s equations subject to the
simulation materials and geometry (represented by " and µ). Eq. �.�� allows us to easily describe what
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a Maxwell simulation’s function is. In particular, a solution to Maxwell’s Equations, or the “forward
problem” amounts to:

Forward Problem: SolveAx = b for x givenA and b (�.��)

in other words, we solve for the electric and magnetic �elds that result from provided sources and mate-
rials�.

Electromagnetic design as an optimization problem
Now that we have de�ned a simple shorthand for Maxwell’s equations in Eq. �.��, we may write out a
formal description of a design problem. In inverse electromagnetic design, we are typically interested
in solving for a merit function that is explicitly a function of the electric and magnetic �elds. In other
words, we’d like to optimize some merit function f(x), where x is the electric and magnetic �elds and
f is some (scalar) function of those �elds, f : Cm ! R wherem is the dimension of vector x. f could
represent any arbitrary �gure of merit including electric �eld intensity, optical absorption, waveguide
coupling e�ciency, and more. In our antenna length example from Fig. �.�, the merit function was the
power radiated from the antenna, which can be expressed as the time-averaged Poynting vector integrated
along a surface enclosing the antenna. Moreover, a general design problem consists of n parameters, or
design elements, that we would like to tune (e.g. length, width, material value, etc.). Let,

p =

2

666664

p1

p2
...

pn�1

pn

3

777775
(�.��)

be a vector of such parameters �.
We are interested in either minimizing or maximizing our merit function f . Since maximizing f is

equivalent tominimizing the negative of f , wemaywithout loss of generality express the inverse problem
as a minimization problem with:

Inverse Problem: min
p

f(x), s.t.Ax = b (�.��)

where this equation reads as “minimize with respect to parametersp, the electromagnetic merit function
f(x) that is subject toMaxwell’s EquationsAx = b”. In other words,p is an optimization variable that
we can vary, f(x) is the function we’d like to minimize, and x is required to satisfy Maxwell’s equations
(in order to be physically meaningful).

�The forwardproblemcan also be thought of as taking the inverse ofA, e.g. x = A�1b, but this isn’t typically how linear
equations of this type are solved. In fact, Eq. �.�� is just a representation of the forward problem and most electromagnetic
solvers (e.g. �nite-di�erence time-domain, FDTD) do not explicitly solve this equation.

�Note, furthermore, that we will assume the spatially-distributed permittivity (") and permeability (µ) are smooth func-
tions of our parameter vector, p. This allows us to easily update the Maxwell operator,A.
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Eq. �.�� formalizes our description of the electromagnetic design problem, and will allow us to for-
mulate the Adjoint Method in the next section. However, we will �rst need to describe an optimization
technique called gradient descent.

Optimization by gradient descent
In general, the Inverse Problem in Eq. �.�� is very hard to solve. We showed previously that one technique
to solve Eq. �.�� was an exhaustive parameter sweep, but that technique rapidly becomes intractable as
we increase the resolution of our search or the number of design variables. Fortunately, mathematical
optimization theory o�ers alternative techniques that are vastly more e�cient. Perhaps the most ubiq-
uitous technique is called gradient descent. As the name implies, this technique uses information about
a function’s gradient to guide the optimization to an optimum. The gradient is simply the multivariate
derivative of a function with respect to its dependent variables (e.g., vector p). In our case, the gradient
of f with respect to p is a vector of partial derivatives:

@f

@p
=

2

66664

@f

@p1...
@f

@pn

3

77775
(�.��)

Intuitively, the gradient gives information about the slope of a function. When the gradient is very large,
it means that we can greatly improve the merit function by adjusting our parameter vector in the direc-
tion of the gradient. By contrast, when the gradient is very small or identically zero, we have found a
(local) optimum. This constitutes a convergence criterion for gradient descent. Thus, in order to solve
the Inverse Problem from Eq. �.�� (in other words, the minimization of merit function f ) we need to
follow the negative of the gradient, which points in the direction of steepest descent.

We intend to iteratively update the parameter vectorp that represents our electromagnetic structure.
Accordingly, let vector p0 represent the electromagnetic structure before optimization, and let pi rep-
resent the i-th optimization step where i = 1, 2, 3, .... Using the negative gradient, we may update the
parameter vector iteratively in the following way:

Gradient Descent Algorithm: pi+1 = pi � "
@f

@pi
(�.��)

where " is called the step-size, which is usually chosen by trial-and-error. After iterating many times with
Eq. �.��, the function will settle to a local optimum where @f/@p ⇡ 0. This constitutes the conver-
gence criterion – the condition for ending the optimization. With proper choice of design parametersp,
Eq. �.�� can be very e�ective at producing good solutions to the inverse problem �.

�In practice we typically use some variation on regular gradient descent (Eq. �.��), such as the Broy-
den–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) algorithm. Nevertheless, the idea is conceptually similar to what we have
shown here, and gradient calculations will be required.
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Howmaywe obtain the gradient of our electromagneticmerit function, f , with respect to the design
parameters, p? Perhaps the simplest way to get @f

@p is by �nite-di�erence derivative approximation. This
involves an approximation of each individual partial derivative from the de�nition of the gradient in
Eq. �.��. For example, consider the partial derivative with respect to design element pi: @f

@pi
. The �nite-

di�erence partial derivative approximation of this value is given by:

@f

@pi
⇡ f(p1, ..., pi + �pi, ..., pn)� f(p1, ..., pi, ...pn)

�pi
(�.��)

where �pi is a small perturbation to the i-th design element. However, observe that in order to the the full
gradient with n total partial derivatives, we need to perform n+1 simulations per iteration; � simulation
for the nominal value of f de�ned at p = [p1, ..., pn], and n simulations for n perturbations to the
design elements. Therefore, to perform a full gradient descent optimization, this scheme will require the
following number of simuations:

Finite-di�erence gradient descent: S = c⇥ (n+ 1)

S ⌘ Number of simulations
c ⌘ Number of gradient descent iterations
n ⌘ Number of design parameters

(�.��)

This is a massive improvement over the exhaustive search parameter sweep (reduced from an exponential
dependence to a simple polynomial dependence on the number of design parameters). However, for
potentially ����’s of design parameters and ���’s of gradient descent iterations, even this scheme remains
intractable for electromagnetic optimization. Can we do better?

�.� The adjoint method
In the previous section, we introduced a formalmathematical notation to describe an electromagnetic de-
sign problem, called the inverse problem. We went on to show that the inverse problem could be solved
using gradient descent optimization. However, up to now, the only way to obtain the gradient of a func-
tion with respect to its design parameters is by �nite-di�erence. While this method greatly outperforms
exhaustive search methods like parameter sweeps, �nding the gradient of a function by �nite-di�erence
still requires a large number of simulations. In this section, we will demonstrate a technique called the
Adjoint Method, which allows one to �nd the gradient of an electromagnetic merit function using just
two simulations, regardless of the number of design elements. This derivation follows largely from [��].

The adjoint method is also a gradient descent method, so we will be interested in calculating the
gradient of f : @f

@p . However, in this case we will make use of the chain rule, because we assumed that our
merit function is explicitly a function of x. We will assume that the gradient with respect to x, @f

@x , is
known �. Then, by the chain rule, the partial derivative of f with respect to element pi 2 [p1, ...pn] is

�In practice, this is a good assumption. For example, if one is interested in optimizing the electric �eld intensity, f(E) =
|E|2 = E · E, then @f

@E = E, the complex conjugate of the electric �eld. This can easily be computed from the forward
solution which provided us withE.
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given by,

@f

@pi
=
X

j

✓
@f

@xj

@xj

@pi
+

@f

@xj

@xj

@pi

◆
=

@f

@x
· @x
@pi

+
@f

@x
· @x
@pi

(�.��)

where in the second equality we simpli�ed the sum of chain rule derivatives by writing them as a dot
product between corresponding vectors. Notice that because x is complex-valued in general, we also
needed to take partial derivatives with respect to its complex conjugate, x. Because f is a real-valued
function, Eq. �.�� can be rewrittenmore conveniently in terms of the unconjugated derivatives involving
x:

@f

@pi
= 2Re

✓
@f

@x
· @x
@pi

◆
= 2Re

 
@f

@x

�T
@x

@pi

!
(�.��)

where “Re” denotes the real part. In the second equality, we rewrote the dot product as a matrix product
by taking the matrix transpose of @f

@x which transforms it into a column vector.
The right-hand side of Eq. �.�� consists of a knownquantity (@f@x , which can be calculated analytically

from knowledge of the merit function), and an unknown quantity @x
@pi

(which describes changes in the
electric andmagnetic �elds with changes in design element pi). Onemay think that we haven’t made any
progress, but we still have an additional equation to work with, namely Maxwell’s equations:

Ax = b (�.��)

We may take the partial derivative of Eq. �.��with respect to design element pi on both sides:

@

@pi
(Ax) =

@b

@pi
(�.��)

A
@x

@pi
+

@A

@pi
x =

@b

@pi
(�.��)

where in Eq. �.�� we expanded the partial derivative using the product rule. At this point we note that
the derivative @b

@pi
= 0 in most situations. This is because we are generally not interested in optimizing

simulation regions where there are sources present. For instance, in many silicon photonic devices we
would like to maintain the same waveguide mode at the input(s) even as the device structure changes.
We will maintain this assumption for brevity; it will not a�ect our conclusions if we were to include an
explicit dependence on @b

@pi
. Thus, Eq. �.��may be written:

A
@x

@pi
= �@A

@pi
x (�.��)

we will keep this equation in mind.
The crux of the adjoint method lies in the next step. Let z be a vector with the same dimension as x.

Suppose z satis�es the following equation:

A
T
z =

@f

@x
(�.��)
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whereAT is the matrix transpose of the Maxwell operator� and @f
@x is the gradient of f with respect to

x, a quantity we have already assumed is known. Thus we see that Eq. �.�� is very similar to Maxwell’s
equations except we have a new “adjoint operator”AT and the original source term b has been replaced
by @f

@x . We will denote solving Eq. �.�� as the “Adjoint Problem”, analogous to the “Forward Problem”
from Eq. �.��:

Adjoint Problem: SolveAT
z =

@f

@x
for z givenAT and

@f

@x
(�.��)

Intuitively, the adjoint problem can be thought of as injecting the desired solution (represented by @f
@x )

into the simulation domain. By reciprocity, theMaxwell operator is symmetric, and therefore the adjoint
problem can be solved using the same computational method as the forward problem �.

In summary, wehave so far applied the chain rule gradient of themerit functionwith respect to design
parameter pi, obtaining:

@f

@pi
= 2Re

 
@f

@x

�T
@x

@pi

!
(�.��)

Then, we took the gradient of Maxwell’s equationsAx = bwith respect to design element pi, �nding:

A
@x

@pi
= �@A

@pi
x (�.��)

Finally, we proposed the adjoint problem in Eq. �.��, which can be equivalently written:

z
T
A =


@f

@x

�T
(�.��)

where we simply took the transpose of both sides. We may now plug Eq. �.�� into Eq. �.��:

@f

@pi
= 2Re

✓
z
T
A

@x

@pi

◆
(�.��)

Then we can insert Eq. �.�� into Eq. �.��, obtaining our �nal equation:

@f

@pi
= �2Re

✓
z
T @A

@pi
x

◆
(�.��)

�In the literature, it is common to state that for complex-valued A, we should take the complex-conjugate transpose:
A†, also called the adjoint (hence the name of the method). However, as we will �nd, the regular transpose satis�es the
mathematics of the method, con�rmed by simulation. Perhaps this disagreement lies in the de�nition of inner products in
quantum mechanics, where complex conjugates are taken implicitly. By contrast, in this derivation we are using the regular
inner products de�ned in linear algebra.

�This is not always true if we are using magnetic current sources in simulation. Furthermore, when solving Maxwell’s
equations, one usually provides a discretized grid. In practice this can break the symmetry betweenA andAT , but in general
the geometry of the problem can be represented nearly equivalently, so this is a minor point.
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Amazingly, we �nd that only one quantity on the right hand side of Eq. �.�� depends on changes in pi,
namely @A

@pi
.

What is the meaning of @A
@pi

? Recall thatA de�nes the materials and physics of Maxwell’s equations:

A =


j!" r⇥
r⇥ �j!µ

�
(�.��)

Therefore, the derivative ofA can be regarded as a “shape derivative” which determines how the permit-
tivity and permeability are updated with respect to our design parameters:

@A

@pi
=

"
j!

@"
@pi

0

0 �j!
@µ
@pi

#
(�.��)

where the curl terms cancel out as they do not depend on the geometric parameters. In general, the
changes in the (spatially-distributed) materials throughout the design region as a function of the design
parameters p is well-known (since it is user-de�ned). Therefore, Eq. �.�� is typically easy to calculate for
all design elements� pi 2 [p1, ..., pn].

These observations have an incredible consequence: Eq. �.�� implies that the partial derivatives of
f with respect to every design parameter p1, ..., pn can be obtained with just two Maxwell simulations
regardless of the number of design parameters (n)! In particular, we require one solution to the forward
problem (x from Eq. �.��) and one solution to the adjoint problem (z from Eq. �.��). Meanwhile, the
shape derivatives can be obtained very easily in comparison using Eq. �.��. Therefore, we have drastically
reduced our simulation requirements to perform gradient descent:

Adjoint method gradient descent: S = c⇥ 2

S ⌘ Number of simulations
c ⌘ Number of gradient descent iterations

(�.��)

In other words, the number of simulations now has no dependence on the number of geometric param-
eters. In practice, c ⇠ 100, enabling full electromagnetic optimizations with ��� total simulations or
less. Consequently, it is now feasible to design incredibly complex electromagnetic structures using com-
putational optimization. In the next section we will show how the adjoint method can be applied to the
design of fabrication-compatible vertical grating couplers, devices that are di�cult if not impossible to
design by conventional means.

�In large simulations with hundreds to thousands of parameters, this can still be quite a challenging calculation. Never-
theless, it is far better than alternative means, such as �nite-di�erence.
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�.� Adjoint optimization of e�cient CMOS-compatible Si-SiN
vertical grating couplers for DWDM applications

Abstract
Data communication in siliconphotonic interconnects requires e�cient andbroadbandon/o�-chip cou-
pling components. Recently, perfectly vertically-emitting grating couplers have beenproposed to increase
spatial I/O density of the optical link and potentially improve manufacturing costs and ease of optical
beam characterization. In this work, adjoint optimization was leveraged in the design of low-loss single
(silicon) and dual layer (silicon + silicon nitride) perfectly-vertical grating couplers that are compatible
with a scalable silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform for the ��nmCMOS technology node. In simulation,
the best design peaks at -�.��dB insertion loss with a �dB-bandwidth of ��nm at the ����nm datacom
wavelength.

Section I: Introduction
The development of high-e�ciency silicon photonic links is being pursued to reduce power consump-
tion in data communication on a server- and chip-level scale [��, ��]. A critical challenge to make silicon
photonics commercially viable is cost-e�cient packaging and on/o�-chip coupling [��, ���, ���]. To ad-
dress part of this problem, Hewlett Packard Labs is developing amodular and wear-tolerant re-pluggable
optical connector that leverages the use of on-chip grating couplers for high alignment tolerance [��],
which is similar to other grating coupler aided strategies [��, ��, ��, ���]. A schematic of an example
connector design is provided in Fig. �.�(a).

The performance of this type of optical connector relies upon the coupling e�ciency of grating cou-
plers, which are micro-scale passive devices that can e�ciently convert a waveguide mode to a largely
unidirectional output beam of a desired mode shape via the constructive interference of periodically
etched scatterers. Due to fundamental physical limitations, it is very di�cult to scatter light perfectly
vertically (i.e., perpendicular to the chip) using conventional single-etch grating designs because of large
back-re�ection to the input [��]. Consequently, light is typically scattered at a slight angle to vertical.
From a cost-bene�t analysis perspective, compensating for this o�-vertical scattering is undesirable be-
cause it requires more sag in the transceiver micro-lens, which increases themanufacturing challenge and
cost [��]. Furthermore, if sag can be reduced, more lenses and gratings can be packed together to increase
the spatial I/O density of the outgoing �ber array. A similar conclusionwas reached inRef. [���]. Lastly,
characterization and assembly of the optical connector link can potentially be eased by using vertical grat-
ing couplers because perpendicular output beams are easier to align and less spherical aberration will be
imparted by the micro-lens.

Recently, many �avors of grating coupler designs, both vertical and o�-axis, have been proposed to
provide low-loss o�-chip coupling by, for example, exploiting multiple etch depths [���, ��, ��], multi-
ple patterned layers of various materials [��, ���, ��, ��, ���, ���, ��], sub-wavelength features for anti-
re�ection [��, ���, ��], back-side metal mirrors or Bragg re�ectors [��, ���, ���], or more exotic schemes
such as angled-etch “blazed” designs [���]. However, many of these designs are impractical from the per-
spective of scalable silicon-on-insulator (SOI) fabrication techniques, and previously proposed designs
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Figure �.�: (a) Example optical connector schematic consisting of a vertical grating coupler, a micro-
lens chip for focusing, and a detachable optical ferrule. Note that these elements are not to scale. (b) A
two-trench slice of a partially-etched grating coupler illustrating the vertical scattering and back-re�ection
constructive interference phase conditions, which turn out to be equivalent for uniformly etched grat-
ings. �⇤ is the phase collected by awave that has propagated a single grating period⇤, which is dependent
on both the etch duty cycle and waveguide e�ective index (see Appendix: Expanded Analysis Using the
Grating Equation).

that provide perfectly-vertical coupling may su�er from lower yield due to fabrication sensitivity, such as
mask misalignment in the patterning of multiple layers or etches.

Overall, new design methodologies for perfectly-vertical grating couplers that are low-loss, broad-
band, have tolerable re�ection, are compatible with the transceiver speci�cations in Datacom or High-
Performance Computing (HPC) applications, and either consist of only a single etch or fabrication ro-
bust design are still of interest. In this article, an advanced optimization technique known as the ad-
joint method is employed to design grating couplers that meet these requirements. Ultimately, this
work presents the design of the �rst CMOS-compatible dual-layer silicon nitride-on-silicon (Si-SiN)
grating coupler that achieves an industry-competitive simulated -�.��dB insertion loss and 24 nm �dB-
bandwidth at 0� incidence.
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Section II: Grating coupler optimization
A: The vertical coupling problem

Fundamentally, uniform single etch grating couplers that scatter light verticallywill also have strong back-
re�ections [��, ��]. This is illustrated in Fig. �.�(b) where a two-trench slice of a partially-etched grating
coupler is depicted. After input light scatters from the �rst trench, light that is not scattered will con-
tinue to propagate, collect a spatial phase �⇤, and then partially scatter at the next trench. If the vertical
scattering Bragg condition is satis�ed,

�⇤ = 2⇡n (�.��)

for integer n, then scattered light at each trench will interfere constructively in the vertical direction.
However, if back-re�ections are also taken into account at each of the scattering centers, then a similar
constructive interference condition is found that occurs when 2�⇤ = 2⇡m for integerm. Trivially, if the
vertical scattering condition is satis�ed, then the back-re�ection condition is also satis�ed withm = 2n.
Thus, the only way to avoid this problem is to increase the complexity of the design by, for example,
addingmore degrees of freedom in the form ofmultiple etch depths, patterned layers, or sub-wavelength
features; or modifying the pitch and duty cycle of each trench in a non-trivial manner to reduce back-
re�ections using advanced computational methods [��, ��, ���, ��, ���, ��]. In this work, the latter
method will initially be employed to design low-loss single-etch gratings in Section II-C, then an addi-
tional patterned SiN layer will be leveraged to gain higher e�ciency and bandwidth in Section II-D.

B: Inverse design via the adjoint method

Design problems in the engineering of electromagnetic devices frequently require the optimization of
the shapes and spatial distribution of material components to satisfy some well-de�ned electromagnetic
�gure of merit. In the case of the grating coupler in this work, the size and spacing of the grating trenches
should be optimized to maximize the scattered power that is mode-matched to a vertically-oriented opti-
cal �ber. More explicitly this optimization can be written in the form,

F
⇤ = max

x
⌘(E,H) (�.��)

where x is a vector of optimization parameters that describe the grating coupler geometry and ⌘(E,H)
is the coupling e�ciency to a Gaussian optical �ber mode (beam diameter = �.��m at � = 1310 nm;
see Appendix: Adjoint Optimization Details and Work�ow), which is de�ned explicitly in terms of the
electric and magnetic �eldsE andH but is only implicitly related to x via Maxwell’s equations ��.

Furthermore, there are often practical constraints that are imposed on the fabrication of electromag-
netic devices, e.g., feature sizes or radius of curvature. This can be included in Eq. �.�� in the form of a
penalty function, i.e.,

F
⇤
p = max

x
[⌘(E,H)� p(x)] (�.��)

��Note that we are using di�erent notation to describe the parameters and �eld quantities in this section, compared to the
�rst few sections of Chapter �. Namely, we have replaced p with x, and we will use p to describe a penalty function on the
design parameters.
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where p penalizes undesirable geometric features and is explicitly a function of the design parameters x.
The most common approach to solving Eq. �.�� is to physically intuit relevant optimization param-

eters x, and sweep them in simulations. The problem with this approach, especially applied to grating
couplers, is that the number of simulations required for parameter sweeps increases exponentially with
the number of parameters [��].

To alleviate this problem a gradient-based optimization algorithm that leverages the adjoint method
was used in this work. The adjoint method allows for e�cient calculations of the gradient of an elec-
tromagnetic �gure of merit (such as Eq. �.��) with minimal simulation overhead. The method has its
limitations since electromagnetic design problems are generally non-convex andhard to solve by gradient-
descent, but it allows an engineer to optimize over large parameter spaces very e�ciently when com-
bined with physical intuition and a hierarchical design approach [��]. For brevity the adjoint method
will not be rigourously described, but more information can be found in [��, ��, ��, ��, ��] where
the adjoint method and other similar topology optimization methods are discussed in detail. Further-
more, Appendix: Adjoint Optimization Details andWork�ow gives additional details and speci�cations
about the optimization work�ow ��. The optimization and FDFD simulation package used in this work
is EMopt [��]; insertion loss and re�ection were calculated using Lumerical FDTD.

C: Multi-wavelength optimization of single-etch Si grating

This article is intended to provide a feasible design for a fabrication-friendly vertical grating coupler.
Hence, all design choices were motivated by realistic foundry speci�cations. In particular, the follow-
ing layer dimensions were chosen in this work: the height of the waveguide is ��� nm, the depth of the
grating trenches are ��� nm, and the thickness of the buried oxide (BOX) layer is � �m– all of which are
representative of a 1310 nm-wavelength 300mm wafer SOI platform available at pilot foundries, such
as CEA-LETI [��, ��, ���]. Furthermore, for compatibility with immersion deep-UV photolithogra-
phy patterning speci�cations [��, ���], a realistic critical feature size of ��nmwas imposed on the silicon
grating.

The simplest implementation of the adjoint method for the design of grating couplers is to apply
Eq. �.�� to a single-etch silicon grating coupler at the target wavelength of 1310 nm. For o�-axis cou-
pling this �gure of merit choice leads to state-of-the-art designs. For perfectly-vertical coupling, however,
this optimization tends to produce good peak performance results (-�.��dB insertion loss) but narrow
bandwidth (<3 nm �dB-bandwidth) which is incompatible with dense wavelength divisionmultiplexing
(DWDM) applications where a⇠ 20 nm �dB-bandwidth is desirable [��].

To incorporate the importance of bandwidth into the design, amulti-wavelengthmerit functionwas
implemented by modifying Eq. �.�� to the following:

F
⇤
p = max

x

"
X

�

c�⌘�(E�, H�)� p(x)

#
(�.��)

where the optimization argument is now a weighted average of the coupling e�ciency across multiple
discrete wavelengths with user-de�ned weights, c�, and coupling e�ciency, ⌘�(E�, H�), that are wave-

��A derivation of the adjoint method is provided in Sections �.�-�.� of this thesis
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Figure �.�: Multi-wavelength optimization result for a single-etch vertical grating coupler with Si layer
thickness of ���nm, etch depth of ���nm, andminimum feature size of ��nm. (a)-(c) Structure,EZ �eld
pro�le, and |EZ |mode-match �eld slice at � = 1310 nm. (d) Insertion loss and (e) re�ection spectra.

length dependent. Note that in Refs. [���, ���, �], conceptually similar broadband inverse design �gures
of merit have been proposed.

The merit function in Eq. �.�� was applied to a single-etch silicon grating coupler (see Appendix:
Adjoint Optimization Details andWork�ow for implementation details, including the parameterization
of the grating coupler geometry). The result of the optimization is shown in Fig. �.� where Fig. �.�(a)-
(c) gives the grating structure, frequency-domain electric �eld, and mode-match pro�le at a wavelength
� = 1310 nm while Fig. �.�(d)-(e) give the insertion loss and re�ection spectra. The grating reaches a
peak insertion loss of -�.��dB (-�.�� dB at� = 1310 nm)with a �dB-bandwidth of ��nm– a �x improve-
ment over the single-wavelength optimizeddevice discussedpreviously. Theback-re�ectionof the grating
coupler limits the �dB-bandwidth and is severe at the edge of the �dB-bandwidth (exceeding -��dB), but
tolerable around peak.

D: Dual layer silicon nitride-on-silicon design

While the single layer Si grating coupler has many desirable characteristics, such as its fabrication-
compatible critical feature size and its requirement for only a single etch, every improvement in inser-
tion loss and bandwidth is important for the photonic link budget. Thus, a patterned dual layer silicon
nitride-on-silicon (Si-SiN) design that is available in pilot foundries was pursued. Other Si-SiN grating
couplers have been suggested inRefs. [��, ���], but in this work light is injected through the Si waveguide
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Figure �.�: Multi-wavelength optimizations of dual layer Si-SiN vertical grating couplers consisting of
two varying SiN layers on a Si layer with thickness of ���nm and etch depth of ���nm. (a)-(c) and (d)-(f)
give the structure, EZ �eld pro�le, and |EZ | mode-match �eld slice at � = 1310 nm of the respective
Si-SiN gratings. (a)-(c) ���nm SiN thickness and ���nm interlayer oxide spacing. (d)-(f) ���nm SiN
thickness and ���nm oxide interlayer spacing. Each grating coupler uses Si and SiN critical feature sizes
of ��nm and ���nm respectively. (g) Insertion loss spectra and (h) re�ection spectra of the two designs.

and emitted perfectly-vertically from the device. Furthermore, the SiN acts primarily as an anti-re�ection
layer and does not signi�cantly interact with the near-�eld of the Si grating.

Anti-re�ection layers can improve the upward directionality of grating couplers by reducing the
impedance mismatch between far�eld radiated light and guided waveguide modes – similar but inverse
to tuning the thickness of the buried oxide to prevent radiation to the substrate [��]. For what can be
considered an additional functionality, anti-re�ection layers can help cancel the back-re�ection of a ver-
tical grating coupler. Even further improvements to back-re�ection and mode overlap can be made by
patterning the anti-re�ection layer to give more degrees of freedom to the grating coupler optimization
and to facilitate angle correction of the output beam from the Si grating, acting almost like a conventional
di�raction grating. Once again, the adjoint method was employed to design such a patterned layer.

Two Si-SiN layer geometries were pursued in this work. Inspired by the layer stack presented in Ref.
[���], one of the dual layer designs consists of a���nmsilicon grating coupler layer and a���nmSiNanti-
re�ection layer separated by ���nm of oxide. The alternate geometry consists of a ���nm silicon grating
coupler layer and a ���nm SiN layer separated by ���nm of oxide. The directionality improvement
o�ered by the anti-re�ection layer is periodic in the SiN thicknesswith some dependence on the thickness
of the interlayer oxide. In this case the SiN and interlayer oxide thicknesses were chosen to be compatible
with fabrication restrictions and meanwhile maximize the grating coupler directionality.

The multi-wavelength optimization function given in Eq. �.�� was applied to the dual layer design
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with a similar implementation to that of the single-etch Si design (see Appendix: Adjoint Optimization
Details andWork�ow). To be compatible with fabrication constraints, the Si grating and SiN layer min-
imum feature size were constrained to ��nm and ���nm respectively (assuming a lower resolution mask
would be chosen for the SiN layer, and a high aspect ratio etch can be achieved for the ���nm design
[��]). The two results are shown in Fig. �.� with a similar format to that of the single layer Si design
from Fig. �.�. The optimized Si-���nm SiN and Si-���nm SiN designs reached peak insertion losses
of�0.57 dB and�0.52 dB, respectively, with �dB-bandwidths of 25 nm and 24 nm. Thus, compared
to the single-etch Si design, the dual-layer Si-SiN designs o�er approximately +�.�dB insertion loss and
+�nm �dB-bandwidth enhancement.

Section III: Physical analysis of designs
A: Silicon grating

The adjoint method produced a nontrivial Si grating coupler design in order to scatter light vertically
while maximizing mode overlap and minimizing back-re�ection. Some clues for how the optimization
achieved this functionality are evident in the the plot of pitch and duty cycle at each grating period before
and after minimum feature constraints were applied in the optimization, shown in Fig. �.�. As can be
seen in Fig. �.�(a), the grating pitch switches abruptly from �.�� �m to �.�� �m in the �rst few periods.
Using the expanded version of the grating equation fromEq. �.�� indicates that a change in grating pitch
corresponds to a change in scattering angle (see derivation in Appendix: Expanded Analysis Using the
Grating Equation). This implies that di�erent sections of the grating coupler scatter at two angles slightly
o�-vertical resulting in the cancellation of lateral �eld components and net vertical scattering. This can
be qualitatively veri�ed in the �eld pro�les from Fig. �.�(b), Fig. �.�(b), and Fig. �.�(e). Additionally,
two distinct minima are visible in the re�ection spectra of Fig. �.�(e) and Fig. �.�(h), which implies that
the Bragg condition is met at two slightly detuned wavelengths, or equivalently scattering angles. Since
the grating coupler scatters o�-vertical in two sections, the back-re�ection condition is alleviated.

B: Silicon nitride layer

As mentioned previously, the SiN layer acts primarily as an anti-re�ection layer, thereby enhancing the
directionality and bandwidth of the grating coupler while also cancelling back-re�ections to the input.
Consequently by allowing design freedom in the patterning of the SiN layer, the optimizer is capable of
balancing the competing e�ects of mode overlap, back-re�ections, and directionality. In particular, the
patterned SiN layer helps improve the coupling e�ciency of the grating coupler in two ways: (�) it pro-
vides additional degrees of freedom to the Si grating optimization to maintain low back-re�ection while
improving mode overlap, and (�) it provides angle correction for o�-vertical scattering occurring at the
ends of the Si grating. The latter e�ect is evident in the �eld pro�le of Fig. �.�(b), especially on the right
side of the grating. The action of the SiN layer can be thought of as similar to a conventional di�raction
gratingwith a chirped pitch. Alternatively, it can be interpreted as an optical phasemask or binarized lens
which slows vertical light emanating from the center of the grating while focusing light that is di�racting
o�-vertically at the edges. The middle portion of the SiN remained unpatterned after optimization in
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Figure �.�: (a) Grating pitch and (b) duty cycle plotted versus the Si grating period number from the
Si–���nm SiN dual layer design (Fig. �.�(d)). The corresponding plots for the single-layer Si grating and
Si–���nm SiN grating are qualitatively similar. In both plots, the pitch and duty cycle are plotted before
(blue) and after (red) the set of constrained optimizations were performed. The full set of data is available
in Appendix: Grating Coupler Data.

order to maintain directionality enhancement. At the expense of needing higher aspect ratio trenches in
the SiN layer, the Si-���nm SiN grating coupler was able to achieve slightly better insertion loss than the
���nm SiN design because of the additional phase control o�ered by thicker SiN patterns, which in turn
helped provide better mode overlap.

Section IV: Fabrication sensitivity
To more fully characterize the performance of the dual layer (Si-SiN) grating couplers in this work, the
sensitivity of the Si-���nm SiN device to typical errors in fabrication and processing was simulated.

Perhaps one of the most promising characteristics of the dual layer design is depicted in Fig. �.�(a),
where the extreme tolerance of the design to the misalignment of the layers (i.e. mask misalignment)
is shown. The device maintains an insertion loss >-�.�dB at � = 1310nm for misalignment as large
as ±� �m, which is well within the expected 3� = 15 nm optical alignment tolerance for immersion
lithography. This high tolerance canbe attributed to theuniquephysics of the dual layer design,where the
patterned SiN acts primarily as an anti-re�ection and focusing layer and hence can handle amisalignment
on the scale of the freely-propagating output wave of the grating.

Fig. �.�(b) depicts the sensitivity of the design to changes in the SiN and interlayer oxide thicknesses.
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Figure �.�: Fabrication sensitivity plots for the dual layer (Si-SiN) design with ���nm SiN thickness and
���nm interlayer oxide thickness as a function of (a) SiN layer misalignment, (b) SiN layer / interlayer
oxide thickness, and (c) Si etch depth. Insets depict the property of the design that is being changed.
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Figure �.�: Insertion loss vs. �dB-bandwidth for the various designs that were optimized in this work.
The results from additional single-wavelength optimizations and etch depth robust optimizations are
highlighted. The spread in the data can be attributed to optimizations performed at varied etch depth,
constrained minimum feature size, and SiN thickness.

The anti-re�ectionproperty is very apparent in this plot, clearly illustrating the expected�/2nperiodicity
between maxima in the modulations of the insertion loss. Note that in the solid black curve the SiN
thickness was varied from its nominal value of ���nm while the interlayer oxide spacing was �xed to its
nominal value of ���nm. Similarly, the SiN thickness was �xed and the interlayer oxide thickness varied
from nominal in the dashed green curve.

Finally, in Fig. �.�(c) the sensitivity of the design to variations in the etch depth of the Si grating is
shown. The design is much less robust to Si etch depth than other typical fabrication variations, tolerat-
ing at most±10 nm. This is not entirely surprising, because even small changes to the thickness of the
etched silicon can dramatically alter the e�ective index, fundamentally shifting the phase accumulated by
traveling waves along each period of the grating. Perfectly-vertical gratings are particularly susceptible to
these changes, due to intense back-re�ections that can result. Though not included here, temperature
variations will have a similar e�ect of shifting the e�ective index of the grating. The e�ect appears to be
tolerable within the typical operating temperature range of the grating coupler based on an analysis using
the thermo-optic coe�cient of Si [��].

Optimizations of the same methodology reported in this paper but for di�erent Si etch depths were
performed, but were not included for brevity. Generally it was found that the ���nm etch depth per-
formed the best for the particular SOI material stack in this work, but similar properties and insertion
loss could be achieved for other etch depths. “Etch depth robust” optimizations were also performed
where etch depth was explicitly included in the optimization �gure of merit to extend the width of the
sensitivity plot in Fig. �.�(c) at an expense to peak insertion loss. Data from these optimization results,
among others, are reported in Fig. �.�.
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Section V: Discussion and conclusion
In this work it was demonstrated that adjoint optimization is a powerful tool for designing high-
performance vertical grating couplers. This is shown with clarity in Fig. �.�, where results from all
of the optimizations performed using the methodologies presented in this article are aggregated. The
bandwidth bene�t resulting from the use of a multi-wavelength optimization protocol over the single-
wavelength optimization is shownwith clarity, whereminimal concessionwasmade to peak insertion loss
even for the single-etch Si grating. In principle, using the optimization methods presented in this work,
one can obtain the desired coupling e�ciency vs. bandwidth trade-o� needed for a particular photonic
link. Moreover, the inclusion of a patterned SiN layer that provides anti-re�ection and light focusing
gives a clear advantage over the single-etch design. Due to the unique physics of the dual layer grating
coupler, the design is very tolerant to fabrication errors and minimum feature constraints.

As an additional reference, the best results from this paper are compared to various other results from
the literature inTable�.�. In simulation, the single-etchSi gratingmatches, to the authors’ knowledge, the
other best result in the literature for vertical coupling [���], but with amore fabrication-compatiblemin-
imum feature size. Of the multi-layer and multi-etch perfectly-vertical designs, only two have reported
better results than the multi-layer design in this work [��, ���], but these designs require the patterning
of two (tightly aligned) silicon layers which is more challenging from a fabrication perspective.

Looking forward, the remaining back-re�ection in this work’s designs may potentially be reduced
with the aid of more complex strategies such as the use of sub-wavelength structures [��, ��]. Adap-
tation of novel and global optimization methods will likely lead to further improvements [��, ��, ��].
Moreover, the design strategy from this work could be applicable to the the development of polarization-
splitting grating couplers [���, ��, ���, ���], since orthogonal polarizations will be inherently decoupled
for a perfectly-vertical angle of incidence. Lastly, future modular optical connector designs (Fig. �.�(a))
may allow one to optimize vertical grating couplers for di�erent output mode shapes, thereby provid-
ing more �exibility in optimization and possibly better performing designs. Overall, the vertical grating
couplers presented in this work are stride towards developing high-e�ciency silicon photonic links.
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Table �.�: Grating coupler literature comparison.

Cite ✓
�

(nm)
# Layers or
# Etches

Sim. I.L.
(dB)

Meas. I.L.
(dB)

Sim. Re�.
(dB)

Sim. �dB-BW
(nm)

Critical Dimension
(nm)

* �� ����
�
(Si)

-�.� – -�� �� ��

* �� ����
�

(Si-SiN)
-�.�� – -�� ��

�� (Si)
��� (SiN)

* �� ����
�

(Si-SiN)
-�.�� – -�� ��

�� (Si)
��� (SiN)

[���] �� ����
�
(Si)

-�.� – – �� ��

[��] �� ����
�

(Si-Si)
-�.��� – -�� �� ��

[���] �� ����
�

(Si-Si)
-�.�� – – �� ��

[���] �� ����
� etch
(Si)

-�.�� -�.� <-�� – ��

[��] �� ����
� etch
(Si)

-�.�� – -�� �� ���

[��] �� ����
�
(Si)

– -�.�� <-�� >�� >���

[��] ��� ����
� etch

(Si), SWG
-�.�� -�.� – �� ���

[��] – ����
� etch

(Si), SWG
-�.� -�.� <-�� �� ���

[��] ��.�� ����
�
(Si)

-�.� -�.� <-�� �� ��

[���] ��� ����
�

(Si-SiN)
-�.� -�.�� – �� >���

[��] ��� ����
�

(Si-SiN)
-�.�� -�.� -�� �� ���

* This work
SWG = Sub-Wavelength Grating
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Appendix: Adjoint optimization details and work�ow
Merit function de�nitions

In each of the adjoint method merit functions suggested in this work (Eq. (�.��)-(�.��)), a mode-match
coupling e�ciency to a Gaussian optical �ber mode, ⌘(E,H), was indicated. The explicit de�nition of
the coupling e�ciency is given by,

⌘(E,H) =
1

4PmPsrc

����
ZZ

A

dA · E⇥H
⇤
m

����
2

(�.��)

whereA is the area of integration at the location of the desired outputmode (with vector direction given
by the normal),Pm is the power in the desired mode,Psrc is the input source power to the simulation,E
is the simulated incident electric �eld, andHm is the incident magnetic �eld of the desired mode which
in this case is a vertically-propagating Gaussian beam. This de�nition was originally derived in Ref. [��]
and equivalent de�nitions are used elsewhere [���].

Moreover, the multi-wavelength coupling e�ciency merit function that was used for all of the opti-
mizations showcased in themain text was given in Eq. �.��. As a consequence of using an FDFDmethod
to calculate the electric and magnetic �elds at multiple wavelengths, each adjoint method calculation of
the gradient requires an increase in the number of simulations proportional to the number of discrete
wavelengths. Thus, when using many wavelengths the optimization time can become infeasible even on
a high-performance server. Consequently, optimizations were limited to � discrete wavelengths where
� = {����nm, ����nm, ����nm} with corresponding weights c� = {c1305nm,c1310nm,c1315nm}. The
degree of wavelength spacing was not exhaustively experimented with, but it did not seem to greatly in-
�uence the end result. Changing the weights allows for some control over the shape of the insertion loss
spectrum, and was varied based on whether the optimization was unconstrained or constrained.

The penalty function p(x) in Eq. �.�� is a smoothed rectangular function that penalizes any features
with size 0 . x . x0 where x0 is the minimum imposed feature size. The stringency of this penalty
function can be tuned by varying the slope and amplitude of this function. A similar function was used
in Refs. [��, ��].

Implementation and parameterization

For each of the designs presented in this work (namely the single-etch Si grating from Fig. �.� and
the two Si-SiN grating couplers from Fig. �.�), unconstrained and constrained optimizations were per-
formed sequentially in the formof a hierarchical design protocol [��]. In the unconstrained optimization
(p(x) = 0), the trench width and pitch of the Si grating (and SiN layer) were each parameterized using a
Fourier series to allow for a smooth functional evolution of the device geometry,

⇤(i) = a0 +
MX

m=1


am sin

✓
m
⇡

2

i

N

◆
+ bm cos

✓
m
⇡

2

i

N

◆�
(�.��)

where i is the period number of the corresponding grating trench,N is the total number of trenches and
periods,M is the number of Fourier series terms, and the am and bm coe�cients represent the optimiza-
tion variables, x, fromEq. �.��. This parameterizationwas originally proposed and used in the dual layer
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Figure�.�: Optimizationwork�ow,which shows the initial conditions and�nal results for eachoptimiza-
tion as well as the corresponding insertion losses along each step. (a) Initial unconstrained optimization
of a uniformly-etched Si grating coupler. (b) Constrained optimization of the single-etch Si grating. (c)
Initial condition for the Si-SiN grating optimization, which uses the previous unconstrained Si grating
optimization result and a uniformly etched SiN layer with large duty cycle (�.��). (d) Unconstrained
optimization of the Si-SiN design. (e) Constrained optimization of the Si-SiN design.

Si grating optimization from Ref. [��], but in this workM = 10 Fourier terms were used as opposed
to M = 5 in the cited work. Note that N = 30 and N = 40 in the Si grating and patterned SiN
layer respectively. The c� wavelength weight coe�cients in Eq. �.�� were c� = {�.�, �.�, �.�} during
unconstrained optimization.

After the unconstrained optimization completed, the designwas reparameterized to allow the pitches
and trench widths to evolve independently of any functional form, but with added constraints on fea-
ture sizes (i.e. p(x) 6= 0 and takes the form of the smoothed rectangular function mentioned above).
This causes the sharp deviations from the smooth form of the pitch and duty cycle in Fig. �.�. As the
constrained optimization was performed, the penalty function stringency was increased in � sequential
optimization steps to completely enforce the minimum feature constraints. The c� wavelength weight
coe�cients in Eq. �.��were c� = {�.��, �.��, �.��} during constrained optimization.

Work�ow

The optimization work�ow for the generation of grating coupler designs in this work is given in Fig. �.�.
Each arrow represents either an unconstrained or constrained optimization with corresponding initial
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Figure �.�: The scattering angle (in degrees) at each grating trench found using Eq. �.�� applied to the
pitch and duty cycle from Fig. �.�.

conditions and �nal optimization results. The initial single-etch Si grating was uniformly-etched with
a pitch that satis�ed the vertical scattering condition (Eq. �.�� with a duty cycle of �.�). High back-
re�ection limited the insertion loss of this device. Note thatmanyother initial conditionswere tried in the
context of thiswork, but this duty cycle tended to produce the best (andmost constraint-friendly) results.
After unconstrained optimization, the insertion loss dramatically improved, and this unconstrained de-
sign was used as an initial condition for the constrained single-etch Si grating optimization (which gave
the result in Fig. �.�) as well as an unconstrained optimization of the Si-SiN grating couplers. Finally, a
constrained optimization was performed on the Si-SiN design which produced the designs in Fig. �.�.

Appendix: Expanded analysis using the grating equation
In Eq. �.�� the vertical coupling phase condition was provided. The more general equation, known as
the grating equation, is de�ned here:

�⇤ � k0⇤ sin ✓ = 2⇡m (�.��)

where �⇤ is the phase collected across one period ⇤ of the grating, k0 the wavenumber of the cladding
medium, ✓ is the angle of the output beam relative to zenith, and m is an integer. To obtain more in-
formation about the physics of an apodized grating coupler, it can be useful to solve for the scattering
angle as a function of the grating period number. To do so, a duty cycle di and pitch ⇤i at each index i
is assumed. Furthermore, the e�ective refractive index of the unetched and etched portions of the grat-
ing is taken to be n1 and n2, respectively. Using this, the grating equation can be rewritten in terms of
scattering angle per grating period as,

sin ✓i =
n1

n0
di +

n2

n0
(1� di)�

m�

n0⇤i
(�.��)

where � is the free-space wavelength and n0 is the refractive index of the cladding medium.
Using the pitch and duty cycle information from Fig. 6.5, the scattering angle per grating period

number of the Si–���nm SiN grating is plotted in Fig. �.�.
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It can be observed in Fig. �.� that the grating coupler rarely scatters perfectly-vertically for any given
grating period in this approximation. Instead, the grating scatters light at a negative angle towards the
beginning and at a positive angle towards the end of the grating. These two beams interfere to produce
net vertical scattering.

Appendix: Grating coupler data
For reproducibility, the data for the two Si-SiN grating couplers showcased in this work is presented in
Table �.�; all data is given in units of �m. The trenches and lines occur sequentially in order. Note that
the �rst SiN etched trench (T.) row for each design gives the o�set of the �rst SiN line from the �rst Si
etched trench. The refractive index of Si, SiN, and SiO2 at � = 1310nm was taken to be �.����, �.���,
and �.��� respectively in this work. The mode-match was measured ��m above the Si layer.

�.� Conclusion
In this chapterwe have introduced inverse design via the adjointmethod, ultimately demonstrating that it
can provide vastly improved computational electromagnetic design capabilities over conventional meth-
ods. Then, we showed how the adjoint method could be applied to the design of fabrication-friendly
perfectly vertical grating couplers. This resulted in the design of an ��nm-CMOS compatible vertical
grating coupler with an industry-competitive -�.��dB simulated insertion loss.
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Table �.�: Optimized Si-SiN grating coupler data.

Si – ���nm SiN GC Si – ���nm SiN GC
Si T. Si L. SiN T. SiN L. Si T. Si L. SiN T. SiN L.
�.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� -�.���� �.����
�.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.����
�.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.����
�.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.����
�.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.����
�.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.����
�.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.����
�.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.����
�.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.����
�.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.����
�.���� �.���� �.���� �.����
�.���� �.���� �.���� �.����
�.���� �.���� �.���� �.����
�.���� �.���� �.���� �.����
�.���� �.���� �.���� �.����
�.���� �.���� �.���� �.����
�.���� �.���� �.���� �.����
�.���� �.���� �.���� �.����
�.���� �.���� �.���� �.����
�.���� �.���� �.���� �.����
�.���� �.���� �.���� �.����
�.���� �.���� �.���� �.����
�.���� �.���� �.���� �.����
�.���� �.���� �.���� �.����
�.���� �.����

T. = Etched Trench [�m]; L. = Unetched Line [�m]
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Chapter �

Novel Inverse Design Topics

In the previous chapter we discussed inverse design via the adjoint method in detail, then applied it to
fabrication-friendly grating couplers. In this chapter we will present a brief look at novel, emerging top-
ics in inverse design. In the literature, inverse design tends to refer to applications of the adjoint method,
but in this case we are using the term loosely to describe general electromagnetic design techniques. In
Section �.�we will present a novel semi-analytical transfer-matrix based optimization method for the de-
sign of thin-�lm interference�lter devices (such as distributedBragg re�ectors). Section �.�demonstrates
that thismethod canbeused toobtainmirrorswith> 99% re�ectivity over an extremely broad frequency
range. In Section �.� we will brie�y an exciting new class of inverse design optimization techniques that
leverage machine learning, namely reinforcement learning (RL). These methods use neural networks as
an additional tool to help explore large design spaces in search of global optima.

�.� Transfer-matrix inverse design method for �D thin-�lm
interference �lters

In this section we will present an inverse design method developed by the current author and Omair to
design thin-�lm devices [���, ��]. This method relies upon the semi-analytical transfer-matrix method
to e�ciently simulate the Fresnel coe�cients of a one-dimensional stack of layers with arbitrary refractive
index (including complex refractive index for lossy layers). In the next section we will apply this method
to the design of an extremely broadband distributed Bragg re�ector.

Introduction to the transfer-matrix method
Before proceedingwewill describe the semi-analytical transfermatrixmethod. Thiswill be integral to our
derivation of the inverse design method. Let r and t denote the Fresnel coe�cients of a one-dimensional
layered device. Note that r and t are de�ned for a speci�c frequency, polarization, and incident angle of
light implicitly. Wewill include these dependencies later on. The transfer-matrixmethod [��] posits that
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r and t satisfy the following:

r =
M21

M11
(�.�)

t =
1

M11
(�.�)

whereM11 andM21 correspond to the matrix elements of a 2⇥ 2 transfer-matrix,M:

M =


M11 M12

M21 M22

�
(�.�)

The transfer-matrix,M, can be constructed by multiplying several building-block matrices, which will
be described below.

Suppose that the thin-�lm device we wish to simulate consists ofm layers with (complex) refractive
indices, n1, ..., nm, and thicknesses d1, ..., dm. Let ni and di de�ne the refractive index and thickness of
the i-th layer. Furthermore, let ✓0 be the angle of incident light on the device (relative to normal). Then,
by Snell’s Lawwe can de�ne the angle of light propagationwithin each layer of the one-dimensional stack
using:

✓i+1 ⌘ sin�1

✓
ni

ni+1
sin ✓i

◆
(�.�)

where ✓i is the angle of light in the i-th layer, where i = 0, 1, 2, ...,m. For convenience, we de�ne the
following quantities:

�i ⌘
2⇡ni

�
cos ✓i (�.�)

Li ⌘
�i+1

�i
(�.�)

where �i can be thought of as an e�ective propagation wavevector in the i-th layer (� is the free-space
wavelength).

The transfer-matrix M can now be de�ned using these quantities. Note that the form of the M
building-block matrices is di�erent depending on the incident polarization of light. Thus, we will con-
sider both s- (transverse-electric) and p- (transverse-magnetic) polarized incident light.M{s,p} is given by
the product ofm+ 1 alternating transmission and propagation matrices:

M
{s,p} =

mY

i=0

T
{s,p}
i,i+1Pi+1 (�.�)

where these matrices can be de�ned per layer of the device as:

T
s
i,i+1 =

1

2


1 + Li 1� Li

1� Li 1 + Li

�
(�.�)
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T
p
i,i+1 =

1

2

"
ni

ni+1
Li +

ni+1

ni

ni
ni+1

Li � ni+1

ni
ni

ni+1
Li � ni+1

ni

ni
ni+1

Li +
ni+1

ni

#
(�.�)

Pi =


e
�j�idi 0
0 e

j�idi

�
(�.��)

Notice that allmmatrices can be de�ned with simple knowledge of the refractive indices and thicknesses
of the layers. Most importantly, onlyPi in Eq. �.�� is dependent on the layer thicknesses, di. Therefore,
using Eq. �.�we may solve for the Fresnel coe�cients above, Eq. �.� and Eq. �.�.

Inverse design formulation
Consider a merit function, f , that is explicitly a function of the Fresnel coe�cients:

f (rs, rp, ts, tp) : C4 ! R (�.��)

where rs, rp, ts, and tp are the (complex) Fresnel coe�cients of a thin-�lm device in the transverse-electric
(TE) and transverse-magnetic (TM) polarizations. Note that the Fresnel coe�cients are de�ned at a spe-
ci�c photon energy, ~!, and incident angle of light, ✓. For brevity we will assume that ~! and ✓ are �xed.
We will show how generalizing this method to a range of energies and angles can be done in the next
section.

We assume that the parameters of interest in our thin-�lm device are them layer thicknesses, which
will be denoted by thickness vector, dwith:

d =

2

666664

d1

d2
...

dm�1

dm

3

777775
(�.��)

where d1, ..., dm are the thicknesses of each layer. This derivation will not consider optimization of the
layer refractive indices.

We are interested in optimizing f with respect to the layer thicknesses. Therefore our optimization
problem is given by:

min
d

f (rs, rp, ts, tp) s.t. Eq. �.� and Eq. �.� (�.��)

where this design problem reads “minimize f with respect to the layer thicknessesd subject to the Fresnel
coe�cients satisfying the transfer-matrix equations”.

Eq. �.�� is very similar to the form of the inverse problem de�ned in the previous chapter for general
electromagnetics problems, except we have exchanged Maxwell’s Equations with the transfer-matrix so-
lution. Thus, following in those footsteps, we will formulate a gradient descent algorithm to solve �.��
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by taking the chain rule gradient of f . Consider the partial derivative of f with respect to layer thickness
di:

@f

@di
= 2Re

✓
@f

@rs

@r
s

@di

◆
+ 2Re

✓
@f

@rp

@r
p

@di

◆
+ 2Re

✓
@f

@ts

@t
s

@di

◆
+ 2Re

✓
@f

@tp

@t
p

@di

◆
(�.��)

where the 2Re terms account for the complex conjugate partial derivatives. By assumption above, f is
de�ned in terms of the Fresnel coe�cients. Therefore, the partial derivative terms with respect to the
Fresnel coe�cients ( @f

@rs and similar) are known. Thus, it remains to calculate the @rs

@di
terms and similar.

The derivatives of re�ection Fresnel coe�cient in terms of the transfer-matrix elements can be found
using Eq. �.�:

@r

@di
=

@

@di

✓
M21

M11

◆
=

M11
@M21
@di

�M21
@M11
@di

M
2
11

(�.��)

@r

@di
= t

@M21

@di
� rt

@M11

@di
(�.��)

where we applied the quotient rule and rearranged. Similarly for twe may use Eq. �.�:

@t

@di
=

@

@di

✓
1

M11

◆
=

�@M11
@di

M
2
11

(�.��)

@t

@di
= �t

2@M11

@di
(�.��)

wherewe applied the quotient rule and rearranged again. The Fresnel coe�cients r and tmaybe obtained
by solving for the transfer-matrix in the forward direction. Therefore, to solve for these derivatives, we
only need solve for the partial derivatives of the matrix elements,M11 andM21. These partial derivatives
can be obtained by taking the derivative of the full transfer-matrix @M

@di
.

Returning to the de�nition of the transfer-matrix �:

M =
mY

i=0

Ti,i+1Pi+1 (�.��)

we found previously that only thePi matrices depended on the layer thicknesses in Eq. �.��. Therefore,
let us isolate the i-thPmatrix by de�ning the following matrices:

M = XiPiYi (�.��)

where,

Xi ⌘
 
T01

Y

j<i

PjTj,j+1

!
(�.��)

�Where we have dropped the polarization dependence, because it will not matter hereafter.
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Yi ⌘
 
Ti,i+1

Y

k>i

PkTk,k+1

!
(�.��)

Therefore, when we take the i-th partial derivative ofM, we may conveniently write it as follows:

@M

@di
= Xi

@Pi

@di
Yi (�.��)

Finally, we consider the partial derivative @Pi
@di

. Using Eq. �.��we �nd:

@Pi

@di
=

@

@di


e
�j�idi 0
0 e

j�idi

�
(�.��)

=


�j�ie

�j�idi 0
0 j�ie

j�idi

�
(�.��)

= j�i


�1 0
0 1

� 
e
�j�idi 0
0 e

j�idi

�
(�.��)

@Pi

@di
= j�i


�1 0
0 1

�
Pi (�.��)

Inserting this in the full-derivative ofM in Eq. �.��we have:

@M

@di
= j�iXi


�1 0
0 1

�
PiYi (�.��)

However, notice thatPiYi corresponds to the right hand side of Eq. �.��:

PiYi = X
�1
i M (�.��)

We may then replace this above to �nd our �nal derivative:

@M

@di
= j�iXi


�1 0
0 1

�
X

�1
i M (�.��)

where the �nal derivative of M is a simple rearranging of quantities that have already been calculated
during the forward simulation (namely,Xi andM ). This concludes the derivation of the transfer-matrix
inverse design method.

Summary and algorithm
To summarize, we introduced the transfer-matrix method to solve for the Fresnel coe�cients of a one-
dimensional thin-�lm device. We then presented a general inverse design problem using this method in
Eq. �.��. To solve this problem, we proposed using gradient descent. We showed the chain rule partial
derivatives of the merit function in Eq. �.��, which relied upon partial derivatives of the Fresnel coe�-
cients in Eq. �.�� and Eq. �.��. These, in turn, required a partial derivative of the transfer-matrix which
we found inEq. �.��. The algorithm for obtaining the full gradient of themerit function is thenprovided
as follows:
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�. Solve for the transfer-matrix of the systemusing Eq. �.�. During this solution, save theXimatrices
de�ned in Eq. �.��.

�. Use the resulting Fresnel coe�cients to solve for the merit function (Eq. �.��).

�. Use the Xi matrices and M to solve for the partial derivative of M with respect to the design
parameters (Eq. �.��).

�. Solve for the partial derivatives of r and t with respect to the design parameters in Eq. �.�� and
Eq. �.��.

�. Solve for the full chain-rule derivative of the merit function in Eq. �.��.

We will apply this algorithm in the next section.

�.� Inverse design of an extremely broadband distributed
Bragg re�ector for thermophotovoltaics applications

Thermophotovoltaics is a burgeoning �eld of research for energy production, harvesting, and storage.
As the name implies, a photovoltaic cell is used to generate electricity from a hot thermal source (i.e. a
blackbody). This could include the hot engine of an aircraft, a radioactive source, or a thermally-isolated
supply of heated graphite for energy storage. In our example, we will assume a perfect blackbody source
emitting the Planck spectrum at T = 1200�C, where the Planck spectrum is given by:

b(~!, T ) = (~!)2
4⇡2c2~3

1

exp
� ~!
kT � 1

� (�.��)

The central problem facing thermophotovoltaic applications is that photovoltaic cells canonly absorb
above-bandgap photons with ~! � Eg, where Eg = 0.75eV for a typical InGaAs photvoltaic cell.
However, at the relatively low temperature that we are considering (compared to the Sun, for example),
a large amount of thermal radiation is emitted at below bandgap energies (~! < Eg). One method to
resolve this problem is to recycle belowbandgap radiation by re�ecting it back to the source. Recently, the
thermophotovoltaic e�ciency record was attained using this by Zomair et al [���], ultimately achieving
a power conversion e�ciency of ��.�%. In particular, an InP/InGaAs-based photovoltaic cell (Eg =
0.75eV) was used with a gold-backed mirror, which has an average re�ectivity of ⇡ 95% in the below
bandgap energy range. However, if this re�ectivity canbe improved to��%orbetter, thermophotovoltaic
e�ciency exceeding ��% is theoretically possible [���].

The merit function de�ning our problem is the average re�ectivity over all sub-bandgap photon en-
ergies (~! < Eg) and incident angles from the full hemisphere above the device. This merit function
can be denoted quantitatively by:

Raverage ⌘
RR

R(!, ✓)b(!)2⇡ sin ✓ cos ✓d✓d!RR
b(!)2⇡ sin ✓ cos ✓d✓d!

(�.��)
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Figure �.�: Optimization of a distributed Bragg re�ector with alternating silicon and silica layers. A sim-
ple DBR achieves only ��% average re�ectivity. After optimization, the bandwidth of the DBR can be
expanded dramatically resulting in ��% re�ectivity.
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where R(!, ✓) is the re�ectivity at a particular angle of incidence (✓) and frequency (!), and b(!) is
the Planck spectrum from Eq. �.��. The 2⇡ sin ✓d✓ factor accounts for the di�erential solid angle sub-
tended by the source at an angle ✓ with respect to normal. The cos ✓ factor comes from Lambert’s
Cosine Law, where we assume the typical case that the blackbody source is a di�use radiator. Thus,
Eq. �.�� can be regarded as a weighted average of the re�ectivity. One additional average that must be
taken into account is polarization, since on average the blackbody source is unpolarized and therefore the
re�ectivity may be written in terms of equal combinations of the TE and TM (s and p) polarizations:
R(!, ✓) = 1

2(R
s(!, ✓) +R

p(!, ✓)). where the 1/2 factor takes into account the unpolarized light.
Distributed Bragg re�ectors (DBRs) are known to provide high re�ectivity with very little loss by

exploiting thin-�lm interference. DBRs consist of low-loss dielectric layers with alternating refractive
index. While near unity re�ectivity can be achieved at a single wavelength with a few-layer DBR, a large
number of layers are required to increase the re�ectivity bandwidth. Consider the case of a �� layer (�pair)
DBR in Fig. �.�(a), which consists of alternating pairs of silicon and silicon dioxide �oating in air. The
right-hand side Fig. �.�(a) shows the TE (s) and TM (p) re�ectivity as functions of the incident angle and
frequency of light. In the central band of theDBR, the re�ectivity is near unity. However, the re�ectivity
quickly decreases outside of this band. Consequently, the average re�ectivity according to Eq. �.�� is just
��%,

The width of the re�ectivity band (and thus the average re�ectivity) can be increased by using more
DBR layers. However, just increasing the number of layers provides diminishing returns for increasing
the average re�ectivity. Pragmatically speaking, we would like to limit the number of deposited layers in a
process for reasons of cost and fabrication imperfection (such as deposition nonuniformity). Therefore,
we may use the algorithm developed in this chapter to increase the re�ectivity by optimizing the thick-
nesses of the DBR layers by gradient descent. Note that re�ectivity can be rewritten as a function of the
Fresnel re�ectivity coe�cient:

R(!, ✓) = r(!, ✓)r(!, ✓) (�.��)

where r is the complex conjugate of r. Therefore, using the formalism developed in Section �.�, the
derivative ofR(!, ✓)with respect to layer thickness di is given by:

@R(!, ✓)

@di
= 2Re

✓
R(!, ✓)

@r(!, ✓)

@r(!, ✓)

@di

◆
(�.��)

= 2Re
✓
r(!, ✓)

@r(!, ✓)

@di

◆
(�.��)

Note that @r
@di

may be found using Eq. �.�� from the previous section. Thus, by linearity of derivatives,
we may �nd the partial derivative of the average re�ectivity from Eq. �.��:

@Raverage

@di
⌘

RR
2Re

✓
r(!, ✓)

@r(!, ✓)

@di

◆
b(!)2⇡ sin ✓ cos ✓d✓d!

RR
b(!)2⇡ sin ✓ cos ✓d✓d!

(�.��)

In other words, we take the weighted average of the individual re�ectivity derivatives. We apply the algo-
rithmdeveloped in Section �.� alongwith the gradients generated using thismethod to the uniformDBR
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Figure �.�: Result of an inverse design optimization of a distributed Bragg re�ector on a gold substrate.
Using just � total layers of alternating silicon and silica, we can achieve ¿��% re�ectivity over a broad
range.

from Fig. �.�. Doing so, we achieve a �nal thickness pro�le and re�ectivity in Fig. �.�(b). This improves
the average re�ectivity to ��%, with a drastic change to the re�ectivity across the broad range of incident
photon angles and energies.

While Fig. �.�(b) demonstrates amassive improvement over a simpleDBR, ��% re�ectivity is still not
adequate nor competitivewith a simple gold substrate for thermophotovoltaics. Thus, we also considered
aDBR deposited on a gold substrate in order to achieve re�ectivity in excess of ��%. InRef [���], Omair
et al showed that over ��% re�ectivity could be achieved using a DBR with �� Bragg pairs (�� layers) of
alternating silicon and silicon dioxide. Furthermore, using inverse design optimization, we can achieve
over ��% re�ectivity with far fewer pairs. The result of an optimization using a distributed Bragg re�ector
on a gold substrate consisting of just � Bragg pairs (� layers) is shown in Fig �.�. Note the color scale on
the re�ectivity plots ranges from ��% to ���% as opposed to the color scale in the previous �gure. Thus,
we achieve an extremely re�ective mirror with over ��% average re�ectivity. Such a mirror could enable
next-generation ultra-e�cient thermophotovoltaics with conversion e�ciency exceeding ��%.

�.� Machine learning enhanced inverse design
In this section we will brie�y describe an emerging class of inverse design methods that leverage machine
learning techniques to potentially improve electromagnetic design capabilities. Thesemethods seek to re-
place conventional gradient descent optimization (Eq. �.�� fromChapter �)with neural networks, which
can potentially improve the search over the design space of interest.
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Figure �.�: Neural network aided inverse electromagnetic design is a natural extension of the adjoint
method. A conventional gradient-descent optimization loop interfaced with electromagnetic physics is
provided in (a). Gradient-descent is replaced by a generative neural network in (b), which learns to gen-
erate design parameters using information from the physics solver.
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This is illustrated qualitatively in Fig. �.�. In Fig. �.�(a) we depict the typical gradient-descent opti-
mization loop for inverse design via the adjoint method. In the �rst step, a user selects candidate device
parameters. These are subsequently simulated in a physics solver (such as FDTD), a merit function is
calculated, and the gradient of that merit function is computed using the adjoint method. This gradient
is used to update the design parameters using a deterministic update equation such as gradient descent.

By contrast, wemay replace the gradient descent part of the optimization loop with a generative neu-
ral network, as depicted in Fig. �.�(b). A generative neural network takes in noise as input, and performs
a complex nonlinear function over that noise to output design parameters for the physics engine. By
providing feedback from the merit function of interest as well as its gradient, the generative neural net-
workwill automatically learn to generate a distribution of device parameters that satisfy the desiredmerit
function after many iterations. Generative neural networks are out-of-scope for this thesis, but a detailed
discussion of this designmethod can be found inRef. [��] where it originates for electromagnetic design.

Using the generative neural network method shown in Fig. �.�(b), we hope to overcome a common
issue in typical gradient-based designmethods; namely, they are only capable of �nding local optima. Lo-
cal optima are regions in a design space where the gradient of the merit function is locally equal to zero.
While these optima can be good, the global optimum cannot be found generally by gradient descent. Us-
ing neural networks, we might hope that the machine is capable of learning additional information and
patterns in the design space that a human would otherwise be unable to discern, providing better opti-
mization. Nevertheless, there is still no guarantee of �nding a global optimum even when using neural
networks, but results in the literature [��] and preliminary results by the current author are promising.

We applied a novel version of the generative neural network method� in Fig. �.�(b) to the design of
distributed Bragg re�ectors for broadband re�ection. This is shown in Fig. �.� where we compare the
results of the neural network to the gradient descent method for DBR design detailed in the previous
section. In this case, we optimize theDBRfor a variable number of layers on a gold substrate, illustrated in
the diagram on the left-hand side. Interestingly, the neural network is able to achievemore robust optima
than conventional gradient descent. In particular, regular gradient descent provides diminishing returns
for the �- and ��- layer designs, indicating the solver was caught in a local optimum. By contrast, the
mirrors produced by the neural network method demonstrate increased re�ectivity with each addition
of new layers – as onemight expect shouldbepossible given additional degrees of freedom. Thebest result
achieved was the ��-layer neural network with an average re�ectivity exceeding ��.�% over the frequency
range of interest.

While these results are promising, a signi�cant amount of trial-and-error is required to get neural
networks working adeptly (commonly referred to as “hyperparameter tuning”). Consequently, neural
networks that are capable of solving large-scale computational problems remain to be shown. Future
work in this �eld will likely need to demonstrate neural networks that can apply to general electromag-
netic design problems and optimize well with minimal user input.

�Work on this novel method is still in progress at the time of this thesis, and is not described in here for brevity.
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Figure �.�: Neural network aided design of broadband distributed Bragg re�ectors provides more robust
solutions than regular gradient descent. The number of DBR layers on gold is illustrated qualitatively on
the left-hand side of the diagram.
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Chapter �

Conclusion

The contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows:

�. We quanti�ed the stimulated emission carrier lifetime in a saturated edge-emitting InGaAs laser
using a novel method, ultimately �nding a lifetime of �ps.

�. We demonstrated that the spontaneous emission carrier lifetime in heavily-doped light-emitting
diodes saturates to the fundamental spontaneous emission lifetime of a two-level system, which is
�ns for InGaAs. Consequently, we rejected the standard BNP model of the LED recombination
rate.

�. We showed that optical antenna-enhanced spontaneous emission can be as fast as stimulated emis-
sion.

�. We examined the large-signal direct-electrical modulation rate of antenna-LEDs and lasers, �nding
that both devices are limited by their respective carrier lifetimes. Thus, we argued that antenna-
LEDs can be fast as lasers.

�. We demonstrated that optical antenna-LEDs can reach practical and competitive internal quan-
tum e�ciency if III-V semiconductor surface treatment processes are improved.

�. A full simulation of the antenna-LED transmitter revealed that it is capable of direct-electrical
modulation exceeding ��Gbit/s with ��� photons/bit signal.

�. We demonstrated novel metal-dielectric antennas that can overcome an e�ciency versus antenna
enhancement tradeo� using sharp dielectric tips.

�. We provided a tutorial of inverse design via the adjoint method.

�. Using inverse design, we showed that antenna-LEDs are capable of ��% single-mode waveguide
coupling e�ciency.
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��. We demonstrated fabrication-friendly vertical grating couplers using inverse design, with industry-
competitive insertion loss approaching�.�dB anddensewavelength divisionmultiplexing compat-
ible bandwidth.

��. A novel semi-analytical transfer-matrix inverse design method for �D interference �lters was pre-
sented and applied to thedesignofultra-broadbanddistributedBragg re�ectorswith>��%average
re�ectivity.

��. We explored novel inverse design methods that leverage machine learning.

Based on the arguments in this thesis, ultra-fast optical antenna-LEDsmay be feasible in next-generation
on-chip optical interconnects. Furthermore, inverse electromagnetic design will continue to enable re-
markable design capabilities, pushing the limits of photonic device engineering.
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Appendix A

Microscopic Origin of Spontaneous and
Stimulated Emission

There are several methods to derive the rate of spontaneous and stimulated emission from atoms and
semiconductors. Perhaps the most fundamental comes from Fermi’s Golden Rule:

�i!f =
2⇡

~ | hf |H 0|ii|2 ⇢(Ef ) (A.�)

where H 0 is a perturbation Hamiltonian that causes a transition, with probability per unit time �i!f

of a transition from the the (joint) eigenstate i to a �nal (joint) eigenstate f . | hf |H 0|ii|2 is known as
the matrix element of this perturbation and ⇢(Ef ) is called the density of �nal states (typically in units
of states per unit energy, evaluated at Ef ). In the case of light-matter interactions, the most common
perturbation is the electric dipole interaction potentialH 0 = qx · E, where q is the elementary charge,
x is the dipole moment, and E is the electric �eld. By second quantization, the electric �eld may be
expressed as an operator on photon number states with,

E = i

r
~!
2"V

�
a
†
e
�ik·r + ae

ik·r�
ê (A.�)

wherea† anda are the photon creation and destruction operators respectively,! is the frequency of light,
" is thematerial permittivity, k is the wavevector, ê is the polarization direction, and V is a normalization
volume. We can then express the joint eigenstates in terms of electron initial and �nal states, i and f , as
well as photon number states, Np and Np + 1, since the electron transition either creates or destroys a
photon. Hence,

| hf |H 0|ii|2 ! | hf,Np + 1|qx · E|i, Npi|2 (A.�)

=
~!
2"V

�� hf,Np + 1|qx ·
�
a
†
e
�ik·r + ae

ik·r�
ê|i, Npi

��2 (A.�)

Sincewe are interested in light emission,wemaydrop the annihilation termwhich corresponds to absorp-
tion. Furthermore, we may employ the slowly-varying amplitude approximation by assumption that the
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dipole moment is much shorter than the wavelength of light, allowing us to separate the joint eigenstates
and remove the exponential term:

| hf |H 0|ii|2 ! ~!
2"V

| hf |qx · ê|ii|2
�� hNp + 1|a†|Npi

��2 (A.�)

=
~!
2"V

(Np + 1) | hf |qx · ê|ii|2 (A.�)

where in the second step we used:

�� hNp + 1|a†|Npi
��2 =

��� hNp + 1|
p

Np + 1|Np + 1i
���
2

= (Np + 1)| hNp + 1|Np + 1i |2 = (Np + 1)

(A.�)
This allows us to separate the matrix element into two terms,

| hf |H 0|ii|2 = ~!
2"V

Np | hf |qx · ê|ii|2 + ~!
2"V

| hf |qx · ê|ii|2 (A.�)

where the term on the left represents stimulated emission (due to the presence ofNp photons), and the
term on the right represents spontaneous emission (in absence of photons,Np = 0). Furthermore, the
matrix element now depends only on the transition dipole matrix element of the material. This demon-
strates the fundamental relationship between stimulated and spontaneous emission.

Taking only the term for spontaneous emission, and expressing the optical density of states as:

⇢(~!) = V
!
2
n
3

⇡2~c3 (A.�)

We �nd,

�i!f =
2⇡

~
~!
2"V

| hf |qx · ê|ii|2 V !
2
n
3

⇡2~c3 (A.��)

=
!
3
n

~"oc3
| hf |qx · ê|ii|2 (A.��)

Conventionally, we average over all possible polarizations of the electric �eld and the dipole moment
directions, allowing us to remove the dot product;

�i!f =
|qxi!f |2!3

n

3~"oc3
(A.��)

where xi!f is now a scalar operator and determined by the material. In the main body of this thesis, we
express this �nal transition rate in terms of a spontaneous emission lifetime, 1/⌧o = �i!f

. Furthermore,
we simplify the notation of the dipole matrix element with |qxi!f | ! |qx21|. Thus, we may write:

1

⌧o
=

|qx21|2!3
n

3~"oc3
(A.��)

This concludes the proof.
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Appendix B

Detailed Model of Spontaneous and
Stimulated Emission with Arbitrary Doping
Concentration

Several times throughout this thesis we have provided simulations of LEDs, lasers, and antenna-LEDs. In
particular, we claimed that under heavy doping the LED spontaneous emission carrier lifetime saturates
to the fundamental lifetime of a two-level system. In this Appendix, we will brie�y describe how these
simulations were constructed. In particular, themodels follow fromChuang [��], but allow for arbitrary
doping concentration. The code may be found at [��].

Step �: Self-consistently solve for quasi-Fermi levels
Knowing the desired doping concentration, we can solve for the electron and hole concentrations with
zero applied voltage. For example, if the hole dopant densityNA � ni where ni is the intrinsic carrier
concentration at room temperature with zero doping, then it is well known that:

Po ⇡ NA (B.�)

No ⇡
n
2
i

NA
(B.�)

Then, we may express the full carrier concentrationsN and P by:

N = No +N
0 (B.�)

P = Po + P
0 (B.�)

whereN 0 and P 0 are the excess carrier concentrations under an applied voltage. By charge conservation,
these must be equal:

N
0 = P

0 (B.�)
) N �No = P � Po (B.�)
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Keeping this inmind, wemay use the de�nition of the carrier concentrations parameterized by the quasi-
Fermi level in the respective conduction and valence bands, where we have:

N = NcF1/2

✓
Fc � Eg

kT

◆
(B.�)

P = NvF1/2

✓
�Fv

kT

◆
(B.�)

whereNc andNv are the e�ective conduction band and valence band density of states respectively, F1/2

is the Fermi-Dirac integral of order �/�, Fc and Fv are the conduction band and valence band quasi-
Fermi levels, Eg is the bandgap, and kT is the Boltzmann factor. Note that F1/2 only applies for bulk
semiconductors, but can be changed for quantumwells if necessary. Furthermore, it applies regardless of
whether the semiconductor is degenerately or non-degenerately doped. Thus, using Eq. B.�–B.� and by
de�nition,

V = �F = Fc � Fv (B.�)

we may self-consistently (numerically) solve for the carrier concentrations of a semiconductor with arbi-
trary doping and applied voltage, because we have � equations and � unknowns (N , P , Fc, and Fv).

Step �: Solve for the gain and spontaneous emission spectra
The (net) gain spectrum is given by [��]:

g(~!) = ⇡q
2
M

2
b

nc"om
2
o!

⇢r(~!) (fc � fv) (B.��)

whereM2
b is the transitionmomentummatrix element,mo is the electronmass, ~! is the photon energy,

fc and fv are the Fermi-Dirac functions (parameterized by the quasi-Fermi levels Fc and Fv), and ⇢r is
the reduced density of states for a bulk crystal. These quantities are de�ned below:

⇢r(~!) =
1

2⇡2

✓
2m⇤

r

~2

◆3/2p
~! � Eg (B.��)

fc =
1

exp{(E2 � Fc)/kT}+ 1
(B.��)

fv =
1

exp{(E1 � Fv)/kT}+ 1
(B.��)

E2 = Ec +
m

⇤
r

m⇤
e

(~! � Eg) (B.��)

E1 = Ev �
m

⇤
r

m
⇤
h

(~! � Eg) (B.��)

~! = E2 � E1 (B.��)
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Figure B.�: Spontaneous emission spectrum versus time simulation shows excellent agreement with ex-
periment. Experimental spectrum (a) was obtained by Fortuna [��] who used a time-correlated single-
photon counting (TCSPC) setup along with a spectral �lter. Simulation (b) was performed by using the
analysis developed in this section to obtain the spontaneous emission spectrum (Eq. B.��) as a function
of minority carrier concentration. The carrier dynamics with time were obtained using the spontaneous
emission recombination rate (Eq. B.��) along with an assumed surface recombination lifetime of �ns.

where m⇤
e and m

⇤
h are the electron and hole e�ective masses, m⇤

r is the reduced e�ective mass, Ec and
Ev are the conduction and valence band energies, and E2 and E1 are energy levels in the conduction
and valence bands parameterized by the photon energy ~! after assuming conservation of momentum.
Then, the spontaneous emission spectrum can be obtained by a simple transformation:

rsp(~!) =
✓
n
2
!
2

⇡2~c2

◆
g(~!) 1

1� exp{(~! � (Fc � Fv)) /kT}
(B.��)

which follows from Einstein’s AB analysis. Interestingly, the spontaneous emission spectrum can also be
rewritten in the form:

rsp(~!) =
1

⌧o(~!)
⇢r(~!)fc(1� fv) (B.��)

where ⌧o(~!) is the fundamental spontaneous emission lifetimeof a two-level system (fromAppendix A).
Note that both the gain and spontaneous emission spectra are implicitly de�ned at given carrier concen-
tration and doping, because fc and fv are de�ned by the quasi-Fermi levels from above.

Step �: Solve for the spontaneous emission recombination rate and carrier
lifetime
Finally, we solve for the recombination rate due to spontaneous emission using:

Rsp =

Z
rsp(~!)d~! (B.��)
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where rsp is the spontaneous emission spectrum from above, and we integrate over all photon energies.
The carrier lifetime is de�ned as:

1

⌧sp
=

@Rsp

@N
(B.��)

whereN refers to the minority carrier in this case. Note that we haveRsp(N) implicitly de�ned, so this
carrier lifetime derivative can be calculated simply by �nite-di�erence.

Agreement of simulated spontaneous emission spectrum with experiment
Since we have indexed the spontaneous emission spectrum, rsp(~!) as an implicit function of the carrier
concentration,N , we may use carrier dynamics to solve for rsp(~!) as a function of time. To do so, we
use the rate equations developed in Appendix E. The result versus a TCSPC experiment for InGaAs is
provided in Fig. B.�. We obtain excellent agreement with experiment.
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Appendix C

Heavily-Doped LED Saturation

In this section we prove the claim that the semiconductor spontaneous emission lifetime saturates to the
fundamental spontaneous emission lifetime of a two-level system in the limit of heavy doping and low-
level injection. In doing so, we will make several simplifying assumptions. The generality of the solution
under a full numerical calculation can be found in Appendix B and the radiative lifetime versus dopant
density curve from Fig. �.� in the main manuscript.

In Appendix Bwe show that the total spontaneous emission recombination rate is given generally by,

Rsp =

Z 1

Eg

1

⌧o(~!)
⇢r(~!)fc(1� fv)d~! (C.�)

whereEg is thebandgap energy, ⌧o is the fundamental spontaneous emission lifetimeof a two-level system
(fromAppendix A), ⇢r is the reduced density of states, ~! is the photon energy, and fc,fv are the Fermi-
Dirac distributions in the conduction band and valence band. These quantities are de�ned symbolically
below:

⇢r(~!) =
1

2⇡2

✓
2m⇤

r

~2

◆3/2p
~! � Eg (C.�)

(C.�)

fc =
1

exp{(E2 � Fc)/kT}+ 1
(C.�)

fv =
1

exp{(E1 � Fv)/kT}+ 1
(C.�)

whereE2 andE1 are de�ned as:

E2 = Ec +
~2k2

2m⇤
e

E1 = Ev �
~2k2

2m⇤
h

(C.�)
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wherem⇤
h andm⇤

e are the hole and electron e�ective masses respectively,m⇤
r is the reduced e�ective mass,

Fv and Fc are the quasi-Fermi levels for the valence and conduction bands respectively, and E1 and E2

parameterize the energies of the valence and conduction bands by thewavevector k under the assumption
they are parabolic. In other words, by conservation of energy and momentum, we have that the photon
energy due to electron-hole radiative recombination is given by,

~! = E2 � E1 = (Ec � Ev) +
~2k2

2

✓
1

m⇤
e

+
1

m
⇤
h

◆
= Eg +

~2k2

2m⇤
r

(C.�)

We may then solve for k2 in terms of ~! and the reduced massm⇤
r plug the result into Eq. C.� to �nd,

E1 = Ev �
m

⇤
r

m
⇤
h

(~! � Eg)

E2 = Ec +
m

⇤
r

m⇤
e

(~! � Eg)
(C.�)

Now we may begin to simplify these equations under three assumptions:

�. The hole e�ective mass is much larger than the electron e�ective mass,m⇤
h � m

⇤
e

�. The quasi-Fermi level for holes is far below the valence band edge, Fv ⌧ Ev, or equivalently the
doping density is very large and degenerate, Po ! 1.

�. The quasi-Fermi level for electrons is below the conduction band edge, Fc ⌧ Ec, or equivalently
the minority carrier concentration is nondegenerate and we are in a low-level injection pumping
condition

These are all reasonable assumptions for an unstrained III-V LED under heavy doping conditionsNA >

1019cm�3, since the valence band will typically be dominated by the contribution of heavy-hole states.
TheE-kdiagramof adirect-gap semiconductor representing eachof these assumptions is shown inFig. C.�
for reference. We now detail the e�ects of these assumptions below.

Assumption �: m⇤
h � m

⇤
e

When the hole e�ective mass is much larger than the electron e�ective mass, its contribution to the re-
duced e�ective mass becomes negligible:

1

m⇤
r

⌘ 1

m⇤
e

+
1

m
⇤
h

(C.�)

1

m⇤
r

⇡ 1

m⇤
e

(C.��)
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Figure C.�: E-k diagram representing our assumption that the hole e�ective mass is much larger than the
conduction band e�ective mass.

Furthermore, the energy level equations in Eq. C.� now become,

E1 = Ev �
m

⇤
r

m
⇤
h

(~! � Eg) (C.��)

⇡ Ev �
m

⇤
e

m
⇤
h

(~! � Eg) (C.��)

E1 ⇡ Ev (C.��)

where we usedm⇤
h � m

⇤
e. Similarly,

E2 = Ec +
m

⇤
r

m⇤
e

(~! � Eg) (C.��)

⇡ Ec +
m

⇤
e

m⇤
e

(~! � Eg) (C.��)

E2 ⇡ Ec � Eg + ~! (C.��)

Since we are only interested energy level di�erences, without loss of generality we may set the bandedge
absolute energies toEv = 0 andEc = Eg, to which Eq. C.�� and Eq. C.�� become further simpli�ed:

E1 = 0 (C.��)
E2 = ~! (C.��)

which is simply a statement that the valence band energy changes negligibly with k, so the energy di�er-
encesE2 � E1 = ~! occurs entirely in the conduction band.
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Finally, usingm⇤
r ⇡ m

⇤
e,Ec = Eg, andE2 = ~!, we may rewrite the joint density of states Eq. C.�,

as,

⇢r(~!) ! ⇢c(E2) =
1

2⇡2

✓
2m⇤

e

~2

◆3/2p
E2 � Ec (C.��)

which is exactly equal to the conduction band �D density of states in the conduction band, ⇢c, under
these assumptions.

Assumption �: Fv ⌧ Ev

When the quasi-Fermi level is far below the valence band edge and using the assumption developed pre-
viously,E1 = Ev = 0, the Fermi-Dirac probability distribution in the valence band becomes,

fv =
1

exp{(E1 � Fv)/kT}+ 1
! 0 (C.��)

which occurs because the exponential in the denominator becomes very large.

Assumption �: Fc ⌧ Ec

Plugging EqC.��, Eq. C.��, E2 = ~!, and Ec = Eg into the original spontaneous emission recombi-
nation rate integral from Eq. C.�, we may write:

Rsp ⇡
Z 1

Ec

1

⌧(E2)
⇢c(E2)fcdE2 (C.��)

Using the low-level injection assumption, we may approximate the Fermi-Dirac probability distribution
in the conduction band as,

fc =
1

exp{(E2 � Fc)/kT}+ 1
⇡ exp{(Fc � E2)/kT} (C.��)

which is the common Boltzmann approximation. Substituting this back into Eq. C.��:

Rsp ⇡
Z 1

Ec

1

⌧o(E2)
⇢c(E2) exp{(Fc � E2)/kT}dE2 (C.��)

we cannowmake the observation that energies far above the bandedgeE2 � Ecwill not provide amean-
ingful contribution to the integral because of the exponential. Therefore, wemay e�ectively truncate the
upper limit of the integral after a few kT . Alternatively, we may e�ectively treat ⌧o as a constant de�ned
at the bandgap energy ⌧o(~!) ! ⌧o(Eg), and pull it out of the integral �. Therefore we have,

Rsp ⇡
1

⌧o(Eg)

Z 1

Ec

⇢c(E2) exp{(Fc � E2)/kT}dE2 (C.��)

�Technically speaking, the average kinetic energy of holes in the conduction band is 3
2kT , and similarly for holes in the

valence ban, indicating that the lifetime should be de�ned at ⌧o(~!) ⇡ ⌧o(Eg+3kT ). This extra contribution ismore-or-less
negligible, and ignored for simplicity.
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where the integral is now instantly recognizable: it represents the minority electron concentration in the
conduction band under the Boltzmann concentration,N :

Rsp ⇡
N

⌧o(Eg)
(C.��)

which is the desired behavior we wished to prove. Wemay can take this one step further to get the carrier
lifetime:

1

⌧sp
⌘

@Rsp

@N
=

1

⌧o(Eg)
(C.��)

or, in otherwords, the spontaneous emission lifetime of semiconductors becomes the fundamental spon-
taneous emission lifetime of a two-level system under conditions of heavy doping and low-level injection.
This concludes the proof.
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Appendix D

Internal Photon Density From External
Laser Power

The internal photon density of a laser cavity may be found just from knowing the external laser power.
Assuming a steady state condition with time-harmonic electric �eld within and outside the laser cavity
E = eEe

�j!t, where ! is the laser frequency, we may write the external laser intensity (using the time-
averaged Poynting vector):

I
external =

1

2
Re( eE ⇥ eH⇤) =

1

2
nextc"o| eEexternal|2 (D.�)

where in the second equality we assume eH = eE/⌘ where ⌘ = 1/nc"o is the characteristic impedance of
the medium external to the laser which has refractive index next. Furthermore, we may write the time-
averaged energy density within the laser cavity as,

u
internal =

1

2
n
2
internal"o| eEinternal|2 (D.�)

whereninternal is the (e�ective) index of the laser cavity. Note that this term includes contributions from
both the electric and magnetic �eld energy densities, where we have assumed that the energy density in
themagnetic�eld is equal to the energy density in the electric�eld (on average). The factor of 1/2 appears
from time-averaging the harmonic �elds. Now to get the average photon density in the cavity, we must
average over the energy density within the laser volume. That is, we take,

S
internal =

Photons
Volume

=

RRR
u(~r)d3~r

~! · Volume
(D.�)

where ~! is the photon energy (allowing us to convert from energy density to photon density), and ~r is
the spatial position within the laser cavity. After substituting Eq.D.� into Eq.D.�, we may take the ratio
of Eq.D.� and Eq.D.�. We �nd,

S
internal

Iexternal
=

1

vg~!
ninternal

nexternal

1

Volume

ZZZ | eEinternal(~r)|2

| eEexternal|2
d
3
~r (D.�)
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where we replaced c/ninternal with the group velocity vg, and | eEexternal|2 was moved into the integral
and treated as a constant (since the outgoing wave is planewave-like and does not depend on location).

If the incident beam on the laser facet within the cavity were a simple plane wave, the ratio of the
refractive indices internal and external to the laser facet and the ratio of the electric �eld intensities could
be recognized as the power transmission at normal incidence, T = 1 � R. However, since the re�ected
light also contributes to the overall internal photon density, we cannot simply use T . Indeed, for the
cleaved facet laser with a TEmode, one actually �nds that that the two electric �eld intensities at the laser
facet are equal because of the tangential electric �eld boundary condition. One must average over the
electric �eld within the full volume of the laser cavity because of the resulting spatial interference pattern
in the Fabry-Perot cavity from re�ections at the waveguide facets.

This is depicted more clearly in Fig. D.�where we simulate the electric �eld intensity within a Fabry-
Perot cavity. Fig. D.�(a) shows the geometry of a laser used for this toy example, with a length L = 5�m
and re�ectivity R = 30% at each facet �. We assume that the coherent beam in the laser is launched
from the center of the cavity. FigD.�(b-e) depict the resulting electric �eld intensity as a function of
position in the laser cavity at awavelength of ����nmwith absorption coe�cients,↵, of ��,���, �, -����,
and -���� �/cm respectively. Negative absorption can be interpreted as gain. Note that Fig. D.�(b) was
normalized by the peak electric �eld intensity, while FigD.�(c)-(e) were normalized by the electric �eld
intensity external to the laser (after transmission). Because of the tangential E-�eld boundary condition,
the electric �eld intensity outside of the laser is equal to the electric �eld intensity at the boundary of the
laser facet. In Fig. D.�(b) the large absorption prevents the launched wave from reaching the laser facet.
In FigD.�(c) one can observe coherent oscillations in the laser mode, where the oscillation amplitude is
smaller on the left half of the cavity because most of the initial wave power was lost upon transmission
through the mirror at the right facet. In FigD.�(d) gain is turned on, resulting in increasing amplitude of
oscillations onboth ends. Finally, FigD.�(e) shows the gain threshold condition, where the net gain in the
cavity is equal to the mirror loss ↵m = 1

2L ln 1
R1R2

= 2407 �/cm. As one might intuit, the spatial pro�le
of the electric �eld at the gain threshold condition is independent of the location of the initial incident
wave and always takes on this symmetric pro�le. For larger mirror re�ectivity and longer Fabry-Perot
cavity length, the oscillation amplitude becomes nearly constant throughout the cavity.

Returning to Eq.D.� and using the insight from Fig. D.�(e) at the laser threshold condition, we may
now evaluate the integral term. Assuming that themode pro�le of the outgoing laser beam is about equal
to the internal laser mode pro�le in the transverse directions, the integral in Eq.D.� evaluates approxi-
mately to:

1

Volume

ZZZ | eEinternal(~r)|2

| eEexternal|2
d
3
~r ⇡

RR
A dxdy

A
· 1
L

Z L

0

cos2
✓
2⇡n

�
z

◆
dz ⇡ 1

2
(D.�)

where the approximation was deduced from the cos2-like pro�le of Fig. D.�(e) �.
�The short length of the cavity is used for illustration purposes only, because the resulting spatial pro�le of the laser mode

would be too di�cult to see for a more reasonable length (like that taken in the main text,L = 60�m).
�Technically the integral is smaller than �/�, but we will assume the conservative case for simplicity and generality. Note

also that we ignored the spectral constructive interference condition in this analysis, but it was inconsequential and is assumed
to hold at the lasing wavelength.
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FigureD.�: (a) Simple one-dimensional Fabry-Perot optical cavitywith��mlength. Large absorption (b),
zero absorption (c), some gain (d), and threshold gain (e) conditions respectively. In the case of threshold
gain, the electric �eld intensity pro�le is independent of the incident source location.
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Thus, we may solve Eq.D.� for the average photon density internal to the Fabry-Perot cavity, given
by:

S
internal ⇡ 1

2

1

vg~!
ninternal

nexternal

Popt

A
(D.�)

where we replaced I
external = Popt/A where Popt is the laser power, and A is the modal area. Taking

nexternal = 1 for air and ninternal = 3 for the laser e�ective index, we �nd,

S
internal ⇡ 3

2

Popt

A · vg · ~!
(D.�)

which is the equation that was used in the main body of the text for calculation of the photon density
from the laser power.
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Appendix E

Dynamic Models of Antenna-LEDs and
Lasers

In this Appendix we provide a detailed description of the time dynamics of antenna-LEDs and lasers. All
carrier dynamics simulations performed in this thesis used the rate equations [��]:

@N

@t
= G(I)�Rnr(N)�Rsp(N)�Rst(N,S) (E.�)

@S

@t
= �Rst(N,S) + ��Rsp(N)� S

⌧p
(E.�)

where N is the density of minority carriers in the material (usually in units of electrons/cm3), S is the
density of photons in the optical cavity (in units of photons/cm3), and each of the terms beginning
with R correspond to recombination rates with units 1/(s · cm3). The recombination rates Rnr and
Rsp correspond to nonradiative and radiative (spontaneous emission) respectively which depend only
on the minority carrier density in the device. Rst, on the other hand, corresponds to recombination
by stimulated emission and depends explicitly on both the minority carrier concentration and photon
density terms.G is a generation term, which, for electrical injection, corresponds to the current pumped
into the device per unit volume. � is known as the con�nement factor, � is known as the spontaneous
emission coupling factor, and ⌧p is called the photon lifetime. A simpli�ed version of Eq E.�was provided
in Chapter �, and it describes the dynamics of the minority carrier population due to generation and
recombination events. Eq. E.� describes the dynamics of the photon population within an optical cavity,
and is important for the description of lasers. Importantly, it indicates that the density of photons in the
cavity increases with stimulate and spontaneous emission, and decreases as photons are lost at a rate 1/⌧p.

For simulations of large-signal modulation responses (such as Fig. �.�� and Fig. �.��), we used the
detailed model of the spontaneous emission recombination rate (developed in Appendix B) along with
the stimulated emission recombination rate and non-radiative recombination rate developed inChapters
� and �. Eq. E.� and Eq. E.�were directly integrated using the backward Eulermethod for good accuracy.
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E.� Small-signal model of the antenna-LED
A small-signal modulationmodel for the antenna-LED is developed in this section. A small signal model
of the laser modulation may be found in [��].

For the antenna-LEDwe can assume that S ⇡ 0 because generally-speaking, the photon lifetime, ⌧p,
is very small. This is because of the inherently small quality-factor, Q, of optical antennas due to both
radiative and nonradiative damping in the presence of metal. Furthermore, because LEDs operate from
the principle of spontaneous emission, a build-up of photons in an optical cavity is not needed (and in
fact undesirable, because of the possibility of optical absorption) for high-speedoperation. Thus, weneed
only consider Eq E.�, which describes the dynamics of the device minority carrier density. Moreover, we
may assume the net stimulated emission rateRst = vggS ⇡ 0 because of the small photon density.

Under direct electrical injection, we may take,

G(I) = ⌘i
I

qV
(E.�)

whereG is the generation rate due to electrical injection, I is the current, and V is the active volume. ⌘i
is known as the injection e�ciency, and describes what ratio of total current that ends up recombining
in the active region of the device. We will now provide a step-by-step proof of the small-signal transfer
function. Our goal is to �nd the peak-to-peak optical power, �P , induced by a small modulation in
current,�I , at some frequency !.

Small-signal assumption

We �rst assume that the carrier density and current satisfy,

n(t) = no +�ne
�j!t (E.�)

I(t) = Io +�Ie
�j!t (E.�)

where no corresponds to a steady-state carrier density due to Io input current, and �I at frequency !
induces a small modulation in the carrier density�n. Wemay then linearize the recombination terms by
taking the �rst order Taylor expansion:

Rsp = Rsp,o +
@R

@n
�ne

�j!t (E.�)

Rnr ⇡ Rnr,o +
@R

@n
�ne

�j!t (E.�)

whereRsp,o andRnr,o correspond to steady-state recombination rates, with linearmodulation terms given
by the di�erential terms @R/@n. Plugging Eq. E.� into the rate equation Eq E.� and rearranging, we �nd,

�n

�I
=

⌘i

qV

1

j! +
@Rsp
@n + Rnr

@n

(E.�)
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The optical power due to spontaneous emission is then given by,

P (t) = Po +�Pe
�j!t (E.�)

where,

Po = ~!V Rsp (E.��)

�P = ~!V
@Rsp

@n
�n (E.��)

satisfy the steady-state power and di�erential power due to modulation respectively. We may then plug
Eq. E.�� into Eq. E.� to �nd,

�P

�I
= ⌘i

~!
q

@Rsp
@n

j! +
@Rsp
@n + @Rnr

@n

(E.��)

where we note that in the “DC” limit (! ! 0), we have:

�P

�I

��
!=0

= ⌘i
~!
q

@Rsp
@n

@Rsp
@n + @Rnr

@n

= ⌘i⌘r
~!
q

(E.��)

Then, since in principle �P/�I may be complex valued (accounting for a phase shift of the optical
power with respect to the modulation current), we will take the modulus of Eq. E.�� and normalize by
the DC limit to �nd:

����
�P

�I

���� /
����
�P

�I

����
!=0

=
1

1 +

0

B@
!

@Rsp

@n
+

@Rnr

@n

1

CA

2 (E.��)

To solve for the f�dB frequency, we then �nd the frequency such that the transfer function is equal to
�/�. Doing so, we �nd,

f�dB =

p
3

2⇡

✓
@Rsp

@n
+

@Rnr

@n

◆
(E.��)

As shown in themain text, @Rsp/@n, is de�ned as the carrier lifetime of spontaneous emission, 1/⌧sp.
Similarly, @Rnr/@n = 1/⌧nr can be thought of as a carrier lifetime due to nonradiative processes. Thus,
Eq. E.�� becomes,

f�dB =

p
3

2⇡

✓
1

⌧sp
+

1

⌧nr

◆
(E.��)

which concludes the proof. Note that one may obtain the f�dB of an antenna-LED by replacing ⌧sp with
⌧
⇤
sp, the enhanced spontaneous emission carrier lifetime.
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Appendix F

Detailed Antenna Circuit Model

In Chapter � we demonstrated that a simpli�ed circuit analysis of the dipole antenna suggests a peak
enhancement factor of:

F =

✓
l

d

◆2

(F.�)

where l is the antenna length and d is the antenna gap. However, in the course of this derivation we
made a critical assumption: namely, we took the antenna to be a series RLC circuit with a current source.
In this Appendix we will derive expressions for the dipole antenna enhancement and e�ciency using
the complete circuit model, depicted in Fig. F.�(a), including all antenna reactive e�ects. This complete
circuit model was used to calculate the enhancement and e�ciency curves from Chapter �.�.

Consider the optical dipole antenna circuit model in Fig. F.�(a). The antenna length is l and there is
a vacuum gap of width d. In this case, we will also need to explicitly de�ne the antenna radius, where we
choose r = 25nm. As depicted in the diagram, we include several additional lumped circuit elements.
The antenna resistance includes several terms, including the radiation resistance Rrad and the antenna
Ohmic resistance Rloss. Near the antenna gap is an additional source of resistance called the spreading
resistance, Rspread, which was described originally in Chapter �.� to explain the decrease in antenna ef-
�ciency at small gap d. The reactive antenna elements include the intrinsic antenna capacitance Cfringe,
a shunt capacitance in the antenna gap Cgap, the intrinsic Faraday inductance LF, and an additional in-
ductance called the kinetic inductance Lk. The kinetic inductance accounts for the lag of free electron
motion in the antenna arms at large optical frequencies – in other words it accounts for the “plasmonic”
nature of the antenna. All of these quantities are de�ned explicitly in [��]. For now, we will leave most
of the circuit elements symbolic.

Fig. F.�(b) provides an equivalent circuit to thedipole antenna circuitmodel fromFig. F.�(a). Namely,
the optical antenna is a current divider consisting of two impedance elements in parallel with the current
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Figure F.�: (a) Circuit model of the dipole antenna, originally proposed by Eggleston et al [��]. (b)
Equivalent optical antenna circuit is a current divider.

source, along with a series spreading resistance. The impedances are de�ned as,

Zant = R + j!L+
1

j!Cfringe
(F.�)

Zgap =
1

j!Cgap
(F.�)

whereR = Rrad +Rloss and L = Lk + LF. We are ultimately interested in the quantity:

P
tot =

1

2
|Iant|2R +

1

2
|I|2Rs (F.�)

because this will represent the total power drawn from the source, which can be used to obtain the en-
hancement factor and e�ciency. Since the circuit is a current divider, we may easily write:

Iant =

✓
Zgap

Zgap + Zant

◆
I (F.�)
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Then, we have,

P
tot =

1

2
|I|2Rs +

1

2
|Iant|2R =

1

2
|I|2

 
Rs +

����
Zgap

Zgap + Zant

����
2

R

!
(F.�)

It remains to calculate the impedance ratio term. Note that we may write,

Zgap + Zant = R + j!L+
1

j!

✓
1

Cfringe
+

1

Cgap

◆
(F.�)

We may then de�ne an e�ective capacitance:
1

Ce�
=

1

Cfringe
+

1

Cgap
(F.�)

Then there is a resonance condition for the sum of the impedances in Eq. F.� that occurs when

!
2
� =

1

LCe�
(F.�)

On this condition:

|Zgap + Zant|2 = R
2 (F.��)

|Zgap|2 =
LCe�

C2
gap

(F.��)

This allows us to rewrite the total power from Eq. F.� as (on resonance):

P
tot
� =

1

2
|I|2

 
Rs +

LCe�

R2C2
gap

R

!
(F.��)

Interestingly, the second term depends on a ratio between reactive and resistive time constants. In Chap-
ter �.�, we expressed the enhancement factor as a ratio between the antenna radiated power and the radi-
ated power from a Hertzian dipole. Note that the overall enhancement seen by a dipole source includes
the resistive losses, and this was taken into account in our calculation of the average enhancement of the
cavity backed slot antenna in Chapter �. Nevertheless, more physical signi�cance can be derived from
considering only the radiated power. Using Eq. F.�� we may easily obtain the radiated power on reso-
nance by disregardingRs:

P
rad
� =

1

2
|I|2 LCe�

R2C2
gap

Rrad (F.��)

The radiation resistance and current of the dipole antenna were provided in Chapter � and are repeated
here:

I = 2q!
|x21|
d

(F.��)

Rrad =
2

3
⇡Zo

✓
l

d

◆2

(F.��)
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Furthermore, the radiated power by a Hertzian dipole is given by:

Po =
|qx21|2!4

3⇡"oc3
(F.��)

After some rearrangement, we may express the (radiative) enhancement factor as:

F =
P

rad
�

Po
=

LCe�

R2C2
gap

✓
l

d

◆2

(F.��)

To which we recover the characteristic (l/d)2 factor. However, There is an additional prefactor, which
has a complicated dependence on the antenna reactive and resistance parameters. Each of these parame-
ters, in turn, have dependencies on the antenna geometry and material. For brevity, we will not express
these circuit elements in terms of the antenna parameters, but they may be found in [��].

It is interesting to note that there is anL/R factor, which can be thought of as an antenna quality fac-
tor, establishing some analog between this circuit model and the Purcell enhancement factor. However,
in practice one generally does not want to decrease R because low quality factors are typically desirable
in antennas. Furthermore, decreasing the total resistance is not trivial, because radiation resistance tends
to trade o� with Ohmic loss unfavorably. Another interesting feature is that the shunt capacitance Cgap
can severely limit the antenna enhancement. It is desirable to lower this capacitance as much as possible
without sacri�cing the small gap parameter d. The best way to do this is to use sharpmetallic or dielectric
tips, as demonstrated in Chapter �.�.

The full enhancement factor in Eq. F.��was used in Chapter �.� in Fig. �.�(c). Furthermore, we pre-
sented a circuitmodel of the antenna e�ciencywith andwithout the surface collision e�ect, in Fig. �.�(d).
This circuit model antenna e�ciency is given by the ratio of the radiated power on resonance with the
total power on resonance:

E�ciency =
P

rad
1

P
tot
1

=

1
2 |I|

2 LCe�
R2C2

gap
Rrad

1
2 |I|2

⇣
Rs +

LCe�
R2C2

gap
R

⌘ (F.��)

Approximately speaking, for a well-designed antenna the prefactor becomes LCe�
R2C2

gap
⇡ 1. Thus, the e�-

ciency may be expressed as,

E�ciency ⇡ Rrad

Rs +Rloss +Rrad
(F.��)

Now, we note that the spreading resistance term is given byRs = 2⇢/dwhere ⇢ is the antenna resistivity,
and d is the antenna gap. Furthermore, when including surface collisions, wemodify the resistivity in the
concentrated current region by a factor (1 + l1/�d) where l1 is the bulk electron mean free path, and
�d is an empirical parameter that can be interpreted as the netmean free path in the con�ned geometry of
the antenna de�ned by the vacuum gap parameter d. Thus, the e�ciency may be approximately written:

E�ciency ⇡ Rrad

2
⇢

d

✓
1 +

l1

�d

◆
+Rloss +Rrad

(F.��)
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Hence, this stringent dependence on d emphasizes the need to optimize the gap distance to increase the
antenna enhancement without sacri�cing the antenna e�ciency due to spreading resistance and surface
collisions. This concludes our discussion of the optical antenna circuit model.
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Appendix G

Average Enhancement Factor

In this section we will derive the average enhancement factor from the text in detail. As a reminder, we
used,

1

⌧ ⇤sp
=

Faverage

⌧sp
(G.�)

Faverage = Fpeak · Spatial Average · Spectral Average · Polarization Average (G.�)

Thus, in particular we will show how each of the averages may be found.
Before we begin, we note that the recombination rate due to spontaneous emission in an intrinsic

semiconductor is given by (from Appendix B),

Rsp =

Z
1

⌧(!)
⇢r(!)fe(!)d! (G.�)

where ⇢r is the reduced density of states and fe is called the Fermi emission factor. These quantities
account for the carrier concentration in the LED. ⌧ is the spontaneous emission lifetime of a two level
system, such that,

1

⌧
=

|H 0
21|2!3

n

3⇡"oc3
(G.�)

where |H 0
21|2 = |qx21|2 is thematrix element. Note that in Eq. G.�we have already implicitly performed

polarization averaging over thematerialmatrix element and zero-point electric�eld polarization. In other
words, in the main text we showed that the matrix element depends on the incident electric �eld polar-
ization in con�ned geometries, often called transition matrix element:

|q~x · ê|2 = Ki|qx21|2 = Ki|H 0
21|2 (G.�)

where Ki accounts for the averaged dipole polarization seen by the incident light with polarization ê.
However, for spontaneous emission from regular semiconductors, we must also average over the po-
larization of the zero-point electric �eld which we assume is equally partitioned in the three Cartesian
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directions. Thus, the matrix element is once again averaged:

1

3

X

i2[x̂,ŷ,ẑ]

Ki|H 0
21|2 =

1

3
|H 0

21|2
X

i2[x̂,ŷ,ẑ]

Ki =
1

3
|H 0

21|2 (G.�)

where we used that
P

i Ki = 1 regardless of the semiconductor crystal con�nement. This derivation
indicates that we always retrieve Eq. G.� for the spontaneous emission lifetime of conventional LEDs�.
We will return to this point about polarization later on, but for now wemust keep the relative transition
strengths,Ki, in mind.

Movingon to enhanced spontaneous emission,we�rst note that the enhancement factor (normalized
power) from a point dipole is in general a function of frequency, position, and polarization with respect
to an antenna or electromagnetic cavity. This can be easily con�rmed in simulation. In other words, we
may write

F ! Fi(!,~r) (G.�)

where ! is the frequency, ~x is the �D position, and i 2 [x̂, ŷ, ẑ] is the polarization of a point dipole
source. Therefore, the recombination rate of an idealized point source before taking into account spatial
averaging is given by,

R
⇤
sp(~r) =

Z  X

i

KiFi(!,~r)

!
1

⌧(!)
⇢r(!)fe(!)d! (G.�)

where have simply multiplied the integrand by the sum of the enhancement factors in each polariza-
tion, which also have their own spatial and spectral dependencies in general. Notice that if Fi = 1 for
each polarization (which is the conventional LED), then we recover the regular recombination rate sinceP

i Ki = 1. In general, point dipole sources will be distributed spatially throughout the semiconductor,
so we may simply perform a weighted average under the assumption that the carrier concentration does
not considerably vary spatially:

R
⇤
sp =

1

V

ZZ  X

i

KiFi(!,~r)

!
1

⌧(!)
⇢r(!)fe(!)d!d

3
~r (G.�)

where V is the active volume of the semiconductor.
We now make the assumption that the enhancement factor F is a separable function in frequency

and space. This is not necessarily true for arbitrary structures, but is approximately true for the optical
�Interestingly, this implies that theBo radiative recombination coe�cient is independent of quantum con�nement. The

author was unable to �nd references con�rming this result, but typicallyBo is not reported as contingent upon whether the
device emits from quantum wells or bulk.
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antennas studied in this work (con�rmed by exhaustive simulation). Thus, for polarization i 2 [~x, ~y, ~z]:

Fi(!,~r) = F
peak
i Xi(~r)Wi(!) (G.��)

Wi(!) ⌘
Fi(!,~r = ~rpeak)

F
peak
i

(G.��)

Xi(~r) ⌘
Fi(! = !peak,~r)

F
peak
i

(G.��)

where F peak
i = Fi(! = !peak,~r = ~rpeak) is the peak enhancement spatially and spectrally, and theXi

and Wi are normalized functions that take into account the separate spectral and spatial dependencies
with respect to peak. Thus, substituting these expressions into Eq. G.�, we have,

R
⇤
sp =

1

V

X

i

KiF
peak
i

ZZ
d!d

3
~rXi(~r)Wi(!)

1

⌧(!)
⇢r(!)fe(!) (G.��)

where we pulled the polarization sum and F peak
i terms out of the integral since they are constants that

only depend on polarization. Now, we may separate the integral into its spatial and spectral parts, such
that:

R
⇤
sp =

X

i

KiF
peak
i

1

V

Z
d
3
~rXi(~r)

Z
d!Wi(!)

1

⌧(!)
⇢r(!)fe(!) (G.��)

Now, we observe that the �rst integral can be regarded as spatial average (indexed by polarization) of the
enhancement factor,

Spatial Averagei =
1

V

Z
d
3
~rXi(~r) =

1

V

Z
d
3
~r
Fi(! = !peak,~r)

F
peak
i

(G.��)

Noting that F / |E|2, we can write �:

Spatial Averagei =
1

V

Z
d
3
~rXi(~r) =

1

V

Z
d
3
~r
|Ei(~r)|2

|Ei|2peak
(G.��)

Spatial Averagei =
1

V

ZZZ
|Ei|2normalizeddxdydz (G.��)

where the bottom expression is the Spatial Average de�nition used in the main text. Thus, Eq. G.��
becomes,

R
⇤
sp =

X

i

F
peak
i Ki ⇥ (Spatial Averagei)⇥

Z
d!Wi(!)

1

⌧(!)
⇢r(!)fe(!) (G.��)

�Wemay ignore changes in optical density of states because we are only considering spatial variations.
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Now, to obtain the total average enhancement, wewill �rst need to divide Eq. G.�� by the recombination
rate of a regular LED (from Eq.G.�):

R
⇤
sp

Rsp
=
X

i

F
peak
i Ki ⇥ (Spatial Averagei)⇥

R
d!Wi(!)

1
⌧(!)⇢r(!)fe(!)R

d!
1

⌧(!)⇢r(!)fe(!)
(G.��)

We may rewrite the right hand term by expandingW (!) as the following:
R
d!Wi(!)

1
⌧(!)⇢r(!)fe(!)R

d!
1

⌧(!)⇢r(!)fe(!)
=

1

F
peak
i

R
d!Fi(!,~r = ~rpeak)

1
⌧(!)⇢r(!)fe(!)R

d!
1

⌧(!)⇢r(!)fe(!)
(G.��)

Letting LN(!) ⌘ 1
⌧(!)⇢r(!)fe(!) de�ne the intrinsic spontaneous emission spectrum correspond-

ing to minority carrier concentration N , this can be recognized as the spectral average from the main
manuscript:

Spectral Averagei =
1

F
peak
i

R
d!Fi(!,~r = ~rpeak)LN(!)R

d!LN(!)
(G.��)

Thus, the recombination rate ratio in Eq. G.�� becomes:

R
⇤
sp

Rsp
=
X

i

F
peak
i Ki ⇥ (Spatial Averagei)⇥

�
Spectral Averagei

�
(G.��)

Finally, let,

F
peak = max{F peak

x , F
peak
y , F

peak
z } (G.��)

in other words, the maximum enhancement over all polarizations. Then, we may write:

R
⇤
sp

Rsp
= F

peak
X

i

F
peak
i Ki

F peak
⇥ (Spatial Averagei)⇥

�
Spectral Averagei

�
(G.��)

Observe that we may transform the leftmost term in the following way:

X

i

F
peak
i Ki

F peak
=

1

F peak

P
i F

peak
i Ki|H 0

21|2

|H 0
21|2

=
1

F peak

P
i F

peak
i Ki|H 0

21|2P
i Ki|H 0

21|2
(G.��)

where we used the fact that
P

i Ri = 1 and |H 0
21|2 is the matrix element. We called the right hand side

of this expression the polarization average in the main text, but neglected the contribution of the spatial
average and spectral average in the overall expression. Typically speaking, the spectral average and spatial
averages do not have strong polarization dependencies, so we may drop it for simplicity. Moreover, one
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enhancement polarization dominates over the others, e.g. Fy � {Fx, Fz}. Consequently, wemay de�ne
the Polarization Average as,

Polarization Average ⇡ 1

F peak

P
i F

peak
i Ki|H 0

21|2P
i Ki|H 0

21|2
⇡ 1

F peak

F
peak

Ky|H 0
21|2P

i Ki|H 0
21|2

(G.��)

Polarization Average =
Ky

Kx +Ky +Kz
= Ky (G.��)

where the large enhancement in y has picked out the transition strength in that direction. Thus, the
recombination rate ratio becomes:

R
⇤
sp

Rsp
= F

peak ⇥ (Polarization Average)⇥ (Spatial Average)⇥ (Spectral Average) (G.��)

wherewe have dropped the subscripts on the Spectral and Spatial Average terms, where they are implicitly
de�ned in the y direction.

To obtain the carrier lifetime, we note that we had implicitly assumed in the spectral average term
that both the antenna-LED and reference LED are pumped to the same carrier concentration N . We
may then represent the respective recombination rates as R = N/⌧ , allowing the carrier concentration
to cancel. This allows us to de�ne:

Faverage ⌘
R

⇤
sp

Rsp
=

1/⌧ ⇤sp
1/⌧sp

(G.��)

And by comparison with Eq. G.��, we have,

Faverage ⌘ F
peak ⇥ (Polarization Average)⇥ (Spatial Average)⇥ (Spectral Average) (G.��)

which concludes the proof.

A curiosity concerning the polarization average
From the beginning of the average enhancement proof, we implicitly made an assumption regarding po-
larization: namely that the zero-point electric �eld is equally partitioned in the threeCartesian directions.
Indeed, dropping the spectral and spatial terms from Eq.G.�, we have

R
⇤
sp /

X

i

KiFi
1

⌧
(G.��)

where ⌧ is the fundamental spontaneous emission lifetime of a two-level system. Noting that ⌧ /
1
3 |H

0
21|2 according to our polarization average from before, we can rewrite Eq. G.�� as,

R
⇤
sp /

X

i

Fi

3
Ki|H 0

21|2 (G.��)
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Figure G.�: O�-polarization enhancement spectrum indicates suppression of spontaneous emission, in
contrast with the on-polarization enhancement.

In other words, we are taking a simple average over the three enhancement polarizations. Does this mean
that we have implicitly assumed that the zero-point E-�eld energy is equal in all three directions even
when there is enhancement present?

The curiosity that remains iswhetherwe should take into account preferential polarization of the vac-
uum �eld in this average. In the extreme case of a �Dphotonic crystal cavity there is a photonic bandgap,
implying that the vaccuum �eld within the cavity is identically zero. Moreover, �D photonic crystals
exhibit polarized spontaneous emission. Some evidence that a similar e�ect is occurring in the antenna-
LED can be seen in Fig. G.�. Here we show the enhancement spectra of a dipole oriented in x, y, and
z within the cavity-backed slot antenna. As discussed previously, the y polarization exhibits very large
enhancement factor on resonance. Meanwhile, the o�-polarizations are not only small but actually dip
below an enhancement factor of �. This indicates that the dipole emissionof these polarizations is actually
suppressed, analagous to the inhibited spontaneous emission in photonic crystals.

Should this fact be taken into account in Eq. G.��? An alternative to a simple average would be to
use a weighted average of each enhancement factor by Fi/

P
j Fj . Then we would have,

R
⇤
sp /

X

i

 
FiP
j Fj

!
FiKi|H 0

21|2 ⇡ FyKy|H 0
21|2 (G.��)

In other words, the factor of �would drop out and the antenna-LEDwould receive the full bene�t of the
transitionmatrix element. This is only a guess, however, andwewill leave this as anunsolved experimental
question.
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